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Introduction

Minnesota Laws 2007, Chapter 147, Article 2, Section 56 (see Attachment 1) requires the Minnesota
Department ofHuman Services (DHS) to develop and phase in implementation ofa professional
development system for practitioners serving children in early childhood and school-age settings
beginning July, 2007. Included in this statute are two provisions that require action by DHS by
January, 2008, including gathering input from named organizations:

• Develop additional opportunities to qualify more licensed family child care providers to be
eligible for the higher Child Care Assistance Program (CCAP) provider rate differential if
accredited or holding a current early childhood development credential. [Minnesota Statutes
2007, Chapter 119B.13, Subd. 3a.] (CCAP can pay up to 15 percent above the CCAP
maximum rate, but not more than the provider's charge, if the provider has a current early
childhood development credential or is accredited.)

• Identify trainings that qualify for the two-hour early childhood development training
requirement [Minnesota Statutes, Section 245A.14, Subd. 9a (a) and (b)] for newly hired child
care center staff and newly licensed family child care providers.

Both statutory provisions require that DHS seek input from the Minnesota Licensed Family Child Care
Association, the Minnesota Professional Development Council, and unions representing licensed
family child care providers. DHS has gathered this input through a meeting held with representatives
ofthese organizations (see Attachment 4), along with the Association ofMinnesota Family Child Care
Licensors (AMFCCL), the Minnesota Child Care Resource & Referral Network (MN CCR&R
Network), the Minnesota Association of County Social Service Administrators (MACSSA), the
Minnesota branch ofthe American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME), Metro State University, and the department's child care licensing staff (see Attachment 4
for list of participants' names). The Service Employees International Union (SEIU) did not respond to
invitations.

The primary focus ofthis report addresses identification of trainings that qualify for the two-hour
training requirement. However, opportunities for providers to qualify for the CCAP rate differential are
briefly described below.

Additional Opportunities for Licensed Family Child Care Providers to
Qualify for CCAP Rate Differential

Eligibility for a higher CCAP reimbursement rate for licensed family child care providers is allowed if
a provider is accredited through the National Association of Family Child Care (NAFCC) or holds one
of the following early childhood development credentials:

• Child development associate (CDA) credential
• Child Development Associate Degree
• Minnesota state technical college diploma in child development
• Bachelor's or post baccalaureate degree in early childhood education from an accredited

college or university
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• Competency-Based Training and Assessment (CBTA).

Many family child care providers pursue accreditation or the educational credentials listed above using
their own resources to cover accreditation and tuition fees. In recent years, DHS has offered or funded
supports to providers to reduce the cost ofthese opportunities. These supports include:

• Accreditation reimbursement - reimbursement for one-half the cost ofaccreditation fees is
available to providers seeking NAFCC accreditation

• CDA scholarships - scholarships are available to cover some ofthe costs of completing a
national CDA credential through the Minnesota Child Care Resource & Referral (CCR&R)
Network

• TEACH scholarships - scholarships are available through the Teacher Education and
Compensation Helps program for completion ofhigher education degrees in early childhood
education. .

Development of additional opportunities for providers to become accredited and/or obtain qualifYing
credentials comes at an opportune time. A variety of innovative initiatives are underway, along with
implementation of new or redesigned components for the early childhood and school-age professional
development system.

Initiative Provider Supports to Qualify for
CCAP Rate Differential

Accreditation Facilitation Project Provides intensive consultation to providers to move through
the NAFCC accreditation process in coordination with
accreditation reimbursement program.

Parent Aware Quality Rating Offers quality improvement supports to providers getting
System ready for or already rated. Supports may include accessing

educational opportunities.

Pre-K Exploratory Allowances Offers approved, high quality early childhood providers,
selected by families receiving an allowance, to support costs

I
of maintaining high-quality services. This may include costs
of maintaining accreditation.

Professional Development System I Provides a framework to providers that outlines pathways for
Career Lattice I professional development and growth, including

i identification of levels of experience, education and training
I needed for individuals seeking to advance their professional
I development.

i
I Supplies providers with a Web-based tool for tracking theirI Minnesota Professional

I Development Registry I training and career development, accessing approved
i training, and connecting with higher education opportunitiesI
I I in the early childhood and school-age fields.

I Career Guidance and Support I Offers providers career advising, coaching and mentoring to
plan learning goals and improve practice.

I I
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Trainings for Two-hour Early Childhood Development
Training Requirement

Current law (see Attachment 1) provides no defmition of "early childhood development training."
Thus, child care licensors use their own discretion in approving the specific training allowed to meet
this two-hour training required ofnewly hired child care center staff and newly licensed family child
care providers. To identify trainings that new child care staff/providers must take to meet the statutory
requirement to complete two hours of early childhood development training, DRS gathered
information on what child care licensors currently approve for this purpose. Also reviewed were child
development trainings currently offered through the Minnesota CCR&R system, the infrastructure
funded by DRS to deliver training to child care providers. Department staffmembers also consulted
with a group ofkey stakeholders to obtain input on recommendations and next steps.

To guide these efforts, the department turned to the Minnesota Practitioner Core Competencies (see
Attachments 5 and 6) which offer a foundation for what practitioners need to know and be able to
do to provide quality education and care in early education and school-age care settings. One ofthe
eight competencies described in these documents is Child Growth and Development. DRS and the
stakeholder group convened a training that meets the Child Growth and Development competency,
and will fulfill the early childhood development training requirement for licensed family child
care providers.

Survey of Child Care Licensors

Methodology

Information was gathered on what trainings county, tribal and state child care licensors currently
accept as fulfilling the two-hour training requirement. A consultant hired by DRS met with the
supervisor ofthe state child care licensors, and attempted to contact licensors from each ofthe 84
county units (several Minnesota counties combine their services) and seven tribal units. State licensors
monitor child care centers, and county licensors monitor providers who provide care in their own
homes. Because tribes are sovereign nations, each tribal council determines the tribe's own standards
for child care oversight and regulation.

Each licensor was asked what trainings they accept as fulfilling the two-hour training requirement, as
well as the length ofthe trainings, whether the trainings are offered in languages other than English,
and what delivery method (i.e., face-to-face, online, video, etc.) is used. Licensors from about three
quarters (73 percent, N = 61) of the counties and two of the tribal units responded to the request for
information. These responses are categorized in Attachment 2.

It should be noted that the licensors were asked to respond in an open-ended format to these questions.
They were not given a predetermined list oftrainings and asked to indicate whether they have ever
accepted each training. Consequently, responses from an individual county should not be considered
exhaustive of all the trainings that county has approved in the past. For example, several licensors
responded bye-mail with broad guidelines they use, but did not specifically mention that they
approved trainings offered through the local CCR&R agency's training database, MNSTREAMS, until
asked by the consultant.
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DBS also provided the consultant with a list of all ofthe MNSTREAMS trainings (face-to-face and
online) marked as addressing the Child Growth and Development child care provider core competency
available from July 1,2005, to October 21,2007. This list is included as Attachment 3.

Analysis of Licensors' Responses

State child care licensors currently use a very broad interpretation ofwhat qualifies as fulfilling the
two-hour requirement because they believe the statutory language defining the requirement is overly
general. The supervisor specifically referred to two areas of statutory language. The first was recently
codified from Rule 3, and the second defines "Child Growth and Development." When asked if she
could provide a list ofwhat trainings qualify, she essentially replied that it would be easier to give
examples ofwhat trainings they have rejected as not qualifying because ofthe broad interpretation of
"qualifying" among licensors. These examples include time providers used to travel between centers to
collect time sheets, time spent planning center parties, and time spent in staff benefits discussions. She
explained that because the language is so broad, her staff accepts any trainings that in some way touch
on children's development, either physical, social, cognitive, or emotional. She said that includes face
to-face trainings, online trainings, books and videos.

About one-fourth (23 percent, N=14) of the county licensors who responded indicated they used a
similarly broad interpretation ofwhat the requirement encompassed. Examples include:

"We have been fairly lenient on this requirement as it has not been clear what to
require. We have allowed anything that addressed the developmental stages for
children, or what to expect typically for what age child so they would be able to identify
a delay or concern."

"In our area there have not been a lot of resources for child development training so I
have accepted a wide range of training as long as it had something to do with the care of
young children."

The state licensor and many ofthe county licensors expressed appreciation that DRS is examining
the training requirements. At least seven county licensors specifically said they were waiting for DRS
to provide clarification on what trainings they should consider as appropriate for the requirement.
An example:

"At this time, this agency is quite generous with accepting quite a bit for early
childhood development training, as DRS has not clarified this. We are waiting for DBS
to identify this training."

One said that she was hoping DBS would simply provide a list oftrainings that would be appropriate
for the requirement.

The majority of county licensors (80 percent of those who responded, N=49) said they accept relevant
trainings offered by their local CCR&R agency through MNSTREAMS. Several indicated they relied
on the CCR&R to offer and advertise appropriate trainings for this requirement. An example:

"If CCR&R states that early childhood development is mainly addressed in the training,
this agency is accepting the training."
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State licensors also refer providers to the trainings offered by the local CCR&Rs as a suggested way of
fulfilling the requirement.

Licensors from approximately 25 counties also said they would approve relevant face-to-face trainings
from local child care associations, Early Childhood Family Education (ECFE) programs, community
education programs, food programs, colleges or universities, early childhood conferences, hospitals, or
other trainers. Relevant trainings need to include some information about Child Growth and
Development. Similarly, licensors. from seven counties mentioned a particular online training or Web
site they would allow as an acceptable training. Almost all ofthese latter counties were rural.

Several licensors said they consider additional trainings on a case-by-case basis, either requiring
providers to get prior approval, or to provide a copy of the syllabus and a certificate of completion of
the training. One county licensor was very specific about what is needed to approve a new training:

"For trainers not familiar to us, we would require the name and credentials of the
trainer, credit hours sought, course outline, evaluation tool, goals, learning expectations
for the provider, record of attendance and training certificates, etc."

However, a large urban county indicated they had tried to enact such an approval process but it was
simply too time-consuming and burdensome for licensors.

At least two county licensors expressed a particular focus on approving trainings that provided
information on all of the different stages of early childhood developmentrather than on specific
developmental issues (e.g., mental health issues or autism) or ages (e.g., a training on infancy). ,
Conversely, one licensor said she was hesitant to limit what she would approve because she believes
"there is so much providers need to know about early childhood."

Two urban counties indicated that they tried to discourage or would not allow their providers to fulfill
the requirement solely with online trainings. Both saw value in home child care providers leaving their
homes to be present with other providers during the training so they could share experience and discuss
how to apply the training materials in their everyday practices.

Seven counties have either designed their own training that fulfills the requirement, contracted with a
local college, or with other early education professionals to design appropriate training. One county
specifically described the content of their training:

"We have been working with our Early Childhood Special Education teachers to
develop trainings for us. They have been offering several two-hour trainings every year
for our child care and foster care providers. We have covered language development, as
well as physical, emotional and social development. This year we are including a part
on how television and video gam~s have a negative impact on children's development.
We have also included areas such as Ready for Kindergarten, and challenging
behaviors, such as sensory issues, autism, ADHD [Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder] and recognition of developmental milestones. We have also talked about
recognizing potential problems in development, talking to parents about this, and
identifYing services to assess potential problems. II'
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Three other licensors indicated they also had tried to provide relevant material themselves. For
example, one county created a child development section in their office library and allows providers to
apply time spent with those resources toward the requirement. Another gave providers printed
handouts from the Ages and Stages curriculum, a child development training developed by
independent trainers, and then tested them on the material.

Several licensors from rural counties commented on the lack of relevant training opportunities in their
areas, and others expressed concern about the quality of some ofthe trainings offered.

Six licensors indicated that either they themselves were too new to their jobs to address this issue yet,
or that they had yet to have a provider for whom the new requirement is relevant.

Representatives from two tribes indicated they have seemingly more stringent training requirements
for their child care providers, but the requirements are met in a more fluid manner. Both require
providers to have at least 16 hours of training prior to being licensed. The first tribal representative said
that her staff provides relevant trainings on a monthly basis, and that they cater the curriculum to their
providers' needs because they have a very close, ongoing relationship with their providers. She said
they focus the first hours on cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), first aid, Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (SIDS), and shaken baby trainings, and they use the rest ofthe hours (or all of the hours if
all of the providers have completed the prior list) to discuss child development and growth. They
developed their curriculum from the Ages and Stages trainings. This tribal member also said that they
invite parents and others from the community to the trainings as well, and that there could be three to
four trainings per month~ She said that she and her staff are trainers for the local CCR&R, but that the
providers within the tribe usually attend the tribal trainings, not the formal ones offered by the
CCR&R.

The representative from the other tribe echoed the first, but said that her tribe provides fewer trainings
themselves, and consequently, their providers attend trainings offered by the local CCR&R more often.

Analysis of Trainings Offered Through MNSTREAMS

The MNSTREAMS training data included 808 sessions of face-to-face trainings, which represents 378
unduplicated trainings that were classified as Child Growth and Development (see Attachment 3). Fifty
ofthe trainings included at least one session that was tailored specifically for, and only open to, a
particular child care center or group of providers. During the same time period, there were 10 online
Eager to Learn trainings (online training delivered through the CCR&R system) classified as Child
Growth and Development.

Trainings in MNSTREAMS are classified as meeting the Child Growth and Development Core
Competency by the instructor and/or the regional CCR&R professional development coordinator. One
ofthe coordinators explained the process:

"We have had no direction from licensors, DHS or legislation as to what classes qualifY
for the child development rule. Therefore, because we don't have any guidance, we
don't have a consistent rule as to which classes go under Core Competency One (and
which ones would meet the requirement). Each professional development coordinator
decides which core competency certain classes should go in based on the definition of
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the Core Competency and the description ofthe class. If it 'sounds' like child growth
and development, the class would go into that one. However, there are classes that can
be listed in other areas as well. For example, the following isthe description of the class
Boys and Girls Learn Differently:

This class will discuss brain research as it relates to the different learning styles
ofboys and girls. We will discuss tools and strategies that will increase success
in learning environments for every child.

This class is listed in our winter catalog in Child Growth and Development, but it also
could have been listed under Learning Environment and Curriculum, Interactions with
Children, and even Professional Development and Leadership. We decided to put it in
Child Growth and Development, but someone else might have decided it should go
somewhere else."

It needs to be acknowledged that an analysis of trainings only from MNSTREAMS provides a limited
perspective on the available trainings for child care providers in Minnesota. However, these trainings
were most often mentioned by county and state licensors as the ones to which they refer their new
providers, as these trainings are offered through the local CCR&Rs. Thus, an analysis of these
trainings is a good first step in thinking about training requirements.

Summary of Stakeholders Meeting Hosted by DHS

On December 4,2007, stakeholders reviewed the information gathered by the consultant about
the Child Growth and Development training requirement, and provided feedback for determining
next steps.

DHS staff described the statutory mandates regarding the training requirement and noted that this
study is part of their broader work to create a formal professional development system for early
childhood professionals. Metropolitan State University, under contract with DHS, is assisting with the
formation ofthis system; initial implementation is expected in July 2008. DHS staff explained that
developing the criteria and a process for approval oftrainings for the Child Growth and Development
requirement would assist in determining criteria for future decision-making in the professional
development system.

Discussion focused on two issues: this training requirement is for new child care providers only, and is
mandated to be a minimum of two hours. Participants agreed that it is difficult to cover much of the
broad body of knowledge about early childhood growth and development in two hours. However,
stakeholders concurred that all new providers across the state should begin with some ofthe
fundamental information about healthy child development. Subsequently, there was consensus that
qualifYing trainings should be broad-based and provide an overview of early childhood growth and
development. As one stakeholder said, "this initial two-hour training needs to be Child Development
10I." Meeting participants proposed that the Minnesota Early Childhood Education and Care
Practitioners Core Competencies be used to write the learning objectives for the training requirement.
They recommended that DHS use the language of Core Competency Content Area I: Child Growth
and Development, Level 2, Indicator a, which states: "Identifies basic physical, social, emotional,
cognitive, and language developmental milestones of children."
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There was some discussion that many licensors and providers alike want direction from the state about
exactly which trainings fulfill the requirement. Stakeholders agreed that DHS could provide some
examples of qualifying trainings, but that it would not be prudent to limit the qualifying trainings to
those on the list. Acknowledging that many different classes could fulfill the same requirement, they
agreed that DHS should "be specific about the components of the class, but not the class itself." It
would be impossible to define the universe oftrainings that would be relevant to the requirement, one
participant noted. Others mentioned that they did not want to discourage new trainings from being
developed. There was consensus, though, that qualifying trainings must be accessible: method of
delivery (e.g., classroom setting, online, etc.), languages in which they are offered, and geographic
location of classroom-style trainings.

Stakeholders also recognized that this initial two-hour training could be the first in a new provider's
career in early childhood, but that for some new providers this may be a temporary job while their own
children are young. Such providers may only want a bare minimum of training. Consequently,
stakeholders agreed, qualifying trainings should cover elementary knowledge about early childhood
development, but should also encourage providers to pursue additional trainings. "Providers need to
understand that to truly understand child development, they will need to go beyond the two-hour
training," one participant said. Stakeholders also recommended that trainings include contact
information for future questions and/or resources, and that trainers distribute, or at least refer to, the
Early Childhood Indicators ofProgress and Early Learning Standards developed by the Minnesota
Departments of Health, Human Services and Education. See http://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/
Legacy/DHS-4438-ENG and http://edocs.dhs.state.mn.us/lfserver/Legacy/DHS-4576-ENG.

Stakeholders recommended that qualifying trainings be culturally sensitive in format and delivery.
One stakeholder suggested adding the words "in a culturally-sensitive setting," to the learning
objective of the two-hour training requirement. It was also suggested that DHS use the language from
Core Competency Content Area I: Child Growth and Development, Levell, Indicator c, which states:
"Accepts cultural and linguistic variations and the effects those variations may have on behavior and
development." Stakeholders agreed that minimally qualifying trainings should integrate culturally
sensitive examples into the coursework.

One stakeholder suggested that the two-hour trainings include an interactive component to encourage
providers to engage in applying their learning to their work. Others expressed concern that this would
make the trainings less accessible, especially in rural areas of the state.

Stakeholders also proposed that trainers shouldbe encouraged to include the learning objectives of
their course on a certificate of completion. The language they use should match that ofthe Minnesota
Early Childhood Education and Care Practitioners Core Competencies. This would create some
consistency across different trainings, and simplify licensors' efforts to ensure the training
requirements are met. Additionally, stakeholders suggested that DHS consider how licensors and
providers determine if trainers have appropriate educational backgrounds and qualifications to be
teaching the required trainings.
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Summary of Survey and Meeting Findings and Recommendations

• State child care licensors and many county child care licensors use a broad interpretation of
what fulfills the statutory two-hour Childhood Growth and Development training requirement
because they understand the statutory language defining the requirement to be very general.

• County licensors currently accept trainings offered by a wide array of community
organizations, but trainings offered through MNSTREAMS by the local CCR&Rs are most
widely known and accepted.

• Some county licensors accept online trainings and Web sites for the training requirement, but
there is a lack of consistency across counties.

• Several counties have either designed their own training that fulfills the requirement, or
contracted with a local college, or with other early education professionals, to design an
appropriate training.

• There are currently a large number ofMNSTREAMS trainings statewide, but CCR&R staff
expressed a need for direction in determining whether a training fulfills the child development
and training requirement.

• Licensors specifically said they also were waiting for DHS to provide clarification on what
trainings they should consider as appropriate for the requirement.

• Some licensors would prefer DHS simply provide a list of acceptable trainings, but
stakeholders cautioned against this, noting that many different classes could fulfill the same
requirement. Instead, stakeholders said DHS should "be specific about the components of the
class, but not the class itself."

• Stakeholders agreed that qualifying trainings should be broad-based and provide an
overview ofearly childhood growth and development, since the training requirement is for
new child care providers only. The trainings should also encourage providers to pursue
additional trainings.

• It was recommended that, in defining the learning objectives of qualifying trainings, DHS use
the language of Core Competency Content Area I: Child Growth and Development, Level 2,
Indicator a, which states "Identifies basic physical, social, emotional, cognitive, and language
developmental milestones of children."

• It was also recommended that trainings include contact information for future questions and/or
resources, and trainers distribute, or at least refer to, the Early Childhood Indicators of Progress
and Early Learning Standards developed by the Minnesota Departments of Health, Human
Services and Education.

• Stakeholders agreed that, at minimum, qualifying trainings should integrate culturally sensitive
examples into coursework.

• There was consensus that qualifying trainings must be accessible in the following ways:
method of delivery (e.g., classroom setting, online, etc.), languages in which they are offered,
and geographic location of the classroom-style trainings.

• The stakeholders also proposed that trainers be encouraged to include the learning objectives of
their course on a certificate of completion. The language they use should match that of the
Minnesota Early Childhood Education and Care Practitioners Core Competencies.
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Next Steps to Identify Early Childhood Development Trainings

DRS intends to use the information, findings and recommendations described above to inform the
development and implementation ofprofessional development system components in Minnesota. Roll
out of these components begins July 2008. Specific next steps include development of:

• A continuum of training content based upon standard practitioner core competencies that
will include training specific to meeting pre-service and ongoing licensing training require
ments. Child Growth and Development is one ofeight competencies for which training content
will be developed.

• A training content and trainer approval process that is based on and ties training to the
practitioner core competencies. These approval processes will ensure that the required early
childhood development training and the trainers that deliver it fully address the Child Growth
and Development competency area, and are delivered by skilled and knowledgeable trainers.

• A Web-based professional development Registry designed to track and verify practitioner
training and career development. This will help both practitioners and licensors in locating
approved training, and documenting pre-service and ongoing training requirements.

• Incentives and supports for practitioners to seek additional training and education. While some
supports are currently in place, DRS will increase efforts to ensure that supports are effectively
targeted and coordinated with other aspects of the professional development system.

• Assurances that the system is accessible and coordinated. For example, training on
early childhood development will be uniformly available statewide through multiple
delivery strategies.

• Opportunities for ongoing partnerships and communication with licensors and stakeholders
through advisory group and strategic focus group meetings. These efforts can build upon the
important input gathered through this report.
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Attachment 1: Minnesota Statute Report References

Minnesota Laws 2007, Chapter 147, Article 2, Section 56
Sec. 56. COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SERVICES DUTIES; EARLY
CHILDHOOD AND SCHOOL-AGE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING.

Subdivision I. Development and implementation of an early childhood and
school-age professional development system. (a) The commissioner of human services,
in cooperation with the commissioners of education and health, shall develop and phase-in
the implementation of a professional development system for practitioners serving
children in early childhood and school-age programs. The system shall provide training
options and supports for practitioners to voluntarily choose, as they complete or exceed
existing licensing requirements.

The system must, at a minimum, include the following features:
(1) a continuum of training content based on the early childhood and school-age

care practitioner core competencies that translates knowledge into improved practice to
support children's school success;

(2) training strategies that provide direct feedback about practice to practitioners
through ongoing consultation, mentoTing, or coaching with special emphasis on early
literacy and early mathematics;

(3) an approval process for trainers;
(4) a professional development registry for early childhood and school-age care

practitioners that will provide tracking and recognition of practitioner training/career
development progress; ,

(5) a career lattice that includes a range of professional development and educational
opportunities that provide appropriate coursework and degree pathways;

(6) development of a plan with public higher education institutions for an articulated
system of education, training, and professional development that includes credit for prior
learning and development of equivalences to two- and four-year degrees;

(7) incentives and supports for early childhood and school-age care practitioners
to seek additional training and education, including TEACH, other scholarships, and
career guidance; and

(8) coordinated and accessible delivery oftraining to early childhood and school-age
care practitioners.

(bl 13yJailllary.•.·I., 2008, ..theconllllissi()~er,in cOl1sultationwiththe organizations
I1~111ed.insu~division2shall.develop~d~itionalopportuniti~sin.order to qualify more
licensedfamilychildcare,providers under section 119B.13;subdivision 3a.

(c) The commissioner of human services must evaluate the professional development
system and make continuous improvements.

(d) Beginning July 1, 2007, as appropriations permit, the commissioner shall
phase-in the professional developlllent system.

Subd',2.Two-hourearly.childhoodfraining.I3y'Janmtf)'lS,2008'; the
co

111
missioner ofhumanservices, with input 1ro

111
tre1'.1innesota Licensed Family Child

Care Association and the Minnesot~ProfessionalDevelopmentCounciLshall identify
trainings that qualify for the two-hour early childhood development training requirement
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Minnesota Statutes, Section 245A.14, Subd 9a (a) and (b)
Early childhood development training. (a) For purposes of child care centers, the director and
all staffhired after July 1,2006, shall complete and document at least two hours of early

.childhood development training within the first year of employment. Training completed under
this subdivision may be used to meet the requirements ofMinnesota Rules, part 9503.0035,
subparts I and 4. (b) For purposes of family and group family child care, the license holder and
each adult caregiver who provides care in the licensed setting more than 30 days in any 12-month
period shall complete and document at least two hours of early childhood development training
within the first year of licensure or employment. Training completed under this subdivision may
be used to meet the requirements ofMinnesota Rules, part 9502.0385, subparts 2 and 3.

Minnesota Statutes; Section 119B.13, Subd 3a
Provider rate differential for accreditation. A family child care provider or child care center
shall be paid a 15 percent differential above the maximum rate established in subdivision 1, up to
the actual provider rate, if the provider or center holds a current early childhood development
credential or is accredited. For a family child care provider, early childhood development
credential and accreditation includes an individual who has earned a child development associate
degree, a diploma in child development from a Minnesota state technical college, or a bachelor's
degree in early childhood education from an accredited college or university, or who is accredited
by the National Association for Family Child Care or the Competency Based Training and
Assessment Program. Fora child care center, accreditation includes accreditation by the National
Association for the Education of Young Children, the Council on Accreditation, the National
Early Childhood Program Accreditation, the National School-Age Care Association, or the
National Head Start Association Program ofExcellence. For Montessori programs, accreditation
includes the American Montessori Society, Association ofMontessori International-USA, or the
National Center for Montessori Education.
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Attachment 2: Child Growth and Development Trainings Accepted by Minnesota County Child
Care Licensors, Fall 2007

Has broad interpretation of what would
fulfill the requirement - essentially,
anything that includes some information
about child development (physical, social,
emotional or cognitive).

Accepts trainings that the local Child Care
Resource and Referral (CCR&R) agency
offers and indicates fulfills the
requirement.

Aitkin, Becker, Brown, Chisago,
FairbaultiMartin, Fillmore, Itasca, Lake of
the Woods, Morrison, Otter Tail, Polk,
Todd, Wadena, Washington

Aitkin, Becker, Benton, Blue Earth, Brown,
Chippewa, Chisago, Crow Wing, Dakota,
Dodge, FairbaultiMartin, Fillmore,
Freeborn, Hennepin, Hubbard, Itasca,
Jackson, Kanabec, Kittson, Koochiching,
Lac Qui Parle, Lake of the Woods, Le
Sueur, Meeker, Mower, Nicollet, Norman,
Otter Tail, Polk, Ramsey, Red Lake,
Redwood, Renville, Rock, Roseau, Scott,
Sibley, Stearns, Steele, Swift, Traverse,
Wadena, Waseca, Washington, Wilkin,
Winona, Wright, Yellow Medicine

Accepts the SEEDS and Ages and Stages Olmsted
trainings from local CCR&R.

Accepts SEEDS and ITII trainings offered by Cottonwood
the CCR&R, but has a strict definition of
"child development," (e.g., will not accept
trainings on autism, as this seems too
specific).

Accepts relevant courses offered by local
Early Childhood and Family Education
(ECFE).

Brown, FairbaultlMartin, Nicollet, Rock,
Waseca

Accepts relevant trainings from the local FairbaultiMartin, Stearns, Swift
food programs.

Trainings must not be only about food.

Accepts relevant courses offered by local
college or universities.

Accepts relevant trainings offered by the
local child care association.

Accepts relevant trainings from local
community education.

Dakota, Dodge, Hennepin, Itasca, Le Sueur,
Ramsey, Renville

Freeborn, Lake of the Woods, Mower,
Nicollet, Nobles, Redwood, Rock,Scott,
Waseca, Wilkin

Kittson, Rock, Scott, Waseca

Accepts child development classes offered Le Sueur, Olmsted
through local hospital.

Queen of Peace, Le Sueur; Mayo Clinic,
Olmsted

Accepts attendance at relevant
conferences.

Itasca, Mahnomen Mahnomen: Annual 2 1/2 day Communities
Collaborative Conference
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Attachment 2: Child Growth and Development Trainings Accepted by Minnesota County Child
Care Licensors, Fall 2007

Accepts relevant trainings offered by Ramsey
trainers in private practice, non-profit
agency staff, etc.

Accepts the Love and Logic programs FairbaultiMartin, Itasca
(http://www.loveandlogic.com/). that are
sponsored by the local school system.

Accepts www.daycarepro.com online Fairbault/Martin, Le Sueur, Scott
trainings.

Accepts trainings from the Wilkin
www.educarer.org.

Accepts relevant tutorials from Winona
www.mnparentsknow.info.

Accepts online courses from Nicollet, Scott
www.carecourses.com.

Will accept other trainings on a case-by
case basis if provider has asked for prior
approval and licensor has had an
opportunity to study the content of the
training.

Will accept other trainings as long as
provider has a printed version of the
syllabus and certificate of completion.

Brown, Chippewa, Freeborn, Meeker,
Nicollet, Ramsey, Rock, Washington,
Wright

Swift, Todd

Nicollet and Washington both indicated
they will not accept books or videos.
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Attachment 2: Child Growth and Development Trainings Accepted by Minnesota County Child
Care Licensors, Fall 2007

Have developed their own relevant child Crow Wing, Dakota, Pope, Scott
development training.

Had local technical college develop a child Douglas, McLeod
development training specifically to enable
providers to fulfill the requirement.

Offered a class based on a video titled "The Steele
First Years Last Forever," available online
at www.parentsactionstore.org. 'The class
consisted of a group discussion led by our
speaker, a public health nurse, who is the
Family Health Supervisor. We then offered
a second class, based on the video
'Discipline, Teaching Limits With Love' using
materials from the same web site and
speaker."

Recently she had providers who could not Freeborn
attend trainings and did not have computer
access, so she provided them with print
handouts from the Ages and Stages
curriculum and then had them take a test
afterwards.

All four counties said the trainings were at
least two hours, and were delivered in face
to-face, classroom settings. Each said they
have not had requests for classes other
than in English.

Both counties said the trainings were at
least two hours, and were delivered in face
to-face, classroom settings. The trainings
were only available in English. For more
information on the content of McLeod's
course, see
www.ridgewater.edu/customized.

Classes were two hours long. Both videos
they have used are in English, but she
thinks Spanish tapes are also available.

Accepts anything from the Child
Development section of their resource
library (includes books, DVDs, videos).

Carver The county counts each minute of the
video, or one minute per page in book.
Everything in the library is currently only
available in English, but they do not have
any non-English speaking providers yet.

Accepts reading and reporting on the Red Lake
folloWing book that was provided at no cost
to each family child care prOVider in the
county: A Guide to Social-Emotional
Growth and Socialization by California
Department of Education.

Has not addressed the training requirement Cook, Isanti, Kittson, Koochiching, Sibley
yet.
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1,2005 to October 21,2007

"T" Is For Team

1,2,3 Magic!

"Stop it! It's mine! No fair!" Is constant bickering and
fighting in your day care giving you the blues? There is
light at the end of the tunnel! Join me as we explore
team-building games and interactive activities that are
sure to end any storm heading your way!

The training will address the difficult task of child
discipline with humor, keen insight and proven
experience. As a parent, you will learn easy-to-follow
steps for disciplining your own children. As teachers and
early childhood professionals, when it comes to
discipline, you have a variety of challenges that parents
don't have. This program offers effective discipline
techniques for the child care and classroom setting,
along with helping you encourage good behavior,
manage difficult behavior and strengthen your
relationship with the children in your care or the
students in your classroom.

Hennepin

Fillmore, Olmsted,
Wabasha

10 Steps to Positive Discipline This training is designed as a 7 Y1 hour series. In the Beltrami, Clearwater,
series, you will learn ten principles of positive discipline. Hubbard, Beltrami
Explore the difference between disrespectful and typical
childhood behaviors, how to communicate with children
so they listen and respond, and how to reduce power
struggles.

1-2-3... Now Do You Understand Do you want to move children from relying on negative Dakota, Wright
ME? nonverbal communication to using more reliable verbal

positive communication? Let's learn how to model three
basic steps to communicate our feelings and theirs so
children may develop effective emotional literacy skills.
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

A Good Nights' Sleep Isn't a
Dream

A Is For Anger

A Look at Temperament Traits

A Look Inside: Physical, Social
and Emotional Deve

Misbehavior, lack of attention span, hyperactivity,
negative mood; are these indicators of a behavior
problem, or a lack of sleep? This enlightening workshop,
based on Mary Sheedy-Kurcinka's book Sleepless in
America, will help participants to understand the
relationship between lack of sleep and inappropriate
behavior. We will examine the symptoms of sleep
deprivation as well as how much sleep children (and
adults) need at various ages, how daytime routines can
impact sleep, and how we can help parents learn to set
the stage for a good nights' sleep for the entire family.
This class will change how you look at the role of sleep
in a child's life, as well as your own!

Infants Toddlers... Preschoolers... Fighting ...Screaming.
..Crying With all of the commotion that happens
during the day, it's enough to make anyone frustrated!
How do we control our anxiety and our temper during
those tough times? We'll answer this question and
explore some basic tips that are sure to keep even the
most acrobatic day care provider from flipping out!

Have you ever encountered children that have been
described as hard to handle, spirited, active alert, or
strong willed? Do you feel that you've tried everything
and you just don't know what else to do with these
children? In this class we will look at different
temperament traits, what cues and triggers may create
situations that hinder a child's ability to control their
behavior. We will implement new strategies that will
help us learn how to interact in ways that prevent
meltdowns and power struggles while helping children
gain control.

Ever wondered why children do what they do? This
interactive training will give you a chance to look at a
child's behavior from the "inside-out". We will examine
temperament and development in relation to children's
behavior.

Olmsted, Mower,
Winona

Dakota

Hennepin

Hennepin, Dakota, St.
Louis

AMagic of Behavior Guidance No description available. Ramsey Tailored
Training
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

A Place for All Children If you are looking for practical skills and ideas on how to Hennepin
be more culturally competent in your childcare setting,
this interactive training is for you. You will learn how to
assess your environment and activities, as well as gain
some new ideas on communicating with children about
differences.

Actividades para Ninos con (PE) No description available. Ramsey Spanish

ADD-ADHD

ADHD: Seeing the Disability
Behind the Behavior

Ages and Stages

Is there new research on this? How do we define this?
What are some strategies and techniques that would
help us provide care?

Have you ever wished you had a "map" to use when
caring with ADHD? Join us in this interactive training as
we travel in discovery of the myths and facts of ADHD
and successful strategies for inclusion of children with
ADHD.

In this 2-hour workshop we will describe the stages of
growth and development. These stages include infant,
toddler, preschool, school age, early adolescent and
adolescent. We will talk about the specific tasks each
child needs to accomplish during these stages and how
some of these tasks may be annoying to parents and
caregivers, but very necessary for the child. Following
our discussion of the areas of development we will talk
about what to do if the providers feel there are concerns
with a child's development and how to make a referral.
Each provider will be able to take home a greater
knowledge of development as well as a list of resources
where they can find more information.

Lyon

Itasca, Morrison,
Hennepin, St. Louis,
Hubbard

Blue Earth, Ramsey,
Anoka, Mower,
Winona, Mahnomen

Was available as
a Tailored
Training in

Ramsey

Ages and Stages: The Growing
UP

Children's growth is a miracle. It is the constant that Anoka
requires gUidance and understanding. Join a discussion
focusing on the growth and development of young
children. Together we will align our intervention
practices along with the capabilities and struggles of the
various stages in child development.

All you Really Need to Know

Are They Ready for
Kindergarten?

No description available.

No description available.

Ramsey

Dakota

Tailored
Training
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Art and Science Areas

Arthur's Adventures

Ask, Acknowledge, Adapt

Asperger Syndrome

Aspergers/Autism and Sensory
Integration

Assertiveness: How to say "NO"

Paint, Crayons, Paper, Magazines...Sure, these are Hennepin
important tools for art,· but what about all of the other
interesting things that we can bring to our art and
science areas? Children can get in a rut just like we can!
Discover the true purpose of these centers and how to
successfully transform common, everyday items into
fascinating tools for hands-on learning!

Arthur features stories about the challenges of Carlton
childhood. Arthur illustrates problem-solving,
communication skills, and the importance of self-respect
and respect for others. During this 90-minute workshop,
adults will develop teaching activities that will
encourage growth in cognitive, social skills, math skills
and more!

Participants will examine the process for resolving Isanti
cultural issues with parents with a respectful attitude of
inquiry and heightened awareness of their own values.

This two-hour presentation will discuss the Blue Earth
characteristics of Aspergers Syndrome and help child
care professionals understand children with this
diagnosis. Participants will learn strategies for working
with children with Aspergers Syndrome in the child care
setting. Specific strategies that will be presented
include the use of schedules, visuals, social stories and
five-point scales.

For some of us, these words alone can be frightening. Pipestone
Join us as we explore the definition of these syndromes.
We will also examine how this can impact children. We
will examine how this can impact your early childhood
setting and strategies that may be beneficial to you.

Child care professionals will focus on self-esteem, Dakota
communication, and assertiveness techniques in dealing
with parents and children in their care. Numerous areas
in child care that present challenges, as well as how
these challenges can be turned into positive growth
experiences for parents and child care professionals
alike, will be discussed.
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1,2005 to October 21,2007

Assessments: Are They Ready Are there never enough hours in the day, or is that just Dakota
in my household? As if the task of being teacher,
nurturer, maid, short-order cook, and friend to your
little ones is not enough, here come the assessments!
What exactly are "assessments" and why are they so
important? How do we determine which kids are on track
and which ones need a little jumpstart? We'll learn how
to create assessments and how to administer them to
young children. Join me as we find the answers
together!

Attachment and Bonding This training will explore the concept of attachment and Sibley
how it directly relates to the social/emotional health of
those children we care for daily. Also discussed will be
the possible negative outcomes for the children who do
not experience this rich emotional experience.

Attachment in Early Childhood Training to Go focusing on how attachment forms early Beltrami, Roseau
in life. Also, discusses different types of temperament
and goodness of fit.

Autism

Babies Are Children Too

How is it identified? How does it impact children we care Lyon, Nobles, Hubbard
for? What are some strategies that we can use in our
early childhood setting?

This workshop addresses special concerns when caring Kandiyohi
for infants in groups and the importance of nurturing
care.

Baby Signing

Baby Signs Provider Workshop

Babysitters Training

No description available.

The BABY SIGNS program give caregivers the ability to
identify needs, wants, and feelings of children before
the children have developed the motor skills necessary
for verbal communication. The workshop demonstrates
how teachers can use the BABY SIGNS Program to
address the areas of cognitive, physical, social,
emotional, and language development within their
current curriculum. Teachers will learn about the
research behind the program, why it works, when to
start, and how to choose and teach signs.

No description available.

Hennepin

Crow Wing, Isanti,
Mille Lacs, Morrison,
Pine, Wadena

Stearns

Tailored training
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21,2007

Back 2 Basics: Glorious Goop

Back to Basics "Fab 5: My Five
Senses"

Backyard Science

BCe: Investing in the Future-
How to Positively T

Kids love messes and so will you after these great Leech Lake
painting techniques, wonderful recipes and other super
ideas. Learn new ideas. Share some of your won and try
many hands-on projects at various stations. Painting,
play-dough, bubbles, gak and flubber are just a few of
the recipes and ideas waiting for you in the Glorious
Goop workshop.

Did you know that something as easy as popping a batch Aitkin, Crow Wing
of popcorn can train kids to use all of their senses?
Children naturally experience the world through their
senses. Expand that learning and guide its direction with
fun and simple activities. Recipes, ideas, and sample
projects will be available to take home and use with
your own group of kids.

Open the door and explore your own year-round nature Hennepin
lab. Seasonal activities, games, experiments and stories
will help you teach your children the delicate balance of
life, right in your own backyard.

More and more our children will need highly developed Wilkin, Clay, Hubbard
skills dealing with diverse people and situations.
Whether the differences are cultural, ability, class or
orientation, our children need to learn appropriate
attitudes and behaviors to be successful in the future.
This workshop will explore how we teach our children
these attitudes and behaviors, and offer practical
suggestions for helping each of our children reach her
full potential.

Behavior Guidance No description available. Ramsey Tailored
Training

Behavior Management No description available. Hennepin
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

Between the Lions The doors "between the lions" swing open to reveal a St Louis
magical place where characters pop off the pages of
books, vowels sing, and words take on a life of their
own. During this 90-minute workshop, participants will
develop fun, hands-on ways to motivate children to read
and write and to learn more about the wide variety of
text styles and structures that can be found in stories.

Between Two Mirrors No description available. Hennepin
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1,2005 to October 21,2007

Beyond "Good Job" and other
Myths of Praise

Birth to Backpacks

Biters, Fighters and Scratchers,
OhMy!

As providers we want to be sure to foster positive
growth and development by offering words of praise to
those in our care. But can we go overboard with the
praise? In this workshop we will take a look at how too
much of a good thing is not always best. We will look at
ways to create an environment that is encouraging and
supportive while teaching our children confidence and
resiliency.

Understanding early brain growth and development,
emergent literacy (and the importance of
culture/poverty on brighter tomorrows [this phas~ is an
option]) on school readiness.

Child care settings are a breeding ground for conflicts
between children. How should you handle these
situations, and why do they happen? Learn how to deal
with these situations, and how to talk with parents,
whether their child is the victim or aggressor.

Stearns

Washington

Red Lake

Biting

Biting - Prevention and
Intervention

No description available. Hennepin

Biting is a typical and frequent developmental Stearns
phenomenon in toddlers, much like temper tantrums and
separation anxiety. In this session we will discover the
reasons and developmental issues behind biting behavior
and we'll gain knowledge in both the prevention and
intervention of biting.

Biting and Potty Training

Biting...?

Block and Dramatic Play

Block Play

No description available.

The BITE ... is powerful and primal. It's scary and
frustrating. Come to this workshop and learn reasons for
this behavior and some tried and true methods to
prevent and STOP THE BITE!

Building and creating...there is so much more to the
Block and Dramatic Play Area than meets the eye!
Together we'll explore the true purpose of these centers
and simple ways to incorporate any theme into your
spaces. Fun guaranteed!

Explore how to maximize learning opportunities with
block play. We will look at a variety of types of blocks
that fit different budgets and resources to use with the
blocks to prOVide learning experiences in all areas,
including language development, math and science.
There will be resources to try out, instructional
handouts, resource lists, and a drawing for a special
prize.

Ramsey

Anoka, Washington,
Hennepin

Hennepin

Dakota, Ramsey
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Boys and Girls Learn Differently Based on the book by Michael Gurian and Patricia Anoka, Hennepin
Henley; this class will discuss brain research as it relates
to the different learning styles of boys and girls. We will
discuss tools and strategies that will increase success in
learning environments for every child.

Boys Will Be Boys Boys are boys, and boy are they different from girls! Anoka
Boys' growth and development is on a boy time line, with
big energy; and big risk taking! boys need their adults to
be persistent and consistent helping them to develop
impulse control, learn social skills and respect while
acknowledging the ways boys are boys!

Brain Development

Brain Development and Effects
of Stress

Brain Development and Infant
Care

Brain Development and
Responsive Caregiving

Brain Development in Early
Childhood

Brain Gym (Neighborhood
Provider Group)

This class will focus on the development of the brain.
We will learn about prenatal and postnatal
development. For anyone struggling with behavior
issues, or program design, this class will offer insight
into why and who children develop.

In this session you will learn about Brain Development
and the Early Negative Impact on how stress harms.
Early, frequent, and intense stress tunes the brain to set
stress regulation mechanisms at high levels. This often
results in a child operating in a persisting fear state.

What goes on in an infant's brain and how do we as
"educarers" help develop the "best brains ever." Learn
ideas to help the developing brain of infants reach
maximum potential.

In this session we will provide information that can help
caregivers proVide sensitive, responsive care by forming
a relationship between the child and caregiver. We will
learn how to read and respond to a child's cues and how
brain development ties together in providing a nurturing
environment.

This lesson addresses brain development in early
childhood, and explores the myths and facts about a
baby's brain. Learn how the brain develops and discover
"brain building" practices for both parent and
caregivers. Find out what you can do to support brain
development and the well-being of each child in your
care.

No description available.

Kanabec

Leech Lake

Carver, Hennepin,
Ramsey

Watonwan

Clearwater, Otter Tail,
Douglas, Isanti

Hennepin
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Building Blocks of Emotional
Health

Bullying, Biting, Turning Ideas
Into Resources

Can I Play Too?

Can You Hear Me Now?

Can You Hear Me? Registers of
Language

Learn insights into what we can do to establish the Meeker
ground work for healthy emotional health for children.

Bullying: Will be an opportunity to look at the issue of Big Stone
bullying, what characteristics bullies have and how
bullying impacts young children. We will also look at
ways we can intervene and prOVide ideas for
empowering potential victims and share coping
strategies. Biting: Prevention and Intervention: Biting is
a typical and frequent developmental phenomenon in
toddlers, much like temper tantrums and separation
anxiety. In this session we will discover the reasons and
developmental issues behind biting behavior and will
gain knowledge in both prevention and intervention of
biting. Turning Ideas Into Learning Resources: In this
workshop, we will examine preschool activities and learn
how we can take these ideas and see how they can be
resources for children's learning.

In this workshop, we will look at why children's Houston
friendships are important as well as what the stages of
friendship are. The impact of environment, children's
individual needs, and effective adult interactions will
also be discussed.

The social-emotional growth of children is enhanced and Brown
affected by verbal and nonverbal communication. Early
connections are the root of communication between
chi.ldren and the important adults in their lives. This
training will explore responsive and receptive
communication with very young children.

In this workshop we will explore the five registers of Hennepin, Carver
language: formal, frozen, consultative, casual and
intimate. Most of us use different registers in different
situations, and with different people. Families who have
experienced poverty and families from other countries
and cultures may speak in different registers from us:
learn how to switch registers and better understand and
communicate with families and each other.

Tailored
Training in
Carver
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Caregiving Strategies: Building
Resilience in Chil

This training will assist providers in the identification
and referral of children with developmental concerns.
You will explore the benefits of supporting and assisting
parents in seeking help for a child who may be in need
of specialized services.

Hennepin, Sherburne,
Watonwan

Caring for the Active-Aggressive Why do some children seem to be more active or Hubbard, Grant, Clay
Child aggressive than others? Learn information and strategies

that will help you work with children who exhibit these
behaviors.

Caring for the Defiant Child

Caring for the Highly Sensitive
Child

Caring for Young Children with
Physical Disabilities

"I won't and you can't make me!" These words raise a
reaction in most adults. This session explores issues
involved with "hot spots" for parents and caregivers,
and identifies strategies that will help you work with
children who exhibit defiant behavior.

Have you known a child who can't stand to feel the tag
in their shirt or cried when an unexpected noise was
made? Learn ways to meet the challenges of working
with highly sensitive children.

This interactive training will provide caregivers with a
better understanding of children with physical
disabilities. An overview of typical and atypical physical
development is included, as well as suggestions for safe
and appropriate positioning and handling of children
with special needs. Concrete suggestions are given
regarding the use of adaptive equipment, creating the
appropriate environment and safe lifting techniques.
The focus of the material is to assist the caregiver in
proViding inclusive participation in all aspects of their
care settings.

Polk, Lake of the
Woods, Otter Tail,
Wilkin, Grant

Polk, Roseau,
Hubbard, Grant, Clay

Clay, Polk

Celebrate Literacy Find new ways to develop literacy and math skills in Stearns
young children. We will be using music and movement to
reinforce readiness skills. Learn how to enhance literacy
and math through literature and flannel board activities.
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Celebrate the Day!

Child Care Basics

Child Development 101 and
Language Acquisition

Every day is an event in the life of a young child. Blue Earth
Incorporate fun with the facts the calendar can provide.
You can use the daily ideas minimally just by discussing,
or maximize through activities, books, and snacks. Each
participant will receive 365 reason to celebrate, along
with some favorite cheers and handshakes to affirm and
celebrate each child!

Child Care Basics is designed for newly licensed or Otter Tail
inexperienced family child care providers and looks at
ways to start and operate successful child care
businesses. The training covers a range of topics
including licensing rules and regulations, start-up tips,
business procedures, health and safety, professionalism,
setting up environments and child development
activities. Child Care Basics is a first step for those
entering the child care profession.

We'll take a look at the physical growth and Ramsey, Scott
development of children from birth to age five and link
that to realistic expectations for language acquisition.
We will consider varying aspects such as growing up
mono-lingual vs. bilingual and growing up in an English
speaking environment when the home language is not
English. Participants will share activities that promote
language development and enhance the child and
families' self-esteem. We will also consider the affects
of home environments where there is limited language
stimulation and interaction.

Offered in
Spanish

Child Passenger Restraint No description available. Hennepin Tailored training
in Hennepin

Child Restraint No description available. Hennepin Tailored training
in Hennepin

Child Who Is Rejected No description available. Sherburne

Children the Challenge No description available. Ramsey Tailored training

Children with Challenging No description available. Hennepin
Behaviors
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Children's Behavior: Where Do I
Fit In?

Children's Mental Health

Circle Time for Little Busy
Bodies (1 1/2 to 2 1/

Colorblind or Colorful: What

Kids Notice - BCC

Communicacini Wise TV

Competition/Teamwork

Connections In Circle Time

Whether you've been in child care for one week or for
10 years, at some point you've had to manage a
behavior that disrupts your daily routine. Join us for an
interactive look at challenging behaviors, what affects
behavior, and your role working through behavior that
disrupts your day.

Usually we think of someone with mental health issues
as being an adult. Come and hear about the mental
health issues that affect children.

This workshop includes lots of fun finger plays, action
songs, flannel board stories and more to keep your gang
with you for circle time. We will discuss ways to keep
those minds (and hands and feet and bodies!) from
wandering (1 1/2 to 2 1/2 year olds)

Have you ever wondered where children get those crazy

ideas about differences? This interactive training will
show you how children become aware of the differences
that surround them and how they begin responding to
these differences. Learn how you can help your children
develop healthy values about differences in culture,
ability, class, or status.

No description available.

Preschool-age children get more excitement out of
simply playing a game than they do from either winning
or losing. Before the age of six,
children simply are not mature enough to grasp what
competition means. Come and find out how to
• Improve learning skills and physical fitness
• Stimulate whole brain and body use
• Enhance motor development, sensory, integration, and
self-esteem
• Improve social and stress management skills
• Wacky waving, Painter's Dance, Crazy Conducting,
Clapping Dance, Face Dancing and much much more.

No description available.

Hennepin, St. Louis

Cottonwood, Yellow
Medicine

Wright

Hennepin, Carver,
Dakota, Ramsey

Ramsey

Carlton

Hennepin
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Creating an Environment for
Discovery

Creating an Environment for
Dramatic Play

The Discovery Area nurtures children's natural sense of Douglas
wonder about the world around them. It helps children
develop important skills and concepts in all areas of
development. The Discovery Area is the hub of science
learning, a place where children actively investigate the
"big ideas",of sCience. Caregivers and teachers who are
knowledgeable about science content and promote a
sense of wonder about the world help children learn
important skills and content.

Dramatic play is central to children's healthy Becker, Lake of the
development and learning. When the Dramatic Play Area Woods, Otter Tail
is setup and equipped appropriately, it becomes a stage
where children can immediately take on a role and
pretend. Caregivers and teachers support children in
extending their ideas by changing props and setting to
incorporate new experiences and interests of the
children. The ability to engage in and sustain
imaginative play is central to children's learning and
development. Caregivers and teachers may need to take
an active role in teaching the skills to make believe.

Creating and Exploring the
Library Area

Creative Adventure

Sharing books with children not only motivates them to
want to learn to read, but also promotes development
and learning in all areas. When the library area is
arranged in an attractive and functional way, children
are more likely to read books and to write. Learn how to
be purposeful in supporting children's language and
literacy development through a well-planned library
area.

For a child, life is a creative adventure. In this training
learn how to support children's development and
learning through art, music, movement, and
conversation.

Clay, Douglas, Kittson,
Polk, Wilkin

Becker, Beltrami,
Clay, Douglas,
Mahnomen, Norman,
Traverse

Creative Curriculum Dramatic Play, Promoting Positive Relationships, Daily Clay, Mahnomen
Events 8: Weekly Planning. Observing and Responding,
Art, and Music 8: Movement.

Tailored
Training in Clay
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Creative Curriculum 
Storytelling and Retelling

Creative Curriculum: Knowing
Infants, Toddlers, and Twos

Creative Curriculum: Selecting
Materials &: Creati

Creative Curriculum: Cooking

Creative Curriculum: Creating
an Environment for Discovery

Creative Curriculum: Elements
of an Effective Learning
Environment

A strong foundation in oral language greatly contributes
to children's literacy development. Firsthand
experiences enable children to develop concepts,
acquire knowledge, and learn new vocabulary.
Conversations with children are an important way to
promote cognitive, social/emotional, and language
development. Caregivers and teachers help children
learn literacy skills through the use of songs, rhymes,
and other language games.

No description available.

The environment impacts the way children feel, how
they behave, and how they learn. Caregivers and
teachers must thoughtfully consider the needs of
children when selecting materials and arranging the
environment. Arranging the environment in interest
areas allow caregivers and teachers to promote learning
in ways that appeal to children's unique interests.

No description available.

The Discovery Area nurtures children's natural sense of
wonder about the world around them. It helps children
develop important skills and concepts in all areas of
development. The Discovery Area is the hub of science
learning, a place where children actively investigate the
"big ideas" of science. Caregivers and teachers who are
knowledgeable about science content and promote a
sense of wonder about the world help children learn
important skills and content.

In an effective learning environment, children become
independent and confident learners. The physical space
affects how people feel and behave, while the
arrangement of furnishings and the organization of
materials sends messages and supports goals for
learning. When the environment is well planned, both
adults and children learn more effectively.

Beltrami

Becker

Kittson

Clay

Douglas

Grant
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Creative Curriculum: How
Children Develop and Learn

Creative Curriculum: How
Children Develop and Learn

Creative Curriculum: Talking,
Singing and Playing

Creative Curriculum: Using
Computers to Support Ch

Creative Discipline

Knowing how children develop and learn is the basis for Beltrami, Clay, Otter
planning your program, selecting materials, and guiding Tail, Red Lake, Wilkin
children's learning. Preschool children develop in
predictable ways in the areas of social-emotional,
physical, cognitive, and language growth. Yet, every
human being is also unique and has specific interests,
experiences, and learning styles. Knowing what is
common to preschool children as well as getting to know
what makes each child unique allows caregivers and
teachers to build strong relationships and help every
child succeed.

Preschool Creative Curriculum Clay

A strong foundation in oral language greatly contributes Polk
to children's literacy development. Firsthand
experiences enable children to develop concepts,
acquire knowledge, and .learn new vocabulary.
Conversations with children are an important way to
promote cognitive, social/emotional, and language
development.

Computers can be a valuable tool in the preschool Lake of the Woods
setting. Success with computers depends on how they
are used and the software available to children. The way
in which caregivers and teachers support children's use
of computers will influence whether their experiences
are successful or frustrating and whether computers are
used appropriately or inappropriately.

Redirection. Warnings. Time Outs. We've all tried the Carver
age-old techniques to discipline. What works? What
doesn't? Exactly what is discipline and how can we make
it work for not only us, but for the children? Together
we'll explore discipline and how to use creative methods
in implementing it! Don't miss this valuable training and
discussion and get our juices flowing to learn about
"Creative Discipline"!
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Cultural Issues

Culture is More than Attending
the Opera and

Developing 8: Fostering
Emotional Development

Developmental Concerns in
Children

Developmental Milestones

What is culturally sensitive care? Build upon your
personal memories, thoughts, and feelings about culture
to look closely at the care that you provide to children.
Become more aware of your role to working with
families and program policies that jointly support
culturally sensitive care.

We know that caregivers provide a unique service that
ties businesses and families together. This session will
explore the important role that culture plays in
establishing and maintaining relationships between the
caregiver and parent/child. This session will help
caregivers to recognize the role culture plays in the
development of a child's self-esteem, fostering positive
provider-parent relationships, creating policies and
procedures for the business, and developing the child
care program. The workshop will emphasize the
importance of understanding and appreciating an
individual's unique culture.

Supporting the emotional growth and development in
children from birth to three years of age is one of the
most important aspects of a caregiver's role. See how to
help support the child's development of a positive sense
of self, and the ability to relate warmly to others,
control impulses, distinguish between fantasy and reality
and use imagination, creativity, and curiosity with a
compassionate sense of wonder.

This class describes what to do if you have
developmental concerns about a child in your care.

Knowing what children are capable of doing at certain
ages helps with behavior gUidance. This training looks at
the developmental milestones and what they mean to
providers in regards to planning, behavior gUidance and
relationships with families.

Hennepin

Nicollet

Hennepin, Dakota

Hennepin

Carver, Hennepin,
Sherburne, Anoka
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Developmentally Appropriate
Practices for Infants

Different Drummers: The
Temperament Connection

Discipline: What's Working?
What's Not?

What is developmentally appropriate play for infants and Washington, Hennepin
toddlers? Are there care giving practices that are
important for teachers and providers to follow when
caring for these young children? Learn the various
developmentally appropriate practices that will benefit
the infants and toddlers in your care.

Do some of the children in your care march to the beat Polk, Stevens, Becker,
of a different drummer? Is one child outgoing, while the Otter Tail
other is bashful and slow to warm up? Explore your
child's temperament as well as your own.

In this workshop various methods of discipline and limit Dakota
setting techniques will be discussed in small and large
groups. The participants will receive effective discipline
ideas and will choose which ones might most meet their
needs.

Do As I Say, Not As I Do: Sending Look at the messages from adults that shaped your life Faribault
Children as a child. How did they impact you and shape your

culture? In this workshop, participants will interactively
explore the importance of childhood messages and the
impact they have in the development of a healthy
cultural identity. A Building Cultural Connections
Curriculum

Do Emotions Rule the Day?

Does the World Look the Same?
Exploring Learning S

Discover the role the emotional mid-brain has on our Ramsey
lives. Learn how the communication through this part of
the brain impacts our internal and external organization.
Experience Brain Gym Energy Exercises as a means to
balance emotions, feel centered and grounded while
reaching mind-body integration. This workshop delves
into why children 18 months to 4 years behave as they
do and explores why adults at times revert to that
behavior in stress. You'll learn tools to move beyond the
"terrible twos."

As adults, we know that all of us learn differently. Stearns
Children learn differently also. What are ways that we
can guide and discipline children without feeling
frustrated? How can we take into consideration
children's learning? Come join us as we reflect on these.
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Dragon Tales

Early Brain Development II

Early Childhood Indicators of
Progress

Early Language and Literacy

Elements of an Effective
Learning Environ

Eliminating Conflicts

In Dragon Land, a colorful and magical place, the
children and the dragons overcome obstacles, face fears
and learn new strategies for dealing with the challenges
they encounter in a supportive, nurturing environment.
During this 90-minute workshop, participants will have
fun developing hands-on techniques that will help guide
young children to pursue challenging experiences that
will promote growth and development.

No description available.

What does it mean to be ready for kindergarten? What
does school readiness mean for me as a parent, a
provider or a teacher? Using the Early Childhood
Indicators of Progress, we will learn about guidelines
that will engage us in thoughtful, purposeful daily
curriculum planning, intentional interaction
(instruction), and the role of assessment (and what that
is!) in early care and education. And we will have a lot
of fun doing it!

Do you know a child that struggles with speech? Do you
know a child that struggles with reading? We all know
the importance of early intervention for our children.
You can help! This workshop will focus on specific ways
to build early language and literacy development for
babies to school-aged children. Participants will be given
practical ideas, baby signing techniques, take-home
information and fun hands-on activities. Take this
opportunity to develop and learn exciting language
strategies for your program!

In an effective learning environment, children become
independent and confident learners. The physical space
affects how people feel and behave, while the
arrangement of furnishings and the organization of
materials sends messages and supports goals for
learning. When the environment is well planned, both
adults and children learn more effectively.

No description available.

Lake, St. Louis, Cass

St Louis

Ramsey

Cass, Crow Wing

Grant

Carver
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Emotional Development

Emotional Development of
Children-ages birth-three

Encouraging and Supporting
Growth in Infants

Enhancing Our Children's Self
Esteem

Environments: How it All Works
Together

Essential Connections: Cultural
Issues The - ITII

Infants experience a series of distinctive social- Sherburne
emotional stages as they grow. By understanding these
stages, caregivers can better support each child's
developing sense of self, relationships with others,
understanding of social rules, and ability to work out
feelings through communication and creative play.

Increase your knowledge of emotional development to Olmsted
the next level. Participants will examine how responsive
relationships help children create a positive self-image
and discuss mastery motivation. They will also identify
social patterns that enhance positive social skills and
learn the importance of modeling to enhance a child's
development.

This class is designed to learn or brush up on your Ramsey
knowledge of infant development. With the use of
discussion and handouts, we will discover what infants
should be developing in their emotional, physical and
cognitive growth.

What is self-esteem and how do we as caregivers affect Hennepin, Carver
children's self-esteem. Learn various ways to enhance
and strengthen the self-esteem of the children in your
care. We will also learn self-concept do's and don'ts.

We will discuss how the physical, instructional, Dakota
organizational aspects of early childhood environments
provide a hands-on primary source of learning for your
children, as well as impede behavior problems. Pictures
of your environments to share will be welcomed.

What is culturally sensitive care? Build upon your Carver
personal memories, thoughts and feelings about culture
to look closely at the care that you provide to children.
Become more aware of your role in working with families
and program policies that jointly support culturally
sensitive care.
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Ethical Dilemmas When Working When working with children, human service professionals Hennepin
With Children often experience the dilemma of providing effective

services within the constraints of legal parameters and
professional codes of ethics. Issues such as touch, the
child's right to confidential services vs. parental rights
to know and mandated reporting are only a few of the
potential clashing ethical demands. This training
explores various ethical dilemmas confronting
professional providing services to children and provides a
model for addressing ethical dilemmas.

Exploring Social and Emotional
Development of Infa

Facilitating Learning in Infants

This class will examine some of the different stages of
social and emotional development in infancy and
toddlerhood. Some of the topics we'll cover are: trust
vs. mistrust; communication with the baby; smiling;
stranger anxiety; social referencing; attachments; and
peer relations. We will also discuss how to enhance
infants' and toddlers' social-emotional development
through a variety of activities.

This lesson explores the important role the caregiver
plays in facilitating intellectual growth. Caregiver
responsiveness is both the cornerstone of the
relationship with the young child and an important
factor in early learning. Participants will discuss ways to
facilitate learning that is responsive to the child's
needs. Hear how brain development impacts learning
and how new brain research is providing new awareness
of infants needs.

Scott

Cottonwood, Murray,
Nobles, Renville,
Wright

Family Caregiver Partnerships No description available. Hennepin Hmong, Tailored
training

Family Caregiver Relationships This class will provide important components of a Lake
successful parent-provider relationship. Class activities
include building blocks of successful relationships,
joining forces, ensuring confidentiality, family
concerns/family focus and joining forces.
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Fetal Alcohol: Living and
Working With People Who

Individuals with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) Aitkin, Itasca
present us with some unique challenges. This workshop
will provide participants with practical strategies for
working with individuals who have or may have FASD.
Subjects to be covered will include environmental
influences, discipline techniques, teaching strategies
and much, much more. This workshop is interactive 8:
dynamic 8: questions are welcome atany time.
Goal: To educate participants in regard to Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome and Fetal Alcohol Effect - the causes, the
damage, the outcomes.
Objectives:
1. Participants will be able to identify the potential
fetal damage that can occur from alcohol use in each of
the trimesters of pregnancy.
2. Participants will be able to identify at least 3
characteristics/behaviors seen in 4 developmental stages
(early childhood, elementary school, high school and
adulthood) that could be indicative of Fetal Alcohol
damage.
3. Participants will be able to identify at least 3
environmental

factors that can help or inhibit the ability to work
effectively with

people who have FAS/E.
4. Participants will understand and be able to apply at

techniques for working with individuals who have F
The session/s will prepare participants to work more eff

Find Your Focus with Brain Gym! Are you or your children operating out of survival? Is Ramsey
reacting the norm? Explore Brain Gym Lengthening
Activities to move out of the brain stem and experience
whole-brain function. release the tendon guard reflex
and experience an integrated mind-body.

First Moves

First Signs

Would you like to learn ways to support an infant or
toddler's integration into a new child care setting and
reduce anxiety for both the child and the parent?
Separation is a major issue for children, parents and
caregivers. Come and examine techniques to help both
children and parents deal with these times of
adjustment.

This workshop will explore early warning signs of
developmental delays, including Autism, how to talk
with parents about developmental concerns, and where
to refer. This information is helpful for anyone working
with children 0-5 years.

Hennepin, Stearns,
Blue Earth

Dakota, Hennepin,
Pipestone, Sherburne,'
Stearns, Olmsted,
Dodge

Tailored training
in Hennepin
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Flannel Boards for Learning and Learn how to choose stories and create them for a Scott, St. Louis
Fun flannel board. Also learn how to use, tell and store the

stories.

Flexible, Fearful & Feisty!

Focus on Stress on Young
Children & Effective Earl

Fostering Friendships: When
Friends Fight and Stra

Do you have a difficult time caring for certain children? Stearns
Are others "too good to be true"? This session covers the
nine different temperament traits that we all have and
offers an opportunity to explore how temperaments may
influence the way you provide care. In this fun session,
you will learn to recognize different temperament traits
in the children in your group and you might discover
some interesting things about yourself that you never
knew before.

Dr. Megan Gunnar, recently named Regent's Professor, Redwood
will speak on Brain Basics and Stress on Young Children.
Dr. Arthur Reynolds will discuss Making Early Care and
Education Effective.

When Friends Fight: This training will explore common Beltrami
areas of conflict when working with young children.
Learn how the environment plays a role in creating,
preventing, and solving conflicts between children.

Strategies that Support Social Interactions: Find ways
that you promote social interaction and friendship
among the children in your care. In this session you will
learn how to help each child feel accepted in the group.
You will also explore ways to help children communicate
and get along with others by encouraging feelings of
empathy and mutual respect.

From a Toddler's Point of View Toddlers are a bundle of energy. The class will cover
activities that will work with them and some of their
most favorite toys and equipment. See some unmessy
ways to do art and enjoy your day.

Carlton, Dakota, St.
Louis, Ramsey

Tailored training
in Ramsey
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From Curious George Books to
Drama

From Language to Literacy

Great Expectations

Growth and Development

Guidance

Childcare providers will be introduced to the idea of re- Hennepin
creating books using drama. Providers will look at the
Curious George books. Simple costume, props and set
will be introduced to enhance the re-creations. They
will learn how easy and fun it is for their students to
make and use these items to help the enhancement of
the story. They will learn how the children in their care
apply their listening skills by helping to re-create the
props, set and dialogue from books. They will learn how
this activity creates more excitement and interest in
books. Providers will learn to offer the use of puppets
in improvisational games so their students gain a sense
of safety in exercising their own ideas and creativity.
Providers will understand from doing it how as a result
there is a readiness to go to the next level and
experience creative dramatics through both
improvisation and scene work. Providers will learn about
movement and specific character movement to get the
children in their care ready to portray specific
characters in the books. Providers will re-create certain

Participants will consider the impact of family Dakota
involvement and the home environment on what and
HOW children under the age of five are learning. Home
language, home culture, home environment, literacy in
the community environment, and the impact of
television will be considered.

Learn age appropriate activities, behaviors, actions, and Stearns
language in a course tailored to your areas of interest
and ages served. This course is interactive; come
prepared to share!

Explore growth and development from birth to five. Dakota
Learn how to enhance and stimulate physical and
cognitive development and foster communication and
creativity skills in children. There will be one hour of
independent study to be completed before the final
class.

No description available. Ramsey
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Guidance and Discipline with
Infants and Toddlers

Are you sometimes frustrated with the infants and Becker
toddlers in your care? Do they seem uncooperative; do
they sometimes tell you, "no!"? This training will address
appropriate ways to set limits as well as the guidance
issues that caregivers face when working with infants
and toddlers. Discuss why infants and toddlers
sometimes seem defiant and how to deal with
frustrating situations.

Guiding Challenging Children- No description available.
Pun vs Dis

Hennepin Tailored training

Hand In Hand- Child Who
Appears Anxious

Hand -In-Hand: When a Child
Doesn't Play

Hand-in-Hand: The Child Who
Appears Aloof

Hand-in-Hand: The Child Who
Dabbles

In this session, you will discuss children who are Wilkin
reluctant to join in play, and learn the reasons behind
their behavior. You will learn techniques designed to
build children's trust and to help them become more
relaxed and playful.

This class provides opportunities to observe children who Hennepin, Rock
wander, to learn some of the reasons for the behavior
and to watch various ways teachers intervene to help
children with different needs settle into play

All children - and adults - have times when they Lincoln, McLeod
withdraw, prefer to play alone or spend time quietly.
This kind of occasional behavior is to be expected. Of
concern to Early Childhood Professionals is the child
whose aloof behavior becomes a pattern- the child who
is reluctant to interact with other children, who almost
always appear withdrawn and uninterested in others. We
will explore how avoiding social interactions can affect
children's play and what Early Childhood Professionals
can do as they understand their role in helping children
gain the skills needed to interact comfortably with their
peers.

This class provides opportunities to observe children who Hennepin, Lincoln
are only marginally invested in their play, presents
possible reasons for the behavior and shows strategies
designed to help them play with greater depth and
focus.
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Hand-in-Hand: The Child Who is This session focuses on children who have difficultly McLeod, Rock
Ignored joining in social play. These children may want to play

with their peers, but find themselves ignored and left
out. Children who are ignored often lack confidence and
basic play and communication skills. Early Childhood
Professionals are in a unique position to help these
children develop the necessary skills to interact
successfully with their peers.

Hand-in-Hand: The Child Who Is
Rejected

Hand-in-Hand: The Child Who
Wanders

Hand-in-Hand: Watch Me!
Watch Me!

Most Early Childhood Professionals have had children in McLeod
their settings who are rejected by others. Sometimes
the rejection is overt and emphatic; other times it is less
obvious, as peers qUietly avoid the child. Children who
are rejected are often the same children that teachers
find difficult and challenging - children who can easily
become labeled discipline problems. Unfortunately many
may see these children as intentionally disruptive and
troublesome.
This session attempts to build a broader and more
sympathetic picture of children who are rejected. The
goal is to redirect attention from behaviors that cause
rejection and to focus on the social skills these children
lack. Emphasizes on the unique position to help young
children develop the skills needed to interact
successfully with their peers that Early Childhood
Professionals have.

This class provides opportunities to observe children who Hennepin, McLeod
wander, to learn some of the reasons for the behavior
and to watch various ways teachers intervene to help
children with different needs settle into play.

Children are always telling you, "Watch me! Watch me!" Douglas
In this training, discover how watching children play can
help you deal with play and behavioral problems. Learn
how to see children's play in a whole new light!
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Help! I Have a Biter

Holiday and Magic Ideas
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

How to Make a Difference in a
Child's Life

How to Teach Children Using
Drama - Jelly Beans Cr

How Understanding and
Responding to Children's Sex

I Am Special!

No Biting is the "how to" manual for every toddler Stearns, Sherburne
program seeking to address biting incidents from
developmental, emotional, and practical perspectives.
We will discuss why toddlers bite, along with prevention

responses that protect and reassure both the biter and
victim.

No description available. Hennepin

Participants will learn about attunement and Clay
attachment. They will gain a basic understanding of
their world, and how they form connections to people.
Participants will examine early brain development and
life experiences and how this challenges or enhances a
child's ability to develop positive relationships.
Providing an enriched caregiving environment and
strategies for coping with challenging behaviors will also
be discussed.

Drama is an effective teaching tool that can be used to Chisago
teach any subject! Come Join Wend Muhlhauser of Jelly
Beans Creative Dramatics and discover the joy of
teaching using drama.

This workshop highlights developmentally expected Olmsted, Steele,
sexual behaviors in children and adolescents and coaches Waseca, Carlton
participants on how responding to these behaviors can
be a powerful tool in preventing the sexual abuse of a
child. The workshop goals are to empower secondary
caregivers and childcare professionals to actively
recognize and respond appropriately to children's sexual
behaviors; educate childcare providers about
developmentally expected sexual behaviors in children
and adolescents; and encourage communication about
sexuaLity between Licensors and providers and between
proViders and parents.

I Am Special! A grown-ups gUide to seLf esteem - Blue Earth
Children with a healthy sense of self esteem feeL the
important adults in their Lives accept them, care about
them, and wouLd go out of their way to ensure they are
safe. We will discuss what can we do to enhance and
assist the children we care for to have these "good
feelings"
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I Want My Arm to Do What Yours When a child needs OT
is Doing

IfYou Show Me Yours, I'll Show No description available.
You Mine

Kandiyohi

Dakota

Imagination Fascination

Impact of Culture on Care

Importance of Play

Including Children with Sensory
Processing Disorder (Project
Exceptional)

Children are not only fascinated with imaginative play
but it is a great way to teach them a variety of
developmental skills. This class will give you inspiring
and imaginative ideas for implementing or jazzing up
dramatic play in your child care setting.

No description available.

By reproducing the essence of their experiences in play,
children are actively thinking, remembering and making
decisions about what is meaningful. They are figuring
out cause and effect relationships, putting related facts
together and fitting everything together in their mental
reality. This is the essence of learning. This sense of
play starts in infancy and continues throughout life.

No description available.

Meeker

Hennepin

Hennepin

St Louis

Including Infants & Toddlers

Inclusion: Developmentally App
Care for All

This exciting workshop is designed to explore and enrich Stearns, Sherburne
the experiences of infants and toddlers in multi-age care
settings, and shows practical ways to incorporate
learning through play.

Key concepts of developmentally appropriate integrated Hennepin
care are presented and discussed in this useful and
interactive training. The important role of the caregiver
in the creation of an encouraging environment is also
covered. .

Infant Home Childcare Provider No description available. Ramsey

Infant Toddler Training

Infants and Toddlers Have a
Social Life?

This is a 6 hour Infant Toddler class covering Emotional Carlton
Development, Guidance and Temperament

Infants watch other children intensely. Toddlers touch Washington
other children intensely. What is it all about? Learn to
look at the world through the eyes of an infant and a
toddler. Learn to explore what it is they need and want
from their relationships with others (adults and
children).
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Infants...The Eighth Wonder of
the World!

Join us as we discover what exactly these "little people" Carver, Ramsey
are capable of, how to embrace their individuality and
YES, we will be on the floor exploring new things to do
WITH them and FOR them!

Inside the Child: Social ft
Emotional Development

Interacting Across Cultures

Ever wonder why children do what they do? This
interactive training will give you a chance to look at a
child's behavior from the "inside-out". We'll examine
temperament and development in relation to children's
behavior. (PE)

No description available.

Wright, Hubbard,
Kittson, Stevens,
Hennepin, Ramsey,
Hubbard

Dakota

Tailored training
in Ramsey

Tailored training

Interacting Across Cultures No description available.
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

Hennepin

Introduction to Children's
Depression

Introduction to Children's
Mental Health

Have you noticed that some children are overly sad, or Hennepin, Ramsey
just seem to be having a harder time than others? Have
you ever wondered about children having depression, or
just want to learn more? Yes, children as young as
preschool age can have depression. Join us to get more
information about depression and look more closely at
the how to recognize the signs and symptoms of early
childhood depression.

No description available. Hennepin

Tailored training
in Ramsey

Tailored training

Introduction to Infant Signing

Introvert Extrovert

It's A Big World: How do I Fit In
(BCC Module A)

Specially designed for Professional Caregivers and
Parents! Participants will learn what Infant Signing is,
how using Infant Signing facilitates language
development, and why encouraging preverbal children
to use Infant Signing has benefits for the caregiver and
for families. This highly interactive and fun workshop
also features video illustrations.

No description available.

Look at the messages from adults that shaped your life
as a child. How did they impact you and become your
culture? Participants will interactively explore the
importance of childhood messages, and the impact they
have in the development of a healthy cultural identity.

Carver, Dakota,
Hennepin

Hennepin

Hennepin, Dakota,
Carver

Tailored training
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It's A Sure Sign - The Impact of
Infant Signing

A growing number of parents worldwide are now using
visual language of the deaf community, American Sign
Language (ASL), to communiCate with their babies
before they can talk. How does giving babies earlier

access to language impact their linguistic and cognitive
development? Come learn how Infant Signing impacts
social/emotional development and the formation of
healthy bonds of attachment.

Hennepin

It's All About Environment

It's Magic: Conversations Young
Children Can't Res

What does your environment say to children? Join us a as St. Louis
we look at how your physiCal and social environment
affect children's behavior. Learn how to prevent and
manage children's behavior through hands on activities.

Observing, waiting and listening are the keys to engaging Ramsey
conversations with children. Rediscover strategies and
techniques that encourage development of children's
speaking and listening skills, leading to enriched social
and intellectual development.

Jelly Beans Creative DramatiCs - Dr Seuss stories are some of the all-time favorites of
Dr. Seuss children of all ages. Join us as we explore several Seuss

stories through creative dramatiCs activities you can
easily do with the children in your care. Have fun and

get great ideas you can use t enhance the love of
learning and books while developing the creative spirit
in children.

Chisago, Kanabec, Cow
Wing

Kids 8: Computers

Kindergarten Here I Come!

Language Acquisition: Helping
Our Youngest Languag

What are good computer programs for kids? What can Lyon
kids gain from using the computer?

No description available. Stearns

In this class we will discuss how children acquire Ramsey
language. We will find out how we can support children
who are learning English in addition to their home
language and also how these strategies can encourage
growth when young children are at risk in the area of
language development. This will be a useful class for
those providers working with ELL children and those with
language delays.
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Language Development and
Communication

Latino: Sexualidad, gender

Learning Styles &:
Temperaments

Infants are powerful communicators. Not yet able to
speak or to understand words, they use crying, cooing,
babbling, and facial gestures to engage the caregiver in
conversation. Increase your understanding of how to
observe, listen and respond to the infants in your care,
to help them see themselves as competent
communicators.

No description available.

In order to teach children, do you .understand your own
learning style and the different styles by which children
learn? We will focus on your own personality and
temperament through the Myers Briggs teat and how it
affects your daily life.

Dakota, Kanabec,
Carver

Ramsey

Ramsey, Dakota

Spanish

Learning to Use the Ounce Scale· Do you have a child whose development is puzzling to Ramsey
you?
• Would you like to feel more confident talking with
parents about their child's behavior or development?
• Would you like ideas for creating learning activities for
infants and toddlers?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, this class
may help! Implementing the Ounce Scale will assist you
in improving the quality of your child care environment
and in enhancing your professionalism as a caregiver.
"Learning to Use the Ounce Scale," which consists of a
series of four classes, will introduce you to an
assessment tool and curriculum resource for infant
toddler caregivers and will provide regular support as
you get started with each of the components.

Leer a tu hijo es un Acto de
Amor

No description available. Ramsey Spanish

Let's Explore! Encouraging
Curiosity in Young Chil

This workshop focuses on helping educators and parents St Louis
feel comfortable with children's curiosity and to value
it; to recognize curiosity in infants, toddlers and
preschoolers, and to develop strategies for encouraging
that curiosity in both girls and boys. Participants will
discover that science is a process, a way of looking at
the world to understand how it works.
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Library and Circle Time Areas Cinderella, The Cat in the Hat...Sure, we can find these Hennepin
books in your Library Area and read them in our Circle
Time, but is this space just for reading? Join me as we
discover all of the other amazing things that we can
bring to these spaces that are sure to captivate every
child's attention!

Linking Brain Development to
Real Relationships an

Listening Skills

Explore and discover the relationship between a child's- Ramsey
experiences and the impact these have 0[1 the wiring of
ones brain for future learning and social/emotional
development.

When someone criticizes you, it is hard to listen well. Jackson
This is especially true when the criticism is offered in an
aggressive manner. Good listening skills increase the
amount of information shared and improve your
understanding of the problem. They follow the same
principles that guide assertive behavior. Here are some
tips that will help you be a better listener.

Literacy

Literacy Begins in the Cradle

Literacy Sharing Circle

Living With a Disability: A
Family Perspective

Living With Autism

Logical Consequences and
Praise

No description available.

No description available.

No description available.

The family perspective is critical when working to
successfully include children with special needs in
community child care settings. This training highlights
the unique issues; that families of young children with
special needs, face when looking for child care. Join us
as we discuss acceptance and respect of the diversity of
family structures, values and members for all families.

No description available.

The concept of consequences (natural, logical and
punishment) has been a source of misunderstanding for
both caregivers and parents. In this workshop we'll
discuss the balance between over-indulgence and
autocratic thinking. We'll learn about logical
consequences, the difference between praise and
encouragement, and how you can improve your coaching
style!

Hennepin

Ramsey

Ramsey

Carver

Ramsey

Hennepin

Tailored training

Tailored training
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Lots and Lots of Language

Making Music Even if You Are
Not a Musician

Managing Behavior When My
Buttons Are Pushed

Media Wise Kids

Media, Violence, Kids

Discover activities that encourage young children's Ramsey
language development. We will explore story times,
songs, and other activities to bring meaningful language
experiences into our environment.

It's been said that music tames the wild beast. It does, Hennepin
indeed, have tremendous power to evoke emotions,
trigger memories, and enhance learning. Learn simple
strategies for implementing music (voices, instruments,
cads, videos) in your program even if you can't carry a
tune or playa note. You can control the ambiance
(e.g., high excitement or nap time) as well as
incorporate multiple cultural influences. Bring your
favorite ideas. Plan to participate!

How do we keep it together when our "buttons" are Ramsey, Hennepin
being nudged, pushed or slammed? Come and review
methods of managing children's behaviors when our
patience is being tried and tested. We will examine our
own caregiver behaviors as we seek ways to remain
responsive and not reactive.

American children now spend over 44 hours a week in Hennepin, Dakota
front of a screen, more than any other activity except
sleeping. In this 6 hour training, Michael Mann of the
national Institute on Media and the Family combines the
latest discoveries in brain science with up-to-date
research and data to explore the power and impact of
video games, the Internet and television in shaping
norms, attitudes and behaviors. we will pay particular
attention to the impact of media on the brain
development, health and wellness of young children,
and discuss how media create and nourish a "culture of
disrespect." We will explore ways to take advantage of
the wonderful opportunities media offer our kids while
minimizing the danger and risk. Michael will explain
why it is crucial to pay attention to the role of media in
children's lives and share concrete strategies for
communicating with and staying connected to kids in the
media age.

No description available. Ramsey
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Mission Control 2

Mistaken Behavior or
Misbehavior & Child Develop

SPACE the final frontier. Take a look at space and the Dakota
space program and ways to incorporate language, art,
math and other learning in a fun and interesting topic.

What behaviors are mistakes or intentional? What do Hennepin
you do about them? Expectations about behavior need to
be in line with their developmental stage. This workshop
helps staff understand what can be expected.

Mister Rogers' "What do You do
with the Mad that Y

This 2-hour workshop uses a variety of activities to help
parents and caregivers explore different approaches to
helping children deal with their anger. During this
workshop participants will develop a better
understanding of children's emotional stages of
development and techniques that will gUide and support
children as they develop self-control.

Lake

More Alike Than Different (PE) Ability awareness is the focus of this workshop. Children Hennepin, Lake, St.
come to us with a wide range of gifts and challenges. Louis, Carver, Dakota
Caregivers may have fears about caring for a child with
special needs. Learn how you can include and support
all kids in your child care setting using activities that
match the child's developmental skill level.

More than Letters

Movement is the Door to
Learning

No description available.

Nerve networks are formed within our brains and bodies
through movement and touch. We'll experience Brain
Gym processes and movements while learning how the
brain interprets the movements in our body. Come and
be amazed at the difference movement makes in your
ability to focus, remain centered, and think rationally.

Ramsey

Anoka, Ramsey

Movin' and Groovin' No description available. Ramsey Tailored training
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Moving Across the Midline

Natural and Logical
Consequences

Navigating the Landscape of
ADHD

No More Time Outs

Our left and right sides do best when in cooperation, not Ramsey
competition, with one another. We have two eyes,
ears, hands and feet for a reason. Explore the
importance of leading with one and having the other
sensory intake available for support. Learn the Midline
Movements of the Brain Gym program and how they
assist in building nerve nets between the left and right
hemispheres. this workshop will offer tools to increase
communication between the left and right hemispheres.
This workshop will offer tools to increase communication
between the left and right hemispheres necessary for
many academic skills, such as writing, reading, and
listening.

Come explore the four types of consequences. We will Ramsey
work-as a team, on many of the issues School Age Care
providers deal with on a daily basis. Share your hardest
situation and leave with at least four options if not
more.

Join us in this interactive training as we travel in Renville, Dakota
discovery of the myths and facts of ADHD and successful
strategies for inclusion of children who have ADHD.

Toddlers are too young to understand the concept of Ramsey
time outs. Cause and effect is something toddlers have
yet to grasp. In this interesting seminar we will discuss
developmentally appropriate discipline tactics for
Toddlers.
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Not By Chance

Observation

Observation Is the Key to the
Door: Understanding

Observation: Finding the
Education of Behavior (Project
ExceptionaI)

Oh No! I have to talk to the
Parents!

School Readiness Awareness Training. Supporting Chippewa, Kandiyohi,
Children's school readiness in child care setting takes Wilkin, Aitkin,
careful planning, knowledge and attentions to each Jackson, Kandiyohi,
child's individual needs. This training will provide Murray, Nobles, Swift,
knowledge of three rolls used in Minnesota's Early Meeker, Morrison,
Childhood and School Age Care and Education System: Wadena, Dakota,
the Minnesota Early Childhood Indicators of Progress Hennepin
which describes what young children should know and be
able to do the Minnesota Core Competencies which
defines what providers should know and be able to do
and the Environmental Rating Scales which is a set of
tools for understanding and measuring the quality of a
child care or school age care setting

What can observations and portfolios do to improve your Washington
program? See how to use these tools to make your job
easier and share great information with your families.

Have you ever thought: "They're doing it on purpose?" Hennepin
Join us to discover how through observation, we can see
the clues children give us to the purpose behind their
behavior. Once we understand the purpose, we can
more effectively respond to children's needs.

Have you ever thought: "They're doing it on purpose?" Nob!es
Join us to discover how through observation, we can see
the clues children give us to the purpose behind the
behavior. Once we understand the purpose, we can
more effectively respond to children's needs.

I have a concern about a child's development. I need St Louis
support in changing inappropriate behavior of a child.
need to know more about what approach or style the
family uses to address guiding and teaching. What do I
say? What do I ask? How do I present myself? We will
discuss the process of communicating with parents.

English, Spanish,
Hmong Has been
Tailored
Training
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Open Forum - Behavior
Guidance and Solutions

Open Forum - Handbook... Help!

Ounce: The Developmental
Profile

Overindulged Child - Spoiled?

Parent Provider Relationships

Parenting Styles: How They
Affect Children-H

Peaceful Parenting in a Violent
World

Biting... Hitting...Screaming...Sometimes it seems as if it Dakota
never stops! How can we stop it? Maybe you are pulling
your hair out, or have figured out some cool tricks of the
trade that have worked for you. Join Jia and share your
thoughts with other caregivers.

Tired of sick policy issues in your child care? When is it Carver
appropriate to charge parents for late pickups? Get
ready to roll up your sleeves as we dig into the nitty
gritty of what really works and what doesn't! Bring your
own child care handbook for extra tips and suggestions!

The final session explores how The Ounce Scale can be Hennepin
used as an evaluation tool to assess the development of
infants and toddlers. We will practice making ratings by
comparing observation data to standards of
development. We will consider specific skills for parent
conferences and strategies for approaching difficult
issues.

Occasionally indulgence can be good for a child. But Murray
when we start hearing demands for more and more from
our children, the occasional indulgence has now become
overindulgence. This can lead to lack of responsibility,
lack of daily life skills and an inability to relate to peers.
This workshop takes a look at what overindulgence looks
like and what we can do to handle it.

Build relationships with the parents who are your Chippewa
clients. Explore and express ways to respectfully
communicate in any type of relationship.

How does your parenting style affect the children in Hennepin
your care? Are the styles of parents of children in your
care positive or negative? Get answers to these
questions and a look at ways to bring out positive
behaviors of the children. Participants will learn the
three different parenting styles, characteristics, and
outcomes of them.

Join us to learn how to raise and discipline children Hennepin
without violence. Learn about practical methods that
promote peace and harmony. This class will help find
non-violent solutions to some child development
problems.
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Personality Styles: Each Child is

Unique

Piaget, Montessori & Me?

Each person has their own unique way of perceiving Dakota
their world and how they choose to interact with others.
This workshop will identify various personality
temperaments and learning styles. The participant will
receive information on effective communication and
educational techniques to use with a variety of children
and for themselves."

Each person has their own unique way of perceiving Washington
their world and how they choose to interact with others.
This workshop will identify various personality
temperaments and learning styles. The participant will
receive information on effective communication and
educational techniques to use with a variety of children
and for themselves."

PITC IInl Module 1 Lesson 2:
Flexible, Fearful, or Feisty

PITCllnl Module 1 Lesson 1:
The Vision

PITC/ITTI Module 1 Lesson 3:
Working with Temperament

PITC/ITTI Module 1 Lesson 4:
Getting in Tune

PITC/ITTI Module 1 Lesson 5:
The Responsive Process

Overview of temperaments. In these lessons you will
learn how each child needs a physically and emotionally
secure environment, how to support an infant's growing
sense of self, how to promote a child's social-emotional

development. Participants will also explore
temperament by reviewing the nine temperament traits
and the three temperament types that represent
common clusters of these traits.

Fundamentals of development of children's social and
emotional competence.

Discusses the differences in temperaments between
children and caregivers, and how this can affect your
caregiving style.

Discusses how caregivers can form sensitive and
responsive relationships with each child to best support
the child's development and learning.

Focuses on the "watch, ask, adapt" responsive process.

Becker, Todd, Pine,
Lake, St. Louis,
Roseau, Scott, Dakota

Becker, Todd, Pine,
Lake, St. Louis, Roseau

Becker, Cook, St.
Louis, Roseau,
Goodhue, Nicollet

Martin, Mower,
Becker, Roseau

Martin, Mower,
Becker, Roseau
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PITCIITII Module 1 Lesson 6:
Ten Gifts

PITC/ITII Module 1 Lessons 11
12: Socialization and Guidance
for Infants and Toddlers

PITCIITII Module 1 Lessons 7
10: Emotional Development In
Infants ft Toddlers and Your
Role

There is much a sensitive caregiver/teacher can do to
promote the social-emotional development of infants
and toddlers. The "Ten Gifts" are important guidelines
in supporting self-esteem and social-emotional
development in infants and toddlers. Participants will
learn how to apply these "gifts" in caring for their group
of infants and toddlers.

Are you sometimes frustrated with the infants and
toddlers in your care? Do they seem uncooperative, do
they always tell you "no"? This training will address
appropriate ways to set limits as well as the guidance
issues that caregivers face when working with infants
and toddlers. Discuss why infants and toddlers
sometimes seem defiant, and how to deal with
frustrating situations.

Infants and toddlers experience a wide range of
emotions everyday, but what exactly is emotional
development? This training will discuss healthy
emotional development and milestones for infants and
toddlers. As caregivers you are crucial in nurturing the
growth of this domain. Discuss what caregivers can do
to foster emotional development in children ages birth
to three.

Douglas, Le Sueur,
Polk, Roseau

Clay, Watonwan, Spanish
Chisago, Kandiyohi,
Hennepin, Blue Earth,
Brown

Clay, Becker, Le
Sueur, Olmsted, Blue
Earth, Nicollet

PITCIITII Module 1: Social and
Emotional Development in
Infants and Toddlers

PITC/ITII Module 2 Lesson 1:
Creating Intimacy in Groups

This training introduces the six basic stages in a child's Ramsey, Hennepin,
healthy emotional development from birth to about four Washington, Carver,
years of age. The stages include self-regulation and Anoka
interest in the world, falling in love, purposeful
communication, beginning of complex sense of self,
emotional ideas, and emotional thinking.

This lesson focuses on the infant's and toddler's crucial Clay, Otter Tail
need for close, familiar relationships, or intimacy.
Discuss characteristics of relationships that are most
important and review the three elements of intimacy in
group care.

Tailored training
in Anoka
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PITC/ITTI Module 2 Lesson 14
16: Respectfully Yours

Infants who are given respectful, personal care can grow Hennepin, Dakota,
into competent, authentic adults. Infants need Wright
caregivers who allow them time to communicate in his
or her own way and will respond to their messages
appropriately. Join us as we consider the characteristics
of quality infant/toddler care, particularly in light of
children's developmental changes.

PITCIITTI Module 2 Lesson 2:
Primary Care

PITCIITTI Module 2 Lesson 3:
Small Groups

PITC/ITTI Module 2 Lesson 4:
Continuity of Care

PITC/ITTI Module 2 Lessons 8
12: Routines

What is primary care and why is it important to
children's emotional well-being? Primary care gives
infants and toddlers the personal relationships and
responsive care they need to thrive. Through primary
care, the caregiver, the child, and the child's family
begin to develop close, trusting bonds.

This lesson deals with the impact of group size on
infants and toddlers in child care. The use of small
groups in meeting the intimacy needs of infants and
toddler is critical. When the number of children and
adults in a setting is limited, both cognitive and social
learning are enhanced and serious problems are avoided.

This lesson focuses on providing continuity of care in
infant toddler programs. The bonds a young child
establishes dUring the first years of life provide a basis
for all learning. Group care that supports the child's
attachment to a special caregiver, and a small group
size, promote healthy development.

Daily routines are at the heart of infant/toddler care
giving. They provide important opportunities for one-to
one interactions between the caregiver and the child
during which both learning and the deepening of
emotional bonds can take place. Come join us as we
explore how this can happen during feeding, diapering,
napping, dressing and bathing.

Clay, Otter Tail

Clay, Otter Tail

Clay, Otter Tail

Hennepin, Sherburne, Tailored
Becker, Olmsted Training in

Becker

PITC/ITTI Module 3 Lesson 11: No description available.
Language Development in Young
Infants

PITC/ITTI Module 3 Lesson 12: No description available.
Language Development in
Mobile Infants

Becker

Becker
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PITC/ITII Module'3 Lesson 6:
Setting the Stage For Lea

PITCIITII Module 3 Lesson 7-9:
Ages of Infancy

Discover how you can guide children's learning by Hubbard, Crow Wing,
providing spaces and materials that invite play, active Kanabec, Mille Lacs,
exploration, and involvement by children. Consider how Morrison
the set-up of your environment makes an important
contribution to infant learning

In these lessons participants will have the opportunity to Polk, Hennepin, Otter Spanish
expand their understanding of the needs of mobile Tail, Kandiyohi, Crow
infants and how to meet them in the child care setting. Wing, Wabasha, Blue
Participants will exam in greater detail how play Earth, Kanabec, Mille
materials are used by infants at different stages and Lacs, Morrison, Winona
provides activities on the topic of mixed age care.
Infancy spans less than three years, yet is it is the period
of greatest change and growth in life. Increase your
understanding of the issues of security, exploration and
identity for infants and toddlers during these formative
years.

PITCIITII Module 3 Lessons 1
and 2: Discoveries of Infancy

Infants are born with both the desire and capacity to
explore, and to learn. Through simple sensory and
motor experiences, infants discover the basics of all
intellectual understanding. During this workshop, we
will look at the caregiver's role as a facilitator, rather
than a teacher - a view that enables infants and toddlers
to have the freedom to experience the world on their
own terms.

Becker, Scott,
Norman, Kandiyohi

Spanish

PITC/ITII Module 3 Lessons 3 No description available.
and 4

PITC/ITII Module 3 Lessons 9 No description available.
and 10

Play, Play, Play...What we do No description available.
all day (Neighborhood Provider
Group)

Becker, Crow Wing,
Kanabec, Mille Lacs,
Morrison

Becker, Crow Wing,
Kanabec, Mille Lacs,
Morrison

Hennepin

Portfolios and Parent
Conferencing

Portfolios are a collection of a child's work and caregiver Chippewa
data from informal and performance assessments ...
sample of a child's work, observation reports,
achievements, and more. Learn how to make portfolios
and use them as tools for assessment and parent
conferencing.

Positive Behavior

Potty Training

No description available.

No description available.

Ramsey

Ramsey

Hmong
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Preventing Discipline Problems Building A Prevention Strategy
#1

Clay

Profiles of a Bully Have you wondered what traits add up to 'bully'? Come
explore the profile of a bully and strategies to change
behaviors and support everyone involved! This class is
appropriate for people working with preschool and
school age children.

Chisago, Kanabec,
Mille Lacs

Promoting Healthy Attachments Join us as we look into the role of the child care Scott, Ramsey
provider in identifying and supporting healthy
attachments. We will discuss what healthy attachments
look like and what community resources are available to
providers and parents.

Promoting Healthy Development Those who care for very young children are helping a Ramsey
in Infants and Toddl child develop the foundation for all future relationships

and the child's view of the world and him or herself-Is
the world a safe and interesting place to explore? Am I a
lovable and important person? Can I trust that my needs
will be met and that I have the ability to help that
happen? It is in the everyday moments of caring for
children that we most powerfully contribute to the
building of their foundations. We will talk about
promoting infant mental health strategies which
contribute to the development of healthy infants and
toddlers who are excited to learn and interact with
other.

Putting it all in black and white No description availabLe.

Raising Readers (Neighborhood No description availabLe.
Provider Group)

Hennepin

Hennepin

Tailored
Trainings

Reading and Learning: One and
the Same

Dr. Seuss. Shel Silverstein. Mother Goose. We've all Dakota
read these fun and amazing stories countless times. Is
there a way to read our books so that children get more
out of them than just a good story? Of course there is!
Come join me as we learn how to turn every story time
into a fascinating wonderland full of opportunities for
learning and imagination!
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Ready 4 School

Ready to Learn about Diversi

Red Flags of Development

Reframing Children's Mental
Health

Starting kindergarten is a "BIG" step for young children.
We will discuss the transition from preschooler to school
age, and what we can do to better prepare the children
we care for so that the first few days of school are not
filled with firsts, but instead a sense of comfort that
familiar skills can be used.

When children learn to value and celebrate diversity,
they develop pride in their own culture, respect
different opinions, try new things, and feel good about
who they are. This workshop, co-sponsored by KSMQ
Public Television, will show caregivers how to approach
diversity as a leaning tool. They will also learn how to
incorporate educational television with books and
activities to foster an appreciation for other cultures.
Each participant will receive caregiver gUides, children's
books, and other resources.

This course is geared towards providers and parents
caring for children ages birth - 5
In this course you will learn about information about
early warning signs of developmental delays, and the
importance of early intervention. Please join us to learn
about the red flags for developmental delays, sharing
concerns with families, and referral resources within
your communities. You will be given a child
development chart, red flags for atypical development,
and resource information.

No description available.

Blue Earth

Freeborn, Mower,
Olmsted, Rice, Steele,
Winona

Ramsey

Wright
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Reframing Discipline Doing The Ground Work: from Stopping Misbehavior to Chippewa, Kandiyohi,
Teaching Skills Yellow Medicine

Doing the Groundwork addresses the frustration and
concerns teachers have when their discipline efforts
aren't working. It defines and teaches the groundwork
that makes positive discipline work. This groundwork
involves reframing our attitudes about the role of
discipline and about our expectations of children. For
many teachers, this groundwork is the missing piece,
lacking it, we find ourselves continually reacting to
children's misbehavior and feeling overwhelmed.
Part II: "Connecting With Every Child"
Connecting with Every Child shows that the key to

positive discipline is the relationship we have with a
child. This unit demonstrates how changing our
relationship with a child who misbehaves is often the
most effective intervention. It teaches the technique of
acknowledging children and shows how these efforts can
help build strong connections that motivate change.

Revitalization and Self Esteem No description available. Ramsey

Second Step Violence
Prevention Training

This easy to use program is designed to reduce impulsive Blue Earth, Dodge,
and aggressive behavior in children, teach social and Olmsted, Murray
emotional skills, and build self-esteem. Second Step
teaches children to reduce impulsive and aggressive
behaVior, increase their level of social competence

Secrets of Children's Social Lives Making friends is one of the most valuable things Carver
children do as they learn and grow. Adults are often
watching their children's social lives, wondering how to
help their kids cope with the challenges, heartbreaks,
and the joys of making friends, losing them, and making
friends again. Join us as we examine why friendship is
such an important part of children's lives

SEEDS of Early Literacy No description available. Hennepin Tailored
Training in
Hmong
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SEEDS of Early Literacy Begin at
Birth

SEEDS of Social-Emotional Literacy is an introduction to . Brown, Blue Earth
strategies that caregivers can use to support infants and
toddlers in their social and emotional development.
Participants will learn about what happens to a child's
body when they are stressed, and ways that "shared
positive interactions" can help an infant and toddler to
de-stress. We will discuss the importance of developing
trusting relationships through fun and meaningful daily
routines and activities, reading, singing, nursery rhymes
and more

SEEDS of Emergent Literacy 1 & No description available.
2

Hennepin Tailored
Training

SEEDS of School Readiness 1:
Creating a Literacy Rich
Classroom

SEEDS of School Readiness 2: A
SEEDS Quality Teacher

SEEDS of School Readiness 3:
Developing Talkers & Think!=rs

SEEDS of School Readiness 4:
SEEDS of Vocabulary and
Phonological Awareness

This session presents ten ways to make your child care
setting literacy rich, to help children develop the
literacy skills they are expected to acquire before
kindergarten. The session demonstrates how to provide
literacy learning opportunities in daily routines with
children.

What does a SEEDS quality teacher say and do in daily
interactions with children. In this session, learn how to
ask questions to promote language development,
encourage children using the teaching tool of
affirmation, and explore how to create a literacy rich
schedule and daily plan.

Identify language milestones on the road to talking and
learn the stages of learning for second language
learners. This session explores strategies to promote
language development in all children, through running
commentary, word walls, and conversation, and
identifies the "BIG 5" emergent literacy skills.

What is phonological awareness and why is it important
to children's developing literacy skills? This session will
help you promote vocabulary and knowledge throughout
the day and identify ten fun and meaningful ways to
promote phonological awareness in young children.

Chippewa, Kandiyohi,
McLeod, Redwood,
Renville, Swift, Yellow
Medicine, Roseau,
Pennington, Todd,
Carver, Blue Earth,
Martin

Roseau, Cottonwood,
Pennington,
Chippewa, Kandiyohi,
McLeod, Redwood,
Yellow Medicine,
Martin, Murray

Stevens, Lyon,
Beltrami, Lac Qui
Parle, Meeker, Swift,
Scott, Polk, Hubbard,
Morrison, Cottonwood,
Martin, Murray, Nobles

Polk, Morrison,
Hubbard, Cottonwood,
Martin, Lac Qui Parle,
Lyon, Nobles, Beltrami
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SEEDS of School Readiness 5:
SEEDS of Print and Book Rules

SEEDS of School Readiness 6:
Letter Knowledge and the
Writing Process

There's nothing like a book to stimulate interest in
reading and literacy. In this session, learn to use "read
aloud" to promote emergent literacy skills, and to
identify different hear and say techniques. This session
will also explore the elements of a print-rich child care
setting.

How do children progress from scribbles to letter
writing, and what can you do to help? In this session,
identify the stages of writing and discuss fun and
meaningful ways to help children become aware of
letters.

Hubbard, Morrison,
Lac Qui Parle, Clay,
Pennington,
Cottonwood, Martin,
Pipestone

Clay, Pennington, Lac
Qui Parle, Beltrami,
Polk, Morrison, Martin,
Pipestone

SEEDS of School Readiness 7: In this, the last session, we will review the Big 5.
Involving and informing families Participants will have an opportunity to write a Literacy
of a Child's school readiness Work Plan/Goal Setting and discuss strategies for

creating a family involvement plan.

Beltrami, Clay, Polk,
Morrison, Martin, Lac
Qui Parle

Seeing Monkeys in The Sky Remember how groWing up we used to lay in the grass Nobles
and find monkeys and elephants and dogs and cats in
the clouds? What about those houses out of leafs? how
can we incorporate imagination into the lives of the
children we care for? Join us as we explore the delight
of imagination.

Selecting Materials Ei: Creating No description available. Kittson
Int~rest Areas

Self -Esteem: Process or
Product?

I know that self - esteem is important, I have a "Child of Hennepin, Ramsey
the Week". Is there more I could/should be doing? Self-
esteem is much more than a unit of curriculum or a child
of the week, it is a process that each of us participates
in. join us for a look at how your child care situation
affects children's self - esteem a and how to plan for
the process of building self - esteem in children (and
adults!) of all ages!

Tailored training

Self-Esteem No description available. Ramsey Tailored
Training

Sensational Solutions to
Problem Behaviors

What makes kids tick and how to make them purr. Help Stearns
children identify and manage their sensory needs.
Develop strategies to decrease challenging behaviors.
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Sensory Processing Disorder

Separation Issues

Children with Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) are Freeborn, Olmsted
unable to interpret sensations and organize their
responses. These children may be overly sensitive to
sounds, to touch or to other sensory input and respond

with extreme behaviors. Other children with SPD may
be under responsive to stimuli. In this session, we will
learn effective strategies in working with children who
have SPD.

Children react to transition in different ways at different Wright
times. Come learn the ages and stages of separation
issues and appropriate gUidelines for dealing with
behaviors, attitudes and assumptions surrounding
separation anxiety.

Serving Biracial and Multiethnic
Children and Thei

This multimedia, training guide and video designed to
inform the early care and education community of the
unique identity development of multiracial and
transracially adopted children and the needs of their
families

Kanabec, Olmsted

Setting Boundaries and
Consistency

These two topics are the reason for many behavior issues Dakota
with children. This training will help you recognize the
importance of limits and consistency for children.

Setting the Stage for Learning:
The Environment a

Sexuality

Shaken Baby

Shh! It's Quiet Time!

These lessons focus on those factors in the environment
that influence learning. This lesson introduces the
concepts of the three stages of infancy by emphasizing
the rapid growth and changing needs of children
between birth to 3 years old.

No description available.

No description available.

"Shh! It's quiet time! Shh!" How many times do we
find ourselves saying this familiar phrase? If you can
relate to this dilemma, this class is just for you! While
quiet time is a very important time for children to
replenish their never-ending energy, some may not
settle down the old-fashioned way. Together we'll
explore simple and easy ways to keep the peace (and
quiet) in your environment and tackle some foolproof
methods that will ensure that everyone gets their

needed down time (including you).

Kanabec

Ramsey

Hennepin

Hennepin
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Show Me Yours and I'll Show You A discussion about children's sexual behaviors as a Washington
Mine... strategy to prevent child sexual abuse. Review the

principles of the Stop It Now! MN curriculum, then delve
into a discussion about healthy sexual development and
how to determine whether behaviors you observe are
problem behaviors. Learn about the continuum of
responses, gUidance language to use with children, how
to talk to parents about children's sexual behaviors, and
reporting gUidelines. Small group practice included.
Some material from the Kempe curriculum is included
along with a bibliography and resources.

SIDS and Shaken Baby Syndrome Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is the leading Hennepin, Olmsted
cause of death in infants ages 2 weeks to 1 year. This
class will present the most current information regarding
SIDS and risk reduction strategies. Shaken Baby
Syndrome (SBS) is a preventable injury to children.
Participants will learn how shaking a baby can cause
serious injury or death.

Tailor trained

Sign Language for Children
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

Sign Language for Hearing
Infants

Signing 101 (Infants and
Toddlers)

No description available.

As a follow up to our very popular basic workshop, this
advanced baby sign language workshop by Denise
Meyers, from "Little Hands" Baby Sign Language, is the
perfect way to add to your signing repertoire. You will
learn an additional 150 child-relevant signs (animals,
colors, foods, activities, nature, clothing, etc.) in
addition to reviewing signs learned in the basic baby sign
language workshop. We will incorporate learning games
and other tools to make the learning process fun and
engaging.

Higher IQ' No temper tantrums' Communicating at 8
months - WOW! Welcome to the advantages of signing
with your baby! Come and learn the most common signs
to use with your infants and toddlers. Games, video
examples, and hands-on experience

Hennepin

Stearns

Big Stone, Chippewa,
Kandiyohi, Murray,
Nobles, Pipestone

Social Development & Behavior No description available.
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

Hennepin
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Socialization: What Can We
Expect From Infants and

Sounds of Music

Special Education: Finding
Resources

Special Needs (Neighborhood
Provider Group)

Speech a: Language
Development for Kids: What is
No

Stop It Now! Minnesota: How
Understanding and Responding

How do infants and toddlers develop socially? What role Jackson
can we play to encourage and strengthen them. thee
will be an interactive discussion as part of this evening
that will allow all participants to share ideas.

Music is a natural and important part of young children's Meeker
growth and development. Learn how to integrate simple
musical experiences into your child care day. Feel free
to bring any music related items you are currently using
and would like to share.

If you suspect that a child that you love is falling behind Carver
his/her peers and want to "catch it" before it becomes
an even larger concern-here are ways to access
resources that are already in place and that you are
probably already paying for, as a MN taxpayer!

No description available. Hennepin

Come and learn about how children communicate and Sherburne
their development of speech and language skills. Speech
clinicians will lead discussions regarding normal
development, demonstrate how to facilitate speech and
language growth, and provide contacts when you have a
child in need of further evaluation. You are promised to
leave with a mouthful! Ages: birth to 6 years

Participants will learn about healthy sexual development Brown, Fillmore,
in children and adolescents, how to recognize signs that Goodhue, Mower,
may be cause for concern, and how responses to these Nicollet, Olmsted,
behaviors are effective tools in preventing the Winona, Anoka,
perpetration of child sexual abuse. Participants will also Becker, Ramsey, Blue
learn about different resources available to providers Earth, Stearns,
and parents to respond to sexual behaviors. Hennepin

Stop Picking On Me No description available. Ramsey Tailored
Training

Story S-T-E-T-C-H-E-R-S Make books come alive for children! This class will Big Stone
teach you ways to expand the impact and interest of
children's books. This is a literature-based approach to
planning circle time, centers of interest and activities
organized around themes found in children's books.
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Story Telling No description available. Hennepin Tailored training

Storytelling: A literacy Tool to
Make Life Richer

Make books come alive for children! This class will Carver
teach you ways to'expand the impact and interest of
children's books. This is a literature-based approach to
planning circle time, centers of interest and activities
organized around themes found in children's books.

Straight From the Trenches No description available. Ramsey Tailored training

Strategies to Meet Challenging
Behaviors (PE)

Stress Relievers Brain Gym

Summer Delights: Summer No
Bake Cooking

Supporting Developmental
Growth in Infants

Supporting Transitions

Project Exceptional: This workshop offers many "tools" Rock
for working with children who have challenging
behaviors, including specific guidance strategies as well
as directions for making picture schedules and fidget
toys. This interactive course has very practical
information you can use in your program.

Brain Gym® is a program of easy physical movements Stearns
that synchronize body and mind to optimize how we
learn. The movements bring about rapid and lasting
physical changes in fundamental abilities including:
focus, organization, comprehension, physical
coordination, social and communication skills, memory,
attentiveness and more. It was developed in the 1970's
as what would become the cornerstone of the field of
Educational Kinesiology.

Are you looking for a way to add a little more creativity Hennepin
and "spice" to your summer days? This class is sure to
be full of spice as we venture into the world of cooking!
Join in, as we learn how to select and create exciting
summer treats and projects while brushing up on our
own measuring skills, in this activity-filled class ... all
without an oven!!!

This class is designed to learn or brush up on your Hennepin
knowledge of infant development. With the use of
discussion and handouts, we will discover what infants
should be developing in their emotional, physical and
cognitive growth.

No description available. Clay
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Surrounding Your Children:
Early Care Environment

Tap Into Your DAP

We are all affected by our environment. Our physical Kandiyohi
surroundings affect how we feel, how comfortable we
are, how we relate to others, and how successfully we
accomplish what we set out to do. For young children,
the environment is particularly important. The size,
colors, lighting, furniture and arrangement of your
environment all influence how children learn. Planning
your environment will support the goals that you have
for your business and the children in your care.

DAP is the buss word/concept, but how much time have Stearns, Wright
you spent studying it? Come join us for definition,
discussion and activities relating to the principles behind
DAP. Walk away with a renewed or fresh look at what
DAP is and how to apply it in your program. You will
have a greater understanding of DAP and be able to
determine what needs to be done in practice and theory
to your program in making it developmentally
appropriate.

Taxes and Record Keeping No description available.
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

Hennepin

Teachable Moments

Teaching Children Respect and
Following Their Drea

Team Building

Temperament Traits

No description available.

What does "good manners" meant to children? During
this class participants will develop techniques to help
children learn about respecting property and people.
Come and learn the "secret code" of the Interruption
Rule and how to make it work for you.

No description available.

Have you ever encountered children who have been
described as hard to handle, spirited, active alert, or
strong-willed? Do you feel that you've tried everything
and you just don't know what else to do with these
children? In this class we will look at different
temperament traits; what cues and triggers may create
situations that hinder a child's ability to control his
behavior. We will implement new strategies that will
help us learn how to interact in ways that prevent
meltdowns and power struggles while helping children
gain control.

Hennepin

Lake, Pine

Ramsey

Hennepin

Tailored training
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Temperaments Can Be Tough

Tension Taming Tips

Why do I have conflict with some children more than
others? This workshop looks at the nine temperament
characteristics and the good and bad of each trait. It
also covers different ways to approach children of
differing temperaments.

Learn to create a happy learning environment with
positive discipline strategies. We will find remedies to
your everyday struggles such as scattered toys,
disruptive outbursts, and disrespect toward books and
learning materials. Take home practical guidance
techniques you can use tomorrow in your program.

Wright

Goodhue, Olmsted,
Wabasha

Testing the Limits: A Guidance No description available.
Approach to Discipl

Becker, Traverse

That's the Way They All Are:
How Stereotyp

The Birds & the Bees 101

Even if you do not have a diverse care environment, you Blue Earth, Olmsted
will learn why an appreciation for diversity is an
essential skill in order to succeed in a world full of
differences. This interactive training will give you insight
into attitudes and actions that you can use to teach
children to appropriately handle the differences they
encounter. A Building Cultural Connections Curriculum.

Culture, communication, and connection play significant Blue Earth, Brown
roles in helping children understand their own sexuality
and also grow and develop in sexually healthy ways. This
workshop will explore how communicating about "the
birds and the bees" is much more than a one-time talk,
but rather an ongoing conversation within a culture of
connection, respect and support. Age-specific sexual
development, recognizing cause for concern, and
communicating/connecting with parents around this
topic will be highlighted.

The Cultural and Emotional
Importance of

No description available. Ramsey Tailored training
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The Developing Child: An
Overview of Developmental

The Developing Emotional
Strengths of Children

The Environment: Setting the
Stage for Learning -

The Impact of Media on
Children

The Importance of Play

The Irreducible Needs of
Children: What Every Chi

Studying and understanding child development is an
important part of teaching young children. Like
snowflakes, no two children are alike. Children differ in
physical, intellectual, social, and emotional growth
patterns. They differ in personalities and their responses
to play, affection, and other factors. To help all these
differing children, you need to understand the sequence
of their development. This knowledge of child
development is essential to caring for and gUiding young
children.

We will examine six emotional milestones that may be
observed in children. This class will build our
understanding of children's behavior and how we can
support their individual needs.

Adults can guide children's learning by providing spaces
and materials that invite play, active exploration, and
movement by children. Attention to the way in which
the environment is set up and used makes an important
contribution to infant learning. Join us as we examine
factors in the environment that influence learning, ways
to maximize positive influences, and how to minimize
negative ones.

In this workshop, we will explain the media in light of
information about child development. We will address
how children learn values, attitudes, and behaviors from
the mass media and other suggestions on how to use
media in a healthy way.

Discover the concepts that infants learn though play,
how to set up an environment conducive to play and the
importance of adults participating in play with babies.
(Project Exceptional)

What do infants and children really need? Dr. Brazelton
and Dr. Greenspan give us the seven "irreducible needs"
of children. Join us for a discussion of these needs and a
look at how we can work together for the future of all
children.

Kandiyohi, Stearns,
Wright, McLeod,
Chippewa, Brown

Mahnomen

Hennepin

Blue Earth

Carver, Scott, Becker

Hennepin, Ramsey
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The Magic of Communicating
With Children

Are you tired of saying the same thing over and over and Hennepin
not getting any results? Do you know someone who
seems totally in control in a house full of children and
wonder what the magic is? In this class we will look at
the magic of positive language and how learning styles
affect communication. You will learn some positive
communication techniques that will help keep your days
sunny and fun.

The Nurtured Heart Approach Participants will look at shifting the intense child to new Dakota, Scott, Big
patterns of success and strengthen all children on the
inside. Learning to nurture children's hearts can be a
daily habit. Howard Glasser provides us with tools to
nurture a child's heart even when the child seems not to
want nurturing or acts in a way that makes us want to
withdraw or even be angry. The information that will be
presented in this workshop is from Howard Glasser's and
Jennifer Easley's book, "Transforming the Difficult
Child: The Nurtured Heart Approach."

Stone, Jackson, Swift,
Yellow Medicine, Blue
Earth, Olmsted

The Road to Reading

The Role of Observation in
Guiding Behavior

Understanding how children benefit from daily exposure Stearns
to books and stories. This training will give you fun and
creative ways to develop literacy and enjoy books with
children.

Parents and early childhood caregivers find themselves Polk, Roseau, Lake of
making daily decisions about how to handle children the Woods, Otter Tail,
with certain behaviors. Using videos, and discussion, this Wilkin, Grant
session will increase your understanding and practice of
the art of observation - an important ingredient of
positive gUidance.

Theories of Childhood Join us for an introduction to some of the fundamental Ramsey
theories of child development. This class is based on
Theories of Childhood, an easy·to· read book that will
give you insights in your work with young children. Find
out why they do the things they do, and what your
responses can be.

They Stick to Me Like Band·Aids This class is designed to discover the importance of Ramsey
attachment and bonding, and focus on techniques and
implementation in the early childhood classroom.

They Tattle, They Whine No description available. Ramsey Tailored training
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They Tattle, Wine, and Hit No description available. Hennepin
(Neighborhood Provider Group)

Those 4s and 5s The need to have control, the need to get control, and Ramsey
the need to keep control at all times. How exhausting it
is for kids and adults. What is it all about? Learn ways
you can help children develop the skills to negotiate
through this stage.

Toddler Biting Are you frustrated by the frequency of children biting in Anoka, Dakota,
your care? Come learn why toddlers are so quick to bite Ramsey
and learn some techniques for intervening and
preventing toddler biting.

Toddlers No description available. Ramsey Tailored training

Toddlers: Terrible or Terrific? Toddlerhood is often a stage that comes with tantrums, Cottonwood, Wright,
emotions, and lots and lots of crying. Such behaviors Stearns, Anoka,
leave parents and providers feeling frustrated and Ramsey
unsure of how to handle such unpredictable behavior. By
taking a peek inside the toddler brain, we can form a
better understanding of the motivation behind these
behaviors and utilize that knowledge to learn effective
strategies for dealing with common toddler issues.

Together in Care

Toilet Learning

This lesson focuses on the infant's and toddler's crucial Beltrami
need for close, familiar relationships, or intimacy.
Discuss characteristics of relationships that are most
important and review the three elements of intimacy in
group care. Explore the concepts of primary caregiving,
small groups and continuity of care.

How can we tell when our little ones are ready to make Hennepin, Ramsey,
this important step in their development and what is the Sherburne, Wright
best way to go about it? we will discuss current thinking
on the issue, ways to support and enhance development,
and problem solving for issues such as fear and
reluctance.

Tools For the Toolbox - Sawing Have you every noticed that the children with the most
Through Your Day--The Magic of challenging behaviors just seem to fall apart during
Transitions (Project transitions? Join us as we examine the critical role that
Exceptional) transitions play in your day. We will be building your

transition skills through this interactive, hands-on
workshop!

St Louis, Itasca,
Ramsey
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Tools For the Toolbox: Breaking
the Code--Measuring Skills for
Success (Project Exceptional)

Tools For the Toolbox: Building
a Plan that Works (Project
Exceptional)

Transition to Kindergarten

Troublesome Transitions

Turning 3 Ei: 4

Understanding Attachment

Understanding Challenging
Behaviors

"If all you have is a hammer, then everything looks like
a nail.)) Bring your mental toolbox and fill it up with
additional tools to work with children who have
challenging behaviors. We will be examining the skills
children need for developing problem solving and
conflict resolution.

This class will help you put it all together and build the
behavior blueprint for success! We will assist you in
developing strategies for children that you spend time
with! You will leave with your own new set of tools!

Making the change from preschooler to kindergartner is
huge. Let's talk about how to support and ease the
process. Learn ways you can enhance this transition for
the children in your care.

We'll have fun demonstrating some of the 40 ideas you
will leave with as well as discussing what you can do to
eliminate some transitions. Everything we try to do with
kids starts with transitioning them to where they need
to be. Let's learn how to have fun doing it.

Becoming a preschooler is a huge change from
"toddlerhood.)) Let's look at what it all means. Learn
about the changes children go through dUring this
transition and ways you can guide them in this new
developmental stage.

Attachment is a close emotional bond between a child
and his/her primary caregiver. In this workshop, you
will learn how attachment develops and why it is
important. Healthy and unhealthy attachment styles
will be discussed. Caregivers will learn how to recognize
the symptoms of attachment disorders and how to
respond to the needs and behaviors of children who have
these disorders.

Come and explore challenging behavior.

St. Louis, Norman,
Itasca

St. Louis, Itasca, Rock

Ramsey

Scott, Dakota

Ramsey

Olmsted

Dakota Tailored training
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Understanding Child Sexual
Development

Understanding School Agers
with ADHD

Understanding Toddler
Misbehavior

Visual Communication
Strategies

This class will go through appropriate development of Ramsey
children's sexuality and give examples of how to
promote healthy sexual development along with all the
other developmental levels that child care providers
assist with. It will also discuss some red flags for
seeking professional assistance for children.

This class will provide participants with a basic Ramsey
understanding of ADHD myths and facts. Participants
will leave with some strategies for typical behavior
difficulties, sensory activities for prevention and ideas
for "coaching" school age children with ADHD. In
addition strategies for working with children with poor
impulse control in general will be discussed.

Visual Communication Strategies - Making Them Work for Scott
All Children

Visual Communication Strategies - Making Them Work for Hennepin
All Children

What are the Red Flags of
Autism

What are the Red Flags of Autism Ramsey

What Are You Trying To Say?
Understanding Young

What Can I Do With This?

Yikes! Toddlers who bite and hit, preschoolers who push, Dakota, Hennepin
pull hair, and spit. Sound familiar? Working with young
children can be downright dangerous sometimes, but are
these behaviors normal? Can they be expected? How
about prevented? What is the toddler really trying to say
when he bites another child? Or when the 3 year old hits
her friend during free play for no apparent reason? What
can you do? Do you give a time-out or a hug? How do you
tell the parents? Join us for an interesting evening of
learning, sharing, and solutions. Come and find the
answers to these questions and others in order to make
your child care program more peaceful and safe for
everyone.

This session will offer hands-on fun and open-ended Blue Earth
economical projects and activities for young children,
using common household recyclables. Handouts will be
provided. Participants may want to bring a camera to
capture sample ideas
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What Do You Expect: Children's
Behavior and Aggression

What is a Disability

What kind of behavior should you expect from young
children? Do you recognize the typical behavior of young
children? This workshop will help to clarify your own
understanding of misbehavior and identify strategies for
promoting cooperation and fostering self-control in
children.

Come explore ways to help with disabilities

Cottonwood, Rock,
Nobles

Hennepin Tailored training

What Kids Do, What Kids Need
(BCC, Module B)

Even if you do not have diverse child care, you will learn Hennepin, Pennington,
why appreciation for diversity is essential; in order for Scott, Dakota
all children to succeed in a world full of differences.
This interactive training will give you insight into
attitudes and actions that you can use to teach children
to appropriately handle the differences they encounter.

What Prejudice Does to People Learn how prejudice affects people Hennepin

When a Child Doesn't Play
(SCPP)

When Children Bite Other
Children

When Concerns Arise

This workshop will present information regarding skill
development through play. The workshop will also
address six play problem behaviors and a process for
adult intervention: and will show examples of early
childhood professionals using an intervention process.

Do you ever get a bit frustrated with the one little
person who is always biting? Why won't they stop? What
are they getting out of it? Join us as we look at this
interesting behavior. Also join us as we look at the role
pacifiers play in a child's life.

This workshop will discuss how to identify a child with
developmental concerns and assist parents in seeking
help when their child may need specialized services.
Training activities include:
• Accessing Assessment Services
• Assessment What, Why and How
• Sharpening you Observation Skills
• Sharing Concerns with the Family
• Working Together: Parents and Providers

Rock

Lac Qui Parle

Cottonwood,
Koochiching, Hennepin
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Where They Live and Breathe This workshop explores how the indoor environment can Hennepin
impact the healthy development of children.
Participants will learn how to recognize and control
environmental factors that affect children's health, with
an emphasis on controlling moisture and lead hazards.
There will be an opportunity to address questions
participants have regarding their own indoor
environments.

Tailored training

Who is My Child? Understanding
Children's Tempera

This workshop is an in-depth exploration of the nine Itasca, St. Louis, Cook
basic traits of human temperaments and how these
traits can be appreciated and nurtured to help each
child reach his or her full potential. Because
temperament is a set of inborn traits, understanding
each child's unique temperament will help adults
understand how he or she learns best and provide
learning tools to last a lifetime. The video features a
look into the lives of diverse families, all striving to give
their children the greatest opportunities to grow to their
fullest potential. This workshop is designed as a
resource for parents, caregivers and teachers to help
prepare children to be emotionally healthy for life.

Who Will Care For Our Children? This workshop sets the foundation for the later trainings Nicollet
by highlighting the history of the human rights
movement and how it relates to the journey by
individuals with special needs as they become an
accepted part of the community. Children with special
needs and their families are often left with few options
for quality care. This training introduces this struggle
and provides information on the benefits of inclusive
care for all children.

Working With Children With No description available. Ramsey
Special Needs

Working With Parents of Infants Working with new parents who leave their infants in Dakota
childcare is almost as big a part of our job as the actual
care of the babies. Leaving a baby in the care of an
educarer many hours each day involves a large amount
of trust on the part of the parent. The building of trust
must begin before the infant's first day of care. This
class focuses on building a relationship with the parents
of babies in our care.
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Yoga For Kids and Infant
Massage

You're Not My Friend ...

ZOOMSci

On-Line Trainings Offered

Children with Sensory
Processing Disorder

First Signs: Red Flags of
Development

Join us for this two-part introductory workshop
featuring:
Yoga for Kids and Infant Massage.

Yoga is rapidly becoming one the most popular forms
of exercise in America. During childhood, yoga is
beneficial to a child's physical growth, and aids in the
development of self-calming skills. Join Certified Yoga
Instructor Amber Hunt to discover how you can
introduce and use these gentle techniques with the
children in your life.

Massage therapy is a useful sensory intervention that
provides psychosocial and physiological benefits for a
variety of children, including those with disabilities. It
can be used effectively as an adjunct to traditional
therapy and educational programs. General physiological
effects of therapeutic massage, potential benefits of
massage, and medical conditions will be discussed.
Participants will have an opportunity to practice
massage strokes following a demonstration.

Does this sound familiar? We'll discuss why children say
these and other comments to their friends. We'll also
explore methods for assisting children with their feelings
and how we can help them with the dynamics of
friendships.

ZOOMSci activities are interactive, hands-on, and, most
. of all, fun. ZOOM models and teaches science and math

in a unique, completely kid-centered way. During this
workshop participants will examine activities for
children that will promote behaviors such as being
curious, pursuing ideas, and looking for multiple
solutions.

Cass, Crow Wing,
Leech Lake

Dakota

St Louis

Fostering Emotional
Development in Infants and Tod

IITI Module III: Language and
Development
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Attachment 3: Unduplicated MNSTREAMS Child Growth and Development Training, July
1, 2005 to October 21, 2007

Positive Discipline

Socialization and Guidance of

Infants

Teaching Social Skills

Understanding and Supporting

Diverse Families

Understanding Autism and the

Early Childhood Role

Understanding Autism and What

We Can Do?
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Attachment 4: DHS Meeting on December 4, 2007

Attendees
• Beth Haney, consultant, bethhaney@yahoo.com

• Mary Wynne, Minnesota Child Care Resource & Referral (CCR&R) Network,
maryw@mnchildcare.org

• Katy Chase, Minnesota Licensed Family Child Care Association (MLFCCA),
katy.chase@mlfcca.org .

• Deb Fitzwater-Dewey, Minnesota Association for the Education ofYoung Children
(MNAEYC), dfitzwater-dewey@mnaeyc.org

• Heidi Malloy, Metropolitan State University, heidi.malloy@metrostate.edu

• JeffFowler, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
Jeff.Fowler@afscmemn.org

• Debbie Hambleton, Association of Minnesota Family Child Care Licensors (AMFCCL),
Debbie.Rambleton@co.anoka.mn.us

• Kathleen Holland, Minnesota Association of County Social Service Administrators
(MACSSA), kathleen.holland@co.hennepin.mn.us

• Peggy Cunningham, DHS Licensing Division, peggy.cunningham@state.mn.us

• Mary Kelsey, DHS Licensing Division, mary.kelsey@state.mn.us

• Karen Pitts, DHS Child Development Services, karen.pitts@state.mn.us

• Catharine Cuddeback, DRS Child Development Services,
catharine.cuddeback@state.mn.us

Meeting Invitation
You are invited to participate in a meeting convened by the Minnesota Department of Human Services
on December 4th, 2007, from 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. in room 2248 at the DHS building located at 444
Lafayette Road N., Saint Paul. The purpose of the meeting is to fulfill the statutory requirement that
DHS, with input, shall identify trainings that qualify for the two-hour early childhood development
training requirement for new child care practitioners. Specifically the statute states that:

By January 15,2008, the commissioner ofhuman services, with input from the Minnesota
Licensed Family Child Care Association and the Minnesota Professional Development
Council, shall identify trainings that qualify for the two-hour early childhood development
training requirement for new child care practitioners under Minnesota Statutes, section

.245A.14, subdivision paragraphs (a) and (b). For licensed family child care, the commissioner
shall also seek the input oflabor unions that serve licensed family child care providers, if the
union has been recognized by a county to serve licensed family child care providers.

DHS has hired a consultant, Beth Haney, to assist us in gathering and compiling information about
trainings currently identified by licensors as meeting this requirement. At this meeting you will be
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invited to provide input to the information compiled as well as provide input on criteria for making
future decisions about approval of training for meeting this statutory requirement.

Invited participants are one representative from the following:
• Minnesota Licensed Family Child care Association (MLFCCA)
• Minnesota Professional Development Council (PDq
• Association ofMinnesota Family Child Care Licensors (AMFCCL) .
• Minnesota Association of County Social Service Agencies (MACSSA)
• Association for State and Municipal Employees (AFSME)
• Service Employees International Union (SEIU)

Please let me know by November 23 if someone and who from your agency will be attending this
meeting, and feel free to contact me with any questions.
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Welcome to the first edition of the Core Competencies for

Early Education and Care Practitioners in Minnesota.They are

the result of years of extensive work of many dedicated individuals

from acrossthe field of earlychildhood education and care in

thi~and other states. The corecompeteneies are dividedinto

eight content areas. Each of the eight areas contains five levels

that range from the skills and knowledge ofa beginning

practitioner to the more advanced skills and knowledge possessed

by a professional with a master's degree.

The core competencies are designed to serve as a guide for

improving your work with children and families. The competencies

are worded so they can be measured or demonstrated. You may

also find the core competencies contain new ideas or provide a

new way of reflecting on your teaching. This publication is

designed to be a practical and living document, and we hope

you will enjoy using it. We also hope you will contribute to the

ongoing refinement of core competencies for earlyedllcation

and care practitioners in our state. In this way you will be

ultimately contributing to the healthy growth and development

of infants, toddlers, and young children throughout Minnesota.
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~easonswhy .core
competencies are critical to
the early childhood field

.A Core competencies define what practitioners need to
know and be able to do to provide quality education
and care.

.A Core competencies serve as the foundation for decisions
and practices carried out by practitioners in all early
childhood education and care settings and programs.

.A Core competencies provide guidelines for education and
training programs in meeting the needs of practitioners
in the field .

.A Core competencies serve as a means for incorporating
new research findings and knowledge into practice in

early childhood education and care.

A Core competencies establish a set of standards for early
childhood education and care that promote recognition
of the significance and professional nature of this field.

Different ways core
competencies may be used
Providers, Practitioners, Teachers

A Self-assess level of knowledge and skill in each of the
eight content areas

A Self-identify specific areas for future professional
development (e.g., education, training)

Directors, Program Administrators
.A. Create job descriptions and performance review instruments

.A. Specify education and training requirements for staff
positions

..it.. Develop staff education and training plans and policies

A. Establish a salary scale based on levels of competency
achieved by employees

Trainers, Training Organizations
A Plan and organize training and education to meet specific

and consistent competencies

.A. Promote training and education opportunities that meet
specific and consistent competencies

Higher Education Faculty, Staff, and
Administrators

A Coordinate and design course content to facilitate transfer
and articulation agreements

A Assess current program content to determine course
development and modification

.;- ,::

Federal, State, and [ocalAgencies •...........
... Develop and implement policies thatwillenh~nc~

professionalism in the field. . . . .

..it.. Link core competencies to efforts to support the success
of each child in school

..it.. Use core competencies as one tool to assess the quality
of the early childhood education and care system

A. Promote use of core competencies across programs,
agencies, and higher education institutions

Professional Development Efforts [e.g.,
Minnesota Professional Development Council]

'Create the framework for a career development system that

..it.. enables practitioners to plan and implement career
development in early childhood education and care

A prOVides access to competency-based education and
tr.aining

A strengthens professionalism and quality of early childhood
education and care

A promotes compensation commensurate with education
and training

Minnesota Core Competencies 3



Levels of CompetenQY ." .

.--'" ,'-:. :"'.'--. ''''''

The five levels are intended to be cumulative. For eXample, a .

practitioner working at Level 3 has knowledge and skills to '. "

meet the competencies at Levels I, 2, and3. At a111ev~ls" .

adults who educate and care fo~young childre~ continue their'

participation in professional development activities and·

advance their knowledge and skills within each of the core'

content areas.

-.:':. :):::.'.: .,'- -: .;:.- ,'," .'.' "-,,',''-'' ::.- ..:;:",' :" '>";.', :-,' - ,,-;. ,::'-' ;': '. -:-'~,/. ':'>":' .

The levels of competency establish a continuum fro!I1the .

preliminary skills necessary to enter the field to an. a:dvanc~d .. . ","

level of academic preparati~~ and 'Ilaried exp~rience. ' ..' .... ;;';:

Practitioners progress from, one level to another through a .'.' . . i'

~::~:::;:~ft~:r:~c;:~:~e:~:;e~:~:~~:::::~~;~n~e,.•..•.•..• , ',."

she or he may have skills at varying levels in the <:Hfferent COre. .'

content areas.

1~! ., :' ."., ~ "'~~
l;iLeV-~ljJifTI)iilide~ilhe knowledge and skills' expected ofa
"'. "'~ :'i!,..:1 "'''':" .;j cJ . . .•.. .... .... . ...
"iii~ctitfoii:'ir:hew';to the early education and (::are field; witlf

minimal specialized training or education.

k~~ '. .', , .:.;!fJ. . ~':~i~{)\ .' . ".:.:,., ":"', <...:.,--:'.... :,
~L~y~I;~ff~~I~de~~~e knowledge andskills of Level 1 plus .•......•.••...••• ",
"ii<nb~l~agl?'a¥td ~kiils commensurate with a Child Devel?pIJ:letlt

Associate credential, a certificate or diploma in child devel~pinent,

or equivalent training, education, and relevant experience.

~7 ',_...' '.. "" ~ t?~ .. . ' . ':'.. ,',-
fJeyel;)3rttjMlde;~the knowledge and skills of Levels Land 2
~,~~ ~;~ fl"j !~~~~:f ~)1 .~,;1 t~ 'm ::~ ' ,'. .', '

~'pl(f1'kWo~le(jge 'iiild skills commensurate with an associate's

degree in early childhood education or child development, or

equivalent training, education, and relevant experience.

0~ .. '., i!~ ,'?,\~

1\..L~,~~I:~~J@:]lMde~i~e knowledge and skills ofLevels 1,2, and 3
,,:.1":"", t~,~,..-'~J ,:Pi,,; ':;~t!;H ~.~" ":""';'~~'

'plds·"kBo*r~dge an\:i skills commensurate with a bachelor's

degree in early childhood educationar child development and

experience working with young children.
'-?l ~C':~ :,.:<..::\'1

1;~~~~I.;\~J~8l~de~';~~e knowledge and skills of Levels 1, 2, 3,
":.,~:'~~ ~",.(.. ~"c'-! :'t-~:,.)j :">~ ,.,:.\,":'.•

.ana'4j:iltiskfiow1E~dge and skills commensurate with an advanced

degree in early childhood education or child development and.

extensive experience working with young children.

VII. Program Planning and Evaluation: establish,
implement, evaluate, and enhance operation of an
early childhood education and care program

I. Child Growth and Development: understand how
children acquire language and develop physically,
cognitively, emotionally, and socially.

II. Learning Environment and Curriculum: establish an
environment that provides learning experiences to
meet each child's needs, capabilities, and interests.

m. iliJ;' h1l!cli\yjdfl1al N~re!!!$:

observe and assess what children know and can do in
order to provide curriculum and instruction that
addresses their developmental and learning needs.

establish supportive
relationships with children and guide them as individuals
and as part of a group.

V. families and Communities: work collaboratively
with families and agencies/organizations to meet
children's needs and to encourage the community's
involvement with early childhood education and care.

VI. Health, Safety, and Nutrition: establish and maintain
an environment that ensures children's health, safety,
and nourishment.

Core Content Areas

VIII. Professional Development and Leadership: serve
children and families in a professional manner and
participate in the community as a representative of
early childhood education and care.

The areas of competency address the development and learning

of the "whole" practitioner and correspond with traditional

curricular areas in early childhood education and care. Each

content area describes the knowledge and skills practitioners

need in order to work with children birth through age eight

and their families. The core competencies are applicable in a

wide variety of settings and programs, including child care,

family child care, school readiness and preschool, early childhood

family education, Head Start, early childhood special education,

school age child care, and others. The core competencies

recognize the primary and central role of families in the growth

and development of children and the strong influence of culture

on all areas of practice in early childhood education and care.
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Child Growth and Development

a.~~cogni:eSy~ilt~n lean1p:hrough play.

o;-~ec()R~ies:irliividual p~fkonalities and temperaments of

;Sfuldfirt·i.' ;;
c.A.ccepts cultural and linguistic variations and the effects

those variations may have on behavior and development.

o d. Accepts special needs variations and the effects those
variations may have on behavior and development.

o e. Addresses the individual needs of children.

o f. Understands the need to help each child feel accepted in
the group.

o g. Helps children learn to communicate and get along with
others.

o h. Encourages feelings of empathy and mutual respect
among children and adults.

a. Identifies basic physical, social, emotional, cognitive, and
l~ryguage developmental milestones of children.

b.~ecognizesj~dividUalcpiId,ren's personalities and variations
. in development and their effects on children's needs in
the program.

o c. Matches activities and teaching strategies to children's
variable needs.

o d. Understands the value of children's constructive errors
and does not limit exploration, experimentation, and
creativity for the sake of ensuring "right" answers or
standardized products.

o e. Recognizes variations in ability and development that
may indicate a need for special attention.

o a. Understands that culture and family have a critical impact
on children's development and that children are best
understood in the contexts of family, culture, and society.

o b.' Uses a variety of strategies to encourage children's physical,
social, emotional, cognitive, and language development.

o c. Identifies and describes age-typical physical, social, emotional,
cognitive, and language characteristics of children.

o d. Demonstrates knowledge of the inter-relatedness of

children's' physical, language, literacy, cogI1itive,pe~s()Tl~
social, and creative development.

o e. Employs teachingpracticesinc1usiveofchildrery\Vith
variations in learning styles, cultural pfi!rspectiyes'~1:>ility,

and special needs. . ..> •.•..•••.•...•.••

o f. Demonstrates understanding of protectiveJactors,
resilience, the development ofmental health, anctthe,.

importance of supportive relationships withadultsandpe~rs'

o g. Demonstrates understanding of thedeveloPlTlental
consequences of stress and trauma relat~d to loss,
neglect, and abuse. . .

o a.1Jn?erst<lnd~~nd?pplies.C~p'ent child development theory,

.:.»iiiI?r:O~0~tisp,·~nd prac~F7··i
:CJb.E~l~' h?~:~eyeloprrien~al variations and familyculture,

. '. language, and environment influence a child's growth and

development.

o c. Describes individual children relative to developmental
characteristics typical of their age.

o d. Understands and describes various personality and learning
styles of children.

o e. Identifies and uses appropriate resources and services for
children with risk factors, delays, or disabilities.

o f. Shares information with families about general principles
of child growth and development.

"0 a. I~teRrat;sinforrilation.()l"tgrowth, development, and

lea.rni~gp?tt).rn?)ofindiVf~ua:ls and groups and applies

.•.••.•. ......t()wqr~ vyit~children'.J~§ilies, and staff.
Db: Understands and articulates the significance of family

child attachments and family dynamics for development
and learning.

o c. Applies knowledge of cultural and linguistic diversity
and the significance of socio-cultural and political
contexts for development and learning.

o d. Promotes and communicates information about promising
practices, issues, and research relevant to child growth
and development.

o e. Understands and articulates a systems perspective
on issues of mental health, the effects of stress on
development, and child support and protection.

o f. Analyzes current research and suggests additional topics
to researchers as needed.

o g. Is aware of current and future trends in education and
the larger society and the implications for children's
development.

Minnesota Core Competencies 5



OJ.

01.

Oi.

ii'? a g~essp~ce'I1:l~te&als, rel~~~~nships,aCtiVities, and r()l11tine:s.·••

~~~~#rti~~~~tf~~:~:,::r'nt
Db.Designs, ~ie~tes~'1ndmaintains a predictable, yet flexible

environment that reflects the ,backgrounds arid experit:mces'
the children briilg to the program.

o c. Plans, implements, and adapts an environment th<ltis
balanced between active and quiet, child7directed
and adult-directed, indiVidual and group, indoor and
outdooractivities.

o d. Plans activities and provides materials appropriate to the
developmental levels of all children served.

o e. Plans, implements, and adapts an integrated curriculum
that includes literacy, language arts, math, science, social
studies, health, safety, nutrition, art,music, drama,
and movement.

o f. Takes advantage of opportunities to modify curriculum
to build on children's interests.

o g. Demonstrates developmentally appropriate use of media
and technology with young children (including English
language learners).

o h. Uses appropriate assistive technology for children
with disabilities.

o i. Uses and explains the rationale for developmentally
appropriate teaching methods that include play,
small 'group projects, open-ended questioning, group
discussion, problem solving, cooperative learning,
and inquiry experiences.

o j. Understands and applies the major theories of teaching
and learning and uses a variety of teaching strategies to
correspond to multiple learning styles and linguistic abilities.

o k. Involves families in ongoing learning activities with children
at home and school.

a. Maintains and mbnitors" i ible daily routine.

b0'~P~~igat ,pr~~ding~ii; teresting and safe environment
)Wat e~~our<l:g~s~lay,e.41swation, and learning.

o c. Encourages children's learning through play.

o d. Arranges effective and appropriate learning centers.

o e. Selects materials appropriate to the developmental levels
of individual children.

o f. Engages children actively, not passively; in the learning process.

o g. Gives children opportunities to make meaningful choices.

o h. Begins to assist in planning learning activities and lessons.

o i. Shares children's general progress and achievements
with families.

A. Creating the Learning Environment and
General Curriculum '

a. Provi~esa~enviri~mme~t~hat facilitates the development
,or~~enSeqffrustin infants and a sense of autonomy
i'intoddlersi i .

b~i~r~vici~s an environme~~thatsupports children's
physiological needs for activity, sensory stimulation,
fresh air, rest, hygiene, elimination, and nourishment.

o c. Creates environments and experiences that respect and
affirm cultural and linguistic diversity.

o d. Creates environments and experiences that respect and
, affirm children's ties to their families.

o e. Adapts curriculum to meet individual needs of children.

o f. Understands and implements principles for designing
curriculum goals in response to developmental characteristics
of children.

o g. Provides and uses materials that demonstrate acceptance
of all children's gender, family, race, language, culture,
and special needs,

o h. Designs and offers learning opportunities that reflect a
wide variety of cultures, including those represented in
the program's community.

jil~ ~~"'i~~~;;~l~~J~b::s~;~j]j
~~cF~:Y:ttPptil"tsapgen(;burage~,~hildren'sparticipation in a

, ,va~ietY~f a~tivitf~s.



. .: .

"'hing strategy for a variety of
toteach the quantity of four). ,"

" an~' aChVIties that in 'e physical development with ','
":ih~ aid aria:1l11 ciirricultim areas. '

D c. Plans indoorana outdoor activities for both large and,
small motor skills.

D d. Adapts activities for children with special needs. , ,

D e. Works with families to encourage and reinforce parent-child
activities that involve physical activity and movement,
both inside and outdoors, and in natural settings and
parks when possible.

'0 a. Listens and respphds to.-c11ildren's verbal and non-verbal

.<~#e~m~ (~unicat~;
D b:¥h<::oMr~gjn~ten to ciikquestions and actively listens

'to"their r~sp6nsed.'- '

D c. Talks with children and stimulates conv:ersation among
children.

D d. Demonstrates realistic expectations for children's
understanding and use of speech.

D e. Responds to children's communication in home language.

D f. Shares books with children, re-reads favorite stories, and
models reading behaviors.

D g. Asks children questions about stories read and told
together.

D h. Encourages children to predict what will happen next in
a story.

D i. Plays word and rhyming games.

D j. Models appropriate handling and selection of books.

B. Promoting Physical Development

Learning Environmen,
andCurriculol11

2[[J a. Plans, evaluates~1md rrto<;lffies curriculum to engage
~<5 ~, .: ,_-:~'~;":'0_'_:. ;>;j \~:-;)'

',c ~.'Rtpqf~mSO~Yi~g and active learning,

o~er~ ~~w to;iesi~n curriculum.

ev~ ops ~t~'~{egl~s tha~~iipportfamilies' and children's
roles in planning curriculum.

D d. Analyzes and applies current theory and research on
. promoting children's learning.

D e; Recognizes and articulates the family's role as first educator
of the child.

D f. Works collaboratively with community resources and
'agencies to communicate information on early
childhood education.

o a. Provides space aha equiptpent for formal and informal
;iargembt()ra~tivitiesth~~fre fun and challenging.

q b.grovides safestructureSfl?d experiences for infants and
'toddlers to m~ve and explore the environment, with

special attention to their current developmental challenges,
such as crawling, standing, walking, climbing, pushing,
and pulling.

D c. Provides safe structures and experiences for young children
to move and explore the environment, with special
attention to their current developmental challenges, such
as running, jumping, hopping, throwing, and catching.

D d. Provides adequate time and appropriate materials for
small motor development (e.g., drawing, assembling
puzzles, stringing beads, writing, etc.).

D e. Uses music, dance, and movement with children informally
and frequently.

D f. Understands and implements frequent opportunities for
movement and phYSical exercise as a way to reduce or
prevent many of children's health and behavioral issues.

PO a. Acti~el)fp~rticipates in(;~ildren's activities.

Dter~ctiaPPropriately ~ith children during physical

<:~,iViM~L>;···~..'
:O'jc. Spends tim~~ith'children in "floortime" activit~es.

I:J a. AcIu;O\~le~&es aii8 sup{)pi'!'s children's need to move and

'"ib~a:tiie.;~;;
~].b.iT~trodu~essenso~}expe:lk~~es to children (explorations of
"'texture, colof,sound, sii~, shape, smell, taste, weight, etc.).

D c. Uses a variety of equipment, activities, and opportunities
to promote the physical development of children.

Minnesota Core Competencies 7



D f.

"D a.Sommunicates ~th chi1~t~n and families usil1ghome
~~". ?!:I~*':J~~erpret,''',; hen necessary.
;t/; ;'}Y_~"~-'~':'-' .'::1 ;:;:!.;< ,;;,,'
'.D ..b;Ia:t ya:dety cif " . cs and uses larlguagE~to

" "'''q6estlOns, giYe ~riswers, ri{~ke statennerlts, v .., .. ,...'c',.....v,

use pretend, fantasy, or word play.

D c. Uses a variety of songs, books, stories, and games
many cultures.

D d. Facilitates language development by respectfully expanding,
extending, and elaborating upon children's communication
attempts.

o e. Recognizes and responds to the general warning signs of
communication/language delays or disorders for children
of various ages, making referrals as needed.

o f. Provides materials such as puppets, flannel board sets,
and other props to act out and tell stories.

D g. Provides many types of children's books, references, pictures,
and posters in the environment.

D h. Immerses children in a print-rich environment including
languages represented in the community and facilitates
the relationship between spoken and printed words.

D i. Promotes literacy-related play activities that encourage
children's attempts at writing and storytelling.

o j. Offers ongoing information to family and community
members on simple ways to promote language development
and early literacy at home.

o k. Responds to language differences and literacy abilities of
families in printed materials sent home with children.

LearninglpvirQII111Qlit
and Curriculum

ncourages and~tppo~"'~hildren'sverbal' and nonverbal

communication with others.

D d. Uses conversations to enrich and expand vocabulary.

D, e. Provides clear verbal and pictorial instructions that help
children move from simple directions to a more complex
sequence of directions.

D f. Encourages understanding of the relationship between
spoken and printed words.

D g. Provides opportunities for children to chant familiar
rhymes and experiment with beginning word sounds.

D h. Points out the names of things, signs, labels, etc. in
learning environments.

D i. Talks about the meaning of words and writes down
dictation of children.

D j. Encourages children to recognize own name in print and
to practice writing letters of their name.

D k. Provides opportunities for children to draw and print
using markers, crayons, etc. on a variety of surfaces.

D 1. Uses a variety of music and sings frequently with children.

D m Understands and implements the importance of reading
out loud daily with children.

D n. Shares children's progress and achievements in language
development and literacy with families.

a.Responds to pr~verbal~ri?English language learner
childreJi'sb~havi6rswithunderstanding of their possible

,.rpean,in.gs,fg:, tries tQ(;()rpfort children and find causes
for and solutions to their problems.

D b. Responds to preverbal and English language learner
children's attempts at language by extending their words
without correcting them (e.g., when the child says
"doggy," say "Yes, the little black dog is wagging his
tail;" when the child says "big truck," say "Yes, here
comes a big grey truck with a stripe on its side").

D c. Applies a variety of infant and toddler teaching techniques,
e.g., prompting, turn-taking, elaborating, using puppets
to communicate ahd elicit language, and facilitating
self-directed learning.

D d. Uses concrete experiences and play to enhance and
extend young children's language development and
emerging literacy.

D e. Builds on children's interests to introduce new vocabulary
and ideas.
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Leilrning. Enviirp[uJ1ent
and Curriculum

-.- -. ,. ~:'" --•_:,""';;,.',',' ,::::1 .:, ':,':: :-" -- ::~- -, _--- '.'

o e.' Provides sensory experiences that encourage children to .
practice changes in structure, shape, and size of substances .
(e.g., building structures with blocks or Lego toys).. ..

Encourages and offers simple parent-child activities with
number and quantity.

Of.

Mathematics.. •... ... . ••....•.........•. ' i •.•.·.••

a. Pro\(ide~ opport~~ities·.~~~(Bhildrent~sortobje<:tsiIlto
. ~()~p~ ~¥y bY9~~ortwoattributes(e.g.,sorti?g

~~}~. f..,., r~yon~i:;of~ng.by.ttons and.pegs imoegg
0&;;;sOftlng piitternblocRs a<:cordi:ng to shape and <:olor).

o b. Provides opportunities for children to recognizeSirI1ple ...
patterns and duplicate them. (e.g.. copying a sound pattern
of two claps and a pause, then one clapand a pause; . .
stringing beads ina repeating pattern according to c()lor,
shape, or size).

o c. Facilitates children's understanding and use of several
positional words (e.g., putting a block on top ofor
underneath another block; going in front ofOf behind
another child; standing inside oroutsia'eofaplayhouse).

o d. Provides opportunities for children toof<:Ier,compare,
and describe objects according to a single attribute'. (e.g.,
figuring out who of two children ha~ the smaller piece of
sandwich; arranging three blocks from shortest to longest).

Science

o a. Encourages~hil~ren to~sk;~uestions and find answers
•• t~II'O~gha<:tiveexplorationof materials in the environment.

o..b.Actively particiPlltes in s~n8 and water play with children.

o c. Shares children·s progress and achievements in science
learning with families.

Science

C[) a Takes w~l~~in t?e neigh?brhood or community to
'. . observen~1:ur~l()bjects apd events.

'. 0. b.DiSCl1Sseso!Jjectsand evel1ts that have been observed
indoors and outdoors.

Mathematics

.0 a.~~alyz~~e"aluates,and~PPliescurrent research and theory
i'}~ndres~arcG()nrnatherria~cs teaching and learning.

CJ.b.;I~dlu?ei e~gha~is on pr~(:~ical strategies for mathematics
. .. teaching and learning in staff development programs.

Analyzes and applies cf!itt~!1t theory and research on

"i~~gead~~2~itionand early literacy.

c. Qu~.~m co~~~~~~nt with current theories of
nguage u e an,Glanguage acquisition, including English

as a second language.

o c. Informs families and others about the importance of
adult-child and child-child interactions in children's
English and home language development.

o d. Develops family and' community awareness about
importance of reading to young children.

o e. Works cooperatively with local public libraries to sponsor
events such as book fairs and story hours that encourage
children and families to use the library and to read and
tell stories together.

D. Promoting Cognitive Development
Mathematics

"'+I a. Encourages chil9~en to~~plore, group, and order objects
;.:~,,)'G--mat~iiaYs'i'jri:::;theenvitbnment.
,:::~:~t - '. ,,' :t_'~ ,,«',r ::'::.::',:):;<!?; :":':'/ :,,'>:.i
'OJ. ,q:,: .. f.()vi~~s oppg!;tUpities fOl';~onversation using everyday
YC"'WordSto iridit~t~space,18tation, shape, and size of objects.

Mathematics

'P a.!?iss~sses t~ese~uence6fqaily and special family or

;~Qml11tlPit0T\(e~ts. .- .•.••.
nCJ.b.,,;~~Ovides oi?R()rt0!nitieS~%gevelop an understanding of
~...... . space (e.g:, filling and emptying, building, observing

from different viewpoints).

o c. Shares children's progress and achievements in mathematics
learning with families.

Mathematics
o a',Providesopportunities for children to use simple strategies

•. tosolvTmath~matical pr()blems.

<P..•b,~pcou7agesb~gil1Dingunderstanding of number and
. quantity (e.g., counting footsteps, jumps, or repetitions
of exercises; commenting there are more girls than boys
at the table).

o c. Facilitates children's recognition and description of
shapes (e.g., identifying a triangle and counting its sides;
identifying and labeling shapes found in the environment).

o d. Encourages children's interest in measuring activities
(e.g., measuring the length of a block road or height of a
block tower; noting that they can fill a large bowl in the
sand table with three small cups of sand).

Minnesota Core Competencies 9
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Of.

.?;:~

.-.- '::- -'", -,,:., -,-:' -:.: ::'. :",: '.' ... :.:.. -:-: .:::',: ~--: :::: :::'-<::':;-~':~:>:.'-:~

. dingofreceilt andpast events: .,'•.....

local area, or neighborhood.

oios, usic, food, clothing, etc. frbm'
a wide varie y or~tiltures mto the curriculum. .

o d. Acknowledges and discusses differences in family and .
community member roles, jobs, and rules in various ctiltures..

Social Studies
p a.~nc?uragesc7~unit

b.~.~~~j~~~~l~o~lli,
, :~6Iving' str~t~giesin st~f

Science
Pla~s activities arid Proficl~s materials for a variety of

:s~ps9fY~xP~#ences(e.g;;f~cusingon sight, smell, hearing,
itaste;~dlotto~ch).~:,;
.. Creates sirripI~ ch~rts and graphs to document information

observed in science activities.

o c. Provides opportunities for enhancing the ability to observe,
see, and perceive and to pay attention to natural phenomena.

o d. Arranges field trips to nature centers, parks, and farms, with
related preparation for and reflection on the experience.

Science
Observes~atur€!i~ndQ(ltj"tfal phenomena and makes

tctid~sr~~o§.t natJ/~ic~vents (e.g., growing seeds,

iri~;f6~\~~!~~1, Ch~(~?#~ weather).
s CIdesti~h~ t6: facilit~i:~'children's reflection on what

they are learning (e.g., whya snowball melts into water
when inside a warm room; why some objects float and
others sink).

o c. Provides more information to extend areas of children's
observations and interest (e.g., pictures and discussion
of animals who hibernate in the winter or who live in
the ocean).

o d. Models and discusses importance of reusing and recycling
and caring for the environment.

o e. Provides materials and experiences that encourage curiosity
and promote a sense of wonder in children.

o f. Encourages and offers simple parent-child science activities.

Science
·0 a. Arranges opportlinitiesJorchildren and families to work

..,OIl com¥I?nity projects such as community gardens or
"'pkkingup litterin park.areas.

. Ob. Includes approaches to scientific thinking and problem
solving in staff development programs.

Social Studies
o a. Encourages children to describe and appreciate their own

characteristics and those. of others.

. 0 b.Discusses family and community member roles, jobs,
and rules.

Social Studies
o a. Talks about jobs people do in the family and community.

o a. DiscussesJlrogram roles,jobs, and rules.



C,:,,::.,'::: -'." : .',_: ,_,',.

in a little while we're going to clean up our toys; it's cilmost '." '.' '
time to clean up our toys; let's pick up our toys now): • ,

CI q. Shows support for and acceptance of individual children '
and their families.

::i
;~,~

~;';.~~

Uid~~:crJi en'lhun fStanding andeXpressuigtheir
feelings and those of others.

a c. Guides children in asserting themselves inpositivlilways" '
and helping others.

a d. Helps children learn and practice empathy and respeCt
for the feelings and rights of others.

a e. Encourages shy or quiet children to interact with others
while respecting their personality style and temperament:

a f. Learns the individual eating and sleeping rhythms of
infants and toddlers and their preferences for comforting

and approaching new people and explilrienc:;es. ", '.'

a g. When possible, offers toddlers and youngchildren tWo
acceptable choices to promote autonomy andreduce
oppositional behavior.

a h. Develops positive relations ~ith farniliesand recognizes the
child is an integral part and extension of the family.

E. Promoting Personal and Social
Development

Learning Environment
andCurrlculum

a.i\ffJrmS~hildren't'North;'¥ldgrowing identity as individuals.

b. .\A.J"orR~t9 " ~contin~i:tY of care, especially for infants
,anp t()tldl;" .?, eachipfilnt is assigned and learns to
• identifY a piihJ.ary canigivet).

a c. Shows respectful and matter-of-fact attitude when diapering,
undressing, feeding, and nurturing (e.g., instead of using
words like stinky, dirty, or messy, say "Let's get you a
fresh diaper" or "We need to wash your hands now").

a d. Handles children gently and goes as slowly as circumstances
permit during diapering, dressing, feeding, or putting
children down for sleep.

a e. Avoids talking about children to other staff as though
children are not present or can't hear (e.g., does not say
"Elena's being naughty - can you deal with her so I can
feed Ben?").

a f. Helps children learn to communicate and get along with
others.

a g. Models recognizing, naming, and expressing feelings.

a h. Models and encourages feelings of empathy and mutual
respect among children and adults.

a i. Helps children through periods of stress, separation,
and transition.

a j. Helps children feel valued as members of the group.

a k. Emphasizes cooperation in games and activities and
provides many opportunities for cooperative play.

a 1. Intervene.s when necessary to help children develop socially.

a m.ls sensitive to varying cultural values and expectations
about the child as a member of a family and an ethnic or
social group.

a n. Models curiosity and information seeking.

a o. Supports children's sustained efforts at activities and
problem solving.

a p. Tells infants, toddlers, and young children what will
happen next (e.g., I'm going to change your diaper now;

i)ilU a.Engages in everyaay cqny~rsation with infants, toddlers,

:.~(: ,~~;~p?"M?~r, ~~n. l~"j
\:Q.J:~,-(I'reatS:c}1i"reI). #i indivichials with their own strengths
'{i,i,;;;;;, ';':'~Wd ri'~~d;.'UY'" ";,-
a c. Recognizes that periods of stress, separation, and transition

may affect ,children's personal and social development.

a d. Shares children's excitement in discoveries,exploration,
and manipulation of items in the environment.
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Ehsures that al1;i2hildr
Jijivid

----, .

D c. Describes, discusses, and accepts the process as well as the
product of children's creative activities. .. . .

: .-.!.:' :":-'-'-'<',.,.. _.----.>:-/~:::, ,,:,::."'-':'::::',,":: :..<: ,- ---: ,,:-..

ve access to opportunities
ative expression.

acceptance of personal.· .
... pi~ferences y gIvmg c . dren choices and supporting
discussions of lIkes arid dislikes. .

D c. Shows respect for creative expression though appropriate
documentation and display of children's work.· .

D d. Uses art, music, and dramatic playas a springboard for
language and conversation.

a. Provides time, rj)aterial

;~I~!!I~~,t'"
o b. Exposes children to and' helps develop their appreciation

for creative and aesthetic experiences intheirco~rnuf).it)'.

o c. Encourages awareness and app~eciationof~he<Ui~and

creative expression from a variety of cultures,

D d. Challenges children to extend their creative thinking and
problem solving by asking open~endedquesti()f).s:

'·D a. Y~ings~ecificex<4nples~~gplainshow chil~en represent

;;,.~~if.~~ug~~~; f~elings;?illi'~ ideas throughcreativeo~tlets.

;0 ;b.·.I~~orrrysif~funie~;abouf:~li~;importance,Ofindi~~ciual
>, "'<~r~ati~~ expt~~si~n. •... './ .....

D c. Encourages and integrates creative expression throughout
the curriculum.

D d. Communicates to others the process for developing
curriculum that promotes creative expression.

learnivg ..Envirogm'~l
and Curriculum

D a. Encourages and supports children's use of unstructured
materials such aswater, clay, paints, and blocks.

D b. Encourages children toexpress their creative abilities
through language, music, dramatic play, and art.

F. Promoting Creativity and the Arts

~'IP a. Provides physici!f!envirents, schedules, and routines
... . that proinote'sel~~con d self-regulation.

b:;I.Jesig~~ a~d·~ro~des.,,··CUlum·thatemphasizes and
"'~nhai1c~sdeveldpmentofs'ocial skills, relationships, and

friendships.

D c. Guides children through problem solving and conflict
resolution interactions.

D d. Serves as a steady and reliable listener and supporter for
each child as a loveable person, even when his/her
behavior seems to push others away.

D e. Creates environments that offer an appropriate amount
of stimulation and opportunities to choose new as well
as familiar activities.

D f. Provides sufficient time for children to engage in
sustained activities.

D g. Provides an environment of psychological safety where
children are encouraged to experiment without fear of
making mistakes.

D h. Recognizes atypical personal and social development and
initiates appropriate referral strategies.

D i. Works to support and reinforce families for their primary
role in children's personal and social development.

D a. Values the process of creating as more important than
the endpr()duct.

D b.Encouragesindividual creative expression.

D c. Accepts cultural differenc~s that may affect children's
ways of expressing themselves creatively.

D d. Provides opportunities for children to use a variety of
media for creative activities.

D a. Analyzes and applies cligent theory on attachment and

\'. ..•·.pr?m0tJ.ngs9ciardeveI9P~ent.
D b.Jdentifiesi.l!11coinmurriFat~s to others specific strategies
.. 'fo~ interacdn~ ~;th chiidten with challenging behaviors.

D c. Communicates to others the process for developing
curriculum that promotes social and emotional development
and positive approaches to learning.



D d. Uses authentic, performance-based assessments·of childlrer.ls,.
learning to assist in planning and to COIUnnUI:licate
children and parents.

D e. Communicates assessment results to families in a
supportive, and collaborative manner.

D f. Involves families in assessing and planning for inciividtlal
children, including children with disabilities, de,relctprrlental
delays, or special abilities.

D g. Develops, implements, and evaluates a curriculum and
environment that focuses on children's developmental needs
and interests and incorporates their home experiences and
cultural and societal values.

D h. Fully understands and uses local process for initiating
referrals for young children with health and developmental
concerns.

D 1. Integrates comments and recommendations from families
about child needs and strengths into education program.

D a. Understands and applies rnajor theories and research

.: ... :·relevantt(}Opse~'1ationa.ngassessment.

b b.Addn~ssesjssriesielevant t() observation and assessment,

D c. Establishes criteria, procedures, and documentation
methods for assessment of children's progress.

D d. Establishes criteria, procedures, and documentation
methods for assessment of program effectiveness with
individual children.

D e. Understands and articulates assessment issues and strategies
and communicates these to families and other professionals.

D a. Objectively observes and records children's patterns of
development, behavior, and preferred learning style.

D b. Analyzes findings of observations and uses the information
to plan for and gUide curriculum, instruction, and
interaction with children.

D c. Exhibits understanding of the influences of environmental
factors, cultural/linguistic differences, and diverse ways of
learning on assessment outcomes.

o a.~c1entifies ~ariouswayst(}get to know each child as an
itldiVidual,inqluding strengths, needs, interests, families,
and life situation.

Db. Contrl1:Jutesto assessments and aids in informal evaluation.

D c. Collects and organizes information about each child, such
as collecting samples of the child's work and recording
anecdotal notes.

D d. Assists in the reporting of assessment results to families.

a. Understands that each child develops at his/her own rate.

h.:;.A.SSistsWith¢?IIection ofInformation about each child's

?d.~veI9pml'm, ..........>\
c.. Raises concerns about children's development to supervisors.

D d. Maintains confidentiality between the program and
families regarding each child's observation and assessment.

D e. Is aware of the signs of emotional distress, child abuse,
and neglect and complies with mandated reporting
procedures for child abuse and neglect. •

.D a..tv1aintains appropriate~ec()rdsof children's development
and qehaviorthat safeguard confidentiality and privacy.

b.WorkscooperaW/ely with assessment and health care
.teams for children with special needs or suspected
developmental delays or disabilities.

D c. Understands the use and limitations of both formal and
informal screening and assessment of young children.

D d. Involves the family and other team members in assessing
children's development, strengths, and needs to set
individual goals for children.

D e. Uses observational techniques to learn about individual
infants, toddlers, young children, and their families'
needs, interests, preferences, and particular ways of
responding to people and events.

D f. Plans for and includes non-verbal demonstrations of skills
with preverbal or English language learner children.

D g. Engages families in positive dialogue about assessment
processes, results, and implications.



w] ;ll 1;; IT; ~;'~

"I f~f m
~~{

~ ~l t~ ~11til t·.::;

o a. Uses positive behavior guidance.

/0 h~ft..voidsacti()nstf1at would cause physical and

................emotionalharm.../
o c. Provides appropriate supervision.

o d. Understands and supports child-directed play.

o e. Interacts in a manner reflecting respect for self and others.

o f. Addresses behaviors or situations, rather than labeling
the child.

o g. Shows respect for children in all situations.

... 0 a. Modifies play that is inappropriate for the learning
environment.

o b. Establishes and communicates limits for acceptable
behavior.

o c. Responds to children's behavior in ways that encourage
self-regulation.

o d. Provides a supportive environment in which children can
learn and practice appropriate and acceptable behaviors
as individuals and as a group.

o e. Uses a variety of positive direct and indirect guidance
methods and avoids negative methods. .

o f. Provides an environment that helps all children to know,
accept, and take pride in their identities and to develop a
sense of belonging and inter-dependence.

o g. Builds a trusting relationship with children, providing
physical and emotional security.

o h. Maintains profeSSionalism and respect for children when
communicating with other adults about children's behavior.

o i. Reports positively to families about children's progress
and challenges.

o j. Uses information from parents to inform interactions
with children.

o a. Adapts the learning environment and curriculum to
minimize potential for challenging behaviors, especially
in multi-age settings.

o b. Actively communicates with children and prOVides
opportunities and support for children to understand,
acquire, and use verbal and nonverbal means of
communicating thoughts and feelings.

o c. Uses strategies to assist children in learning to express
emotions in positive ways, solve problems, and
make decisions.

o d. Gives, tells, and shows children acceptable alternatives to
unacceptable or undesirable behaviors.

o e. Encourages children to take initiative in generating
ideas, problems, questions, and relationships.

o f. Facilitates smooth transitions of individuals and groups
from activity to activity.

o g. Alerts children to changes in activities or routines well
in advance.

o h. Builds relationships with parents that allow for constructive
communication about children's behavior.
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o a. Demonstrates realistic expectations about children's
attentiOn SPans' interests, social abilities, and physical needs.

o b. tJnderstandsthe influericeof the physical setting, schedule,
routines, arid transitions on children and uses these
experiences to promote children's development and learning.

o c. Communicates with families regarding areas of concern,
developing cooperative strategies to manage problems.

o d. Facilitates group membership and decision-making
among children.

o e. Involves children in establishing guidelines and limits
for behavior.

o f. Facilitates smooth transitions of children from one age
group to another age group.

o g. Relates guidance practices to knowledge of children's
personalities, developmental levels, and developmental
or environmental stressors.

o h. Uses the learning methods of open-ended questioning,
group discussion, problem solving, cooperative play, and
gUided experiments.

o i. Demonstrates knowledge of instructional and guidance
practices for integrating children with disabilities.

o j. Proactively encourages and reinforces positive adult-child
interactions within the family.

o a. Develops writterrpoliciesJor effective child gUidance.

o b.lJnderslan<:isAncfdesCribes}he principles for intervention
a?d corillictresolptioninchildren's play and learning.

o c. Recognizes and advocates family-teacher partnerships to
establish positive interaction patterns in program,
school, and home.

o d. Develops individual guidance plans, using relevant
professionals and family members for support as needed.

o e. Develops cooperative skills that focus on working in
pairs or small groups, negotiating, compromising, and
problem solving.

o f. Uses an understanding of individual and group motivation
and behavior to create a learning environment that
encourages positive social interaction, active engagement
in learning, and self-motivation.

o g. Analyzes, evaluates, and applies current theory and
research on individual and group guidance.



Families and Communities
o b. Establishes frequent contact with familiesthrough a variety

of communication strategies, including information in
children's home language and use of interpreters, to provide
information to families about child growth, development,
and learning.

o c. Supports parents in meeting the challenges of their family
goals and lifestyles.

o d. Acknowledges and builds on strengths of each. family.

o e. Helps parents assesseducational and parenting options.

o f. Works effectively with families from a variety of cultural,
linguistic, and socioeconomic backgrounds.

o g. Implements effective conflict resolution techniques with
families when needed.

o h. Plans and conducts family conferences.

o i. Supports families in development ofIndividual Education
Plans (IEPs), Individual Family Service Plans (IFSPs), and
Interagency Individual Intervention Plans (IIIPs).

o j. Works as member of a child's team to help families
obtain clear and understandable information about their
children's disabilities and about the family's legal right to
services within the special education and interagency
service system.

o k. Develops relationships with community resources,
prOVides families with resource information, and makes
appropriate referrals.

o 1. Promotes public awareness about early education and
care by educating consumers.

a.Acts as advocate both fO[ic:hildren and their families.

b.~I}ic~lates.tl1e ~ariousthe9ries of family systems and the
<effectof stress. and crisisoIl families.

c.Plans,conducts, and evctl.~ates activities for family support
and participation.

o d. Helps families move through the changes of their specific
family system.

o e. Promotes staff growth and development in communicating
and relating with families.

o f. Serves as a resource to colleagues, teachers, and staff in
connecting families to services in the community.

o g. Works collaboratively with agencies and community
resources to meet the needs of families in the community.

a.~:sfec~ t~~;arp~ly's rq1e,irs primary educator.
1:H\Esta.~Ii~~es.pqsi~yecom~unication and relationships

"\~ithif~~ii!~s.'"; i~';
c.'Resp~~ds ~pp;obriately t6:!parent questions, and/ or refers

them to supervisor or service agency in the community.

o d. Acknowledges the varying structures and cultures of
children's families.

o e. Accepts individuality of each child.

o f. Follows rules of confidentiality.

'0 a... IIlVit:s family inyolvenientin the program and provides
opportunitie~forfamiliestoshare skills and talents.

p.b'<l1aintainsas~fe.andwelcoming environment for families
. ., ' and commuriity members.

o c. Effectively and positively communicates verbal and written
information to families.

o d. Shares knowledge of general child development with families.

o e. Demonstrates knowledge of and respect for variations
across cultures and family structures, in terms of family
expectations, values, and childrearing practices.

o f. Demonstrates understanding of the complexity and
dynamics of family systems.

o g. Exhibits understanding of the effects of family stress on
the behavior of children and other family members.

o h. Incorporates the families' desires and goals for their
children into program and/or intervention strategies.

o i. Works cooperatively with families on mutually agreed
upon practices (e.g., infant feeding, toddler toilet learning).

AD a'tv1ai~taiIls~Il0[l~n anci99Bperative relationship with
;y,(e~chc:IWd'\if~rniIYand'~R~municatesdaily events.

,', Ob.Tsa~are, tl1atI1i;!her iIllera:?tions with children and other
,,' adults may bevie~edbypa;ents and community members

as models for interaction and behaves accordingly.

o c. Supports the child's relationship with his or her family.

o d. Respects parents' choices and goals for their children.

o e. Understands the collaborative role of parents and teachers.

o f. Respects and supports cultural and linguistic differences
and diverse family structures.

o g. Recognizes stress factors affecting families.

o a. Seeks and maintains a collaborative relationship with
parents, gUardians, families, community agencies, and
other professionals to meet the needs of each child.
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Health,Safety, and Nutrition

Dc.

Nutrition

I:J b. t'rovid<es aI='propriate IIleal:5·anlU s:naCKS

Health
a ...ryrodels~n~gro~~des 'd!teS~ion on sanitation p[l()CE~dllres.

q!·tB~~qrI¥.tr~*e~·:bil~ickn:~~!~dgeofhealth issues comrnon

)YI?h~farts'~i~dl~~s,.arIcl.~§ung children.
c. Id'~ntifies, docu;;ients, ~rid'reports suspected emotional

distress, abuse, and neglect of children in an immediate
and appropriate way.

D d. Uses appropriate health appraisal and management
procedures and makes referrals when necessary.

D e. Assists young children in establishing health~promoting.

behaviors and making healthy choices.

D f. Informs families when child has been exposed to
communicable disease or illness.

Safety
D a. Maintains and assesses safe environments inside and outside.

D b. Re~ognizes and responds to each child's safety needs.

Nutrition
D a. Demonstrates basic knowledge of the nutrition and feeding

needs specific to infants, toddlers,and young children,
including those with physical impairments.

D b. Teaches children about nutrition and healthy food choices.

D c. Bases educational activities on nutritional information
responsive to multiple cultures.

Safety
D a. Is aware of environment and the potential for hazards,

corrects those that are correctable, and alerts supervisor
to any others.

D b. Actively supervises and interacts with children to ensure
safety both indoors and outdoors.

D c. Releases children only to authorized persons.

D d. Follows safety regulations and participates in emergency
and disaster drills.

Safety
D a. Describes and maintains a safe environment, including

equipment and toys, to prevent and reduce injuries.

D b. Teaches simple safely precautions and rules to children
and enforces rules consistently.

D c. Demonstrates ability to use safety equipment, e.g., fire
extinguisher.

D d. Identifies and reports problems regarding staff to
child ratios.

Nutrition
D a. Practices safe food handling and observes general

sanitation practices.

D b. Maintains sanitary environments.

D c. Recognizes health hazards in meals (choking, allergies,
etc.) and takes steps to prevent dangerous situations.

Health
fD a. Resp'?n~s tochi~~ren'sWj~ries and documents any

irUti~~e~;;'X@~;a~~uring 1:h~'comfort and care of other

>cpild~7P' .• ;;, «
D .b. Monit6rs childr~n dail}/f()~ signs of illness and possible

signs of abuse and neglect.

D c. Follows procedures to avoid transmission of communicable
diseases.

D d. Follows instructions for administration of medicine
and approved medical treatments, including related
documentation.

Health
E~,*la. Practicesappropftate hilM-washing techniques.
~~:':'~' :;,' ':h';/>'?'c\'~' ':;:u;~, <::{<C':;~~,~:, ,(~~~, , ,., ':,:/,:;;: ':_, :.
i!~[IQ1i'!:f,~r9J;lil:dt' 'gracticeS(tppropriate hand-washing. :',~r:t~ t~~tt~c ;~{1 (:,; :,~;~~;

SitSmc~,ii'P~~ctices;;~r~)~i~~ering. ~~ocedures.
D d. Implements practices to avoid and control blood-borne

pathogens.
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, .' outine for rest!sleep.and

'&~t~'je~¢i~~s~1~s·de..... ,; entally.appropriate.

H~~~~~ii~~~~!~~n~ell'~:::i~~.~hild'Sneeds for··physical

CJ c. Talks withand provides resource information to families
about health in a culturally responsive manner.

CJ .d ..Designs and' implements curriculum activities emphasizing
healthy bodies, lifestyleS,' anclenvironment.

CJ e. Recognizes signs of emotional distress, physical illness,
child abuse, and neglectand acts appropriately to the
situation, e.g., initiates discussions with families, refers
to appropriate professionals, and/or reports to designated
authorities.

Safety
CJ a. Plans and implements safe field trips.

CJ b. Designs and facilitates indoor and outdoor learning
environments to promote each child's physical and
emotional well-being,

CJ c. Keeps informed about and shares safety information and
resources with families.

CJ d. Demonstrates and informs others about emergency, illness,
and injury procedures.

Nutrition
CJ a. Recognizes and responds to each child's nutritional needs.

CJ b. Communicates with families about the foods children
need and prefer.

CJ c. Plans and evaluates menus.

CJ d. Includes foods from diverse cultures.

CJ e. Plans and implements cooking experiences with children.

CJ f. Provides opportunities and reinforcement for children's
practice of healthy nutritional choices.

Health
CJ a. Provides an environm~ntthatis physkally and

....... '.... ps.}'ch,()l?gi~yhealthy f()rphildren, families, and staff.
; bb:D~sig~s: d()cume~ts, and informs others of emergency,

ilIness,injur-y, and sanitation procedures.

CJ c. Establishes procedures for documentation and notification
of suspected abuse and neglect.

CJ d. Works with health care professionals in community to
ensure that the needs of the children are met.

,",."",-.,:".,-::,.
;:"'-"":.:".;-

.

Safety ..... '.." ............•'
CJ a. Maintains appropriate levels and standardsfor ~tatecmd·

federal regulations. . . '. .•.• • . .... ..' ..•

CJ b. Identifies opporttinities to funcI environmental safety
improvements. ". . .' ...... ....:

CJ c. Develops and documents contingency plans to meet
. ratio requirements in all situations. .' .... ." .' ..

CJ d. Conducts self-assessments of facility for licensiI1g arid
accreditation.

Nutrition
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,., -. "'-'- ... "

,< <,,' >,' '" -.:,,-,--"':,,:'.', ~:_:::_--.:,:,,:,::-\_,.:,:_-,:-~.:,:-:::::-:,,-:--_:.

Sets dear policy~~ndp esforpositiv~fan1ily-staff .

t~~' •.•.. . ..•i•••..•..•.••••••••.•.•..•·••··.•·••••\.•i ·· «/>..·;i/;..·
~rfectiv th board.and advisory groups.
.,,::~i,1.-,_,_._'_:_., _.<:": ".' - - '.-'._'::--','-"'"',.:.:-.,::.':.',".,,:-'.'-

ommunicates'~ffectiVeyWithcorrlInu~it:;'andII)~dict..•...•..•..•.....•.....
representati~es ..• ' .•..•. " ./>.' ...... ...• ......i>i'i .

D .d. Applies knowledge of federal, state,andJoc~Llegi~lation,··· .
regulations, and professional standards to provide
healthy and.saf~practicesforall .. chiIdrerland II1aiIftahl
current license.and accreditation standards;

D e. Develops and implements program policies and fee
structure.

D f. Identifies, develops, and implements formative and ...•
summative program evaluation strategies.and .. ullderstanqs ••
their benefits, strengths, and limitations.

D g. Plans for, recruits, orients, and supervisesstaff.

D h. Designs and implements staff job desc:riptionsand
performance review forIIl.s arid procedures.

D 1. Plans and implements staffdevelopment opportunities.

D j. Sets clear policy and practices for positive and mutually
supportive work envirOnment.

D k. Evaluates assessment practices and remains updated on
assessment research.

D 1. Advocates for developmentally appropriate assessment .of
children and program.

D m.Plans, maintains, and reports on budget.

D n. Identifies and seeks additional funding opportunities
as needed.

D o. Develops and maintains program marketing plan as needed.

D p. Possesses legal knowledge necessary for effective management.

D q. Provides strong leadership and visionary direction.

Progr~mPlanl1il1Q
and>. Evaluatlo.n

D. f. C~early.articnlatesdeVelopment~lyapkro~riate~r~ctic~s' ••·' .•..

to colleagues, parents,. and otl1.ers~

al computer skills.

nning and goal setting for
:':.'\'-:1

ti6J~~t'" stFateg
'!dA:.'ii" . .j
program,-·, /.':)

G',:,;j :~:::,~{,;,(~) ;i~:::.:j.,,;-,.

ecognizesthe importance of evaluation, assisting in
evaluating the program's effectiveness.

D d. Uses both self and collaborative staff evaluations as part
of ongoing program evaluation.

D e. Verbalizes the relationship between the program's philosophy
and daily practice.

D f. Understands and articulates agency policies related to
legal and safety issues of children and families.

Behaves as a resijpnsib~(~}aff member.
t~_:;;;" _ - -_il'~'~

a~~~am m~N-rber in the program.

RR9f;)F,i{~ recorl_
d. Complies;rili p';~gramp~licies and licensing requirements.

De. Communicates andworks effectively with other staff,
volunteers, and administrators.

D f. Has or is gaining functional technological skills (e.g.,
computer, fax machine, speaker phone, etc.)

D g. Is able to receive and use constructive feedback.

iWip a. Supports the pr~graml;nJ~~~on and purpose.

t~~~,.!!" ..~yJl:n~,jt::~~: :~~:~::~
"D~d~\!;lues ~nd'~~rb' to s;;~;~hen the program's team of

staff, administrators, and volunteers.

D e. Is able to give constructive feedback.

f!i[) a. Plans and impltiments pat;~nt orientation and parent

L.J(~~~~{,~b"i~t v,Ud ,nd 'ppmpn,"
(i::,~:;",:~ 'c':-'~s~'es~ril'ent";~rid~~aluatio~;practices.

D c. Uses a variety of techniques and procedures to evaluate
and modify program goals for young children and
their families.

D d. Develops curriculum for program.

D e. Provides effective lines of communication among staff
and administrators.

D f. Conducts and maintains the inventory of supplies,
materials, and equipment.

D g. Assists in planning budget.

D h. Supervises student teachers and practicum students.

D i. Encourages and supports staff in meeting professional
development goals.



OJ.

, nal and professional

, t~~ ,
>,, bf,ving ~~fV;>Jas needed.

nter~Zts in a m~r;ner r~fl~~ting respect for self and others.

D d. Performs well as a team member.

D e. Promotes value of quality in early education and care.

D f. Demonstrates a commitment to NAEYC code of ethics.

D g. Is aware of professional resources.

D h. Takes advantage of opportunities to improve competence.

D i. Accepts advice and constructive criticism to improve
practice.

D j. Participates in one (or more) professional association.

Works cooperatively with colleagu~s.

Is aware of the National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC) code of ethics for early
education and care and its main topics.

o g. Behaves ethically, maintaining confidentiality and
impartiality.

o h. Shows commitment to the program's goals.

o i. Seeks out knowledge and skills to improve practice.
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tion onown professional
ommunity, state, national,

Professional Development
and Leadership

a.. lnitiatesa~dineanates .. , '. problemsOIVi~g();e~hiCal~'):?:. i1 . '.' .'. .... .....>;,
. ;I::. n:Q;;"Of"billno,,>~~; ,

Keeps current owiesearch and policy relevantto earlY; .'
education ~nd care~d revises practice as neecled:<.

families,and educationalpr'agramsand advocat~for .' .' ..,•..........•
supportive public policies. ..... .... '.' .•. ' ........• '.....•.•.....••....•...•.

o f. Designs staff development opportu~ities for staff~nd' .'
colleagues. '. . . . . • .....• ' . .... '. ,

o g. Ensures staff developmentin cultural dynamics,. (e.g., . '.' " ..
ethnocentrism, prejudice, cultural mistrust, whitepdvilege) .

o h. Recognizes variations in adult and child learning styles . '.
and applies knowledge to practice. '. '.. ',. ' .•.•..

o i. Provides a work culture that fosters staff initiative to .
solve problems and resolve conflict. .". . .. ' ..'

OJ. Serves on professional boards and committees.'

Demonstratescw~tical

~:c~s
B:~ctiv

cu ates ~les NA
. professional decisions.

Dc•. Participates in group problem solving of ethical'dilemmas.

Od.j\rticulates personal philosophy of early childhood
education based on knowledge ofchild development
and best practices.

Evaluates current trends in early childhood education
and revises practices as appropriate.

Of. Demonstrates knowledge of basic principles of
administration, organization, and operation of early
childhood programs, including supervision of staff
and volunteers.

o g. Uses professional resources to continually improve practice.

o h. Actively participates in career development.

o i. Acknowledges and assesses personal values and own
cultural biases.

OJ. Serves as a mentor to others working with young children
and families.

o k. Advocates for excellence in programs and services for
young children and families.

o 1. Communicates and interacts with parents/guardians,
families, colleagues, and the community to support
children's learning and well-being.

o m.Establishes effective working relationships with early
elementary education practitioners to promote continuity
in children's development and learning.



Content Area I: Child Growth and Development
Date Training Title Instructor/Organization Level Hours

r1/i c.Y1~lct T:>evelopVVteli\..t i MV\ASYC i 10

A Keep your Professional Development Record in a safe

place at your home or place of work.

.At.. After attending a training session, transfer the information

from the training certificate you receive into your

Professional Development Record. You andyour

employer should each keep a file of your training

certificates. The certificates and this record may be used

to document annual training clock hours.

A Share information in this record with your child care

licensor during his/her visit.

professionaldevelopment@mnaeyc.org

www.mnaeyc.org

Content Area II: Learning Environment and.Curriculum
Date Training Title Instructor/Organization Level Hours Certificate

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Training TItle

. .

. Professional
'. ' "".,'<;' ,',':," ' ".'< '-:::: ',:><,::'.'

Development Record
""', "":', .. ::-,-:_-:::-:~<:';:::--'-'><',:::: ,.

Planning for Individual
Instructor/Organization Level Hours Certificate

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Date Training Title Instructor/Organization Level Hours Certificate

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Content Area V: .Families and Communities
Date Training Title Instructor/Organization Level Hours Certificate

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Date

Content Area VII: Program Planning. and Evaluation
Date Training Title . Instructor/Orgallization .•. Level ....

~ -'-- -----'---.,--.,--_'----_ ...•..' .». .·•.·..·.·.• 0:
___.,--_..,..- .,--__--.- '.............•... , '0·>
___________.,---------'_.,---------'_.,--_ <.' ,0
_______________--'----_ .........•..•.,'0 •• ' d.
_________________ ~---,. __·,··.0 .
________---,-_ ,..-- -,--_... ' .. 0>'

________________-.--'---'- __..•. 0.·.· ... ··

____________.,-- .•:"0
d·' .

_______________-------' -,-- . 0 "..

Content Area VIII: Professional D~velopm~ntandLeader~hip
Date Training Title . Instructor/Organization 'Level Hours Certificate <
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for School-Age and Youth

Care Practitioners

who work with children

ages 5 through 12 and

their families
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Welcome to the first edition of the CoreC:9mpeteneiesfor
School-'-Age and Youth Care Practitioners iII Minnesota.They
are· the result ofyears of extensive workof many dedicated
individuals from across the field of school-agecareiri this and
other states. The core competencies are divided into eight
content areas. Each of theeight areas contains fivelevelsrhat
rangefrom the skills and knowledge ofa beginllirigpractirioner
to the more advanced skills and knowledge possessed by a
professional with a master's degree.

The core competencies are designed to serve as a guide for
improving your work with children, youth, and families. They
aredesigned to be used by practitioners workingina varietyof
settings with school-age children and youth. These settings may
be school-based, community-based, faith-based, center~based,

or family care.

The competencies are worded so· they can be measured or
demonstrated. You may also find the core competencies contain
new ideas or provide a new way of reflecting on your work.
This publication is designed to be a practical and living
document, and we hope you will enjoy using it. We also hope
you will contribute to the ongoing refinement ofcore
cornpetencies for school-age and youth care practitioners in our
state. In this way you will be ultimately contributing to the
healthy growth and development of children and youth
throughout Minnesota.
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Federal, State, and [Ol::ell Agencies
A Develop and implement policies that willenhance

professionalism in the field

A Link core competencies to efforts to support the
success of each child in school

A. Use core competencies as one tool to assess the quality
of the school-age and youth. care system

A Promote use of core competencies across programs,
agencies, and higher education institutions

Professional Development Efforts [e.g.,
Minnesota Professional Development Council]

Create the framework for a career development system that

A enables practitioners to plan and implement career
development in school-age and youth care

A provides access to competency-based education and
training

A strengthens professionalism and quality of school-age
and youth care

.A promotes compensation commensurate with education
and training

A. Core competencies define what practitioners need to
knowand be able to do to provide quality education
and care.

A. Core competencies serve as the foundation for decisions
and practices carried out by practitioners in all
school-age and yourh.care settings and programs.

A. Core competencies provide guidelines for education and
training programs in meeting theneeds of practitioners
in the field.

A. Core competencies serve as a means for incorporating
new research findings and knowledge into practice in
school-age and youth care settings.

A. Core competencies establish standards for school-age
and youth care that promote recognition of the
significance and professional nature of this field.

Different ways core
competencies may be used

A Coordinate and design course content to facilitate transfer
and articulation agreements

A Assess current program content to determine course
development and modification

Providers, Practitioners, Teachers
A. Self-assess level of knowledge and skill in each of the

eight content areas

A. Self-identifY specific areas for future professional
development (e.g., education, training)

Directors, Program Administrators
..6. Create job descriptions and performance review instruments

A SpecifY education and training requirements for staffpositions

A Develop staffeducation and training plans and policies

A Establish a salary scale based on levels ofcompetency
achieved by employees

Trainers, Training Organizations
.It. Plan and organize training and education to meet specific

and consistent competencies

.A Promote training and education opportunities that meet
specific and consistent competencies

Higher Education Faculty, Staff, and
Administrators

R~asonswhy core
cOplpetencies•..are·critical·tothe
school age and youth care field
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Level 3 Includes the knowledge and skills of Levels land 2

plus knowledge and skills commensurate with an associate's

degree in child development, or equivalent training, education,

and relevant experience.

Level 2 Includes the knowledge and skills ofLevel 1 plus
knowledge and skills commensurate with a Child Development

Associate credential, a certificate or diploma in child development,

or equivalent training, education, and relevant experience.

The five levels are intended to be cumulative: For example,. a .

practitioner working at Level 3 has knowledge and skills to

meet the competencies at Levels 1,2, and 3. At all levels,

adults who care for school-age children and youth continue

their participation in professional development activities and

advance their knowledge and skills within each of the core

content areas.

Level 1 Includes the knowledge and skills expectedofa

practitioner new to the school age education and care field,

with minimal specialized trainingor education.

Level 4 Includes the knowledge and skills of Levels 1,2, and 3
plus knowledge and skills commensurate with abachelor's

degree in child development or a related field and experience

working with school aged children.

Level 5 Includes the knowledge and skills of Levels 1, 2, 3,

and 4 plus knowledge and skills commensurate with an

advanced degree in child development or a related field and

extensive experience working with school aged children.

Levels of Competency .
The levels of competency establish a continuum from the ....

preliminary skills necessary to enter the field to an advanced ..

level of academic preparation and varied experience. '. '. .

Practitioners progress from one level to another through a .

combination of formal study and reflection on practice. . ...

Depending on the practitioner's role, setting, or experience,

she or he may have skills at varying le,;els in the different ..

core content areas.

I. Child and Youth Growth and Development:
understand how children and youth acquire language
and develop physically, cognitively, emotionally,
and socially

II. Learning Environment and Curriculum: establish an
environment that provides learning experiences to meet
each participant's needs, capabilities, and interests

~nclltJi~w~i

observe and assess what children and youth know and
can do in order to provide curriculum and instruction
that addresses their developmental and learning needs

J~. JjJ'il:JlH!nJDjJ{;~!llHJ BlllJn'l3iJ lIJlD YtJltill: establish
supportive relationships with children and youth and
guide them as individuals and as part of a group

V. Families and Communities: work collaboratively
with families and agencies/organizations to meet
participants' needs and to encourage the community's
involvement with programming for school-age
children and youth

VI. Health, Safety, and Nutrition: establish and maintain
an environment that ensures the health, safety, and
nourishment of participating children and youth

VII. Program Planning and Evaluation: establish,
implement, evaluate, and enhance operation of a
school-age or youth care program

VIII. Professional Development and Leadership: serve
children and families in a professional manner and
participate in the community as a representative of
school-age and youth care

Core ContentAreas .
The areas of competency address the development and learning

of the "whole" practitioner and correspond with traditional

curricular areas in school-age and youth care. Each content area

describes the knowledge and skills practitioners need in' order to

work with children and youth ages 5 through 12 andtheir

families. The core competencies are applicable in a wide variety

of settings and programs, including center-based, faith-based,

family care, school-based, and youth enrichment. The core

competencies recognize the primary and central role of families

in the growth and development of children and the strong

influence of culture on all areas of practice in school-age and

youth care.
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o b. Recognizes individual personalities and variations
development of children and youth a.tldtheireffects on
the needs of program participants.

o c. Matches activities and delivery strategiesto meet the
variable needs of children and youth. .

o d. Encourages problem solving and positive
decision-making strategies through activities that
promote exploration, experimentation, and creativity
without 'right' answers or standardized products.

o e. Teaches process as a method of passing on skills or to
ensure children understand the principles of basic design
or construction.

o f Recognizes variations in ability and development that
may indicate a need for special attention.

o a. Realizes that culture and family have a critical impact on
the positive development of children and youth, who are
best understood in the contexts of their family, culture,
and community.

o b. Uses a variety of strategies, activities, and experiences to
promote physical, social, emotional, and cognitive
development.

o c. Provides activities, experiences and delivery strategies
inclusive of children and youth with variations in learning
styles, cultural perspectives, ability, and special needs.

o d. Promotes an emotionally secure environment by
demonstrating understanding of protective factors,
resilience, mental health, and the importance of
supportive relationships with adults and peers.

o e. Demonstrates understanding of the developmental
consequences of stress and trauma.

level 1

Child Growth and Development

o a. Recognizes that children and youth learn through their
experiences, relationships, social interactions, and
play/activities.

o b. Recognizes individual personalities and temperaments of
children and youth.

o c. Understands that culture and language affect the
behavior, development, and group interactions of
children and youth.

o d. Acknowledges special needs variations and the effects
those variations may have on behavior, development,
and group interactions.

o e. Addresses the individual needs of children and youth.

o f Understands the need of each child or youth to feel
accepted in the group.

o g. Encourages feelings of empathy and mutual respect
among children, youth, and adults.

o a. Identifies basic physical, social, emotional,
cognitive, and language developmental stages of
children and youth.
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D a. Examines, describes and integratds theories of
development and theirimplications for professional

practice, . .>i)<>.. ........> .. ......<
D b. Applies knowledge of cultural and linguistic <iiversiij

and the significance of socio-culturaland.political
contexts for development,le~rning, and soci~/group

interactions.. ............••....••.......

D c. Understands and articul:ltes.a systemsperspe2tive on ...
issues of mental health, theeffectsofstressaI1<ipauma .
on development, and child and youth supporr and
protection.

D d. Analyzes current research from diverse cultural
perspectives and suggests additional topics to researchers
as needed.

D e. Is aware of current and future trends in education and
the larger society and the. implications for child and
youth development.

D .f Demonstrates knowledge ofmajor historical andClltrent
child and adolescent theories and their effects on
school-age and youth care.

~.:. iii
~ ~Ji'

D a. Understands and applies information about effective
practices, issues, and research relevant to child and youth
growth and development.

D b. Explains how developmental variations, family culture,
language, and environment influence the growth and
development of children and youth.

D c. Describes individual children and youth relative to

developmental characteristics typical of their
developmental age and stage.

D d. Understands and describes various personalities, learning
styles, and needs of children and youth.

D e. Identifies and uses appropriate resources and services for
children, youth, and families with risk factors, delays,
or disabilities.

D f Shares information with families about general principles
of child and adolescent growth and development.
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o d. Uses a varietyof instructi()~:llstrat~giesioeh~()uraget~e
development ofcriticalthillkipg, problem sol!,ipg,lif~.

skills development,aI1d. competence withchildrep~d. • .

youth. .. .•.. >< <.......•.......•••.. <......... .
o e. Selects materialsa~d activitiesthatareap?ropr:iatet()t~e.

developmental stages of individualchil~renapdxout1l.

o £ Ensures that materials and activities:lfer~adilyavail~ble

t~children and youth with awid~ rangeof skills,
abilities, intefests,rexnperaments, andpersoIlaln~e~s., .

o g. Provides sufficiellt time in theschedulefora b~l~ceof

physical activity, creative arts, free choice,relaxation.~d

quiet activities, long-term projects, and especiallyJor .
older children and youth, clubs and/oropportllnities
pursue special interests.

o h. Provides knowledge and skill in appropriate usage
technology and media with children and youth.

o i. Designs and offers developmentally appropriate learnipg
opportunities and environments that refl~ctawide '.'
variety of cultures and family constellations, includipg ..
those represented in the surrounding community.

o j. Asks for assistance from participating children andyouth
to plan activities that reflect and build upon new and
previous interests.

[eve14
o a. Designs, creates, and maintains a predictable, yet flexible

environment that reflects the cultures, backgrounds and
experiences the children, youth, families, and staffbring
to the setting.

Learning Environment
andCurrlculum

A.Creatingthe Learning Environment and
General Curriculum

'~""••. '.'.'.' ·.·.•....···.•·.·.••···..··•.·.·.··.. ·.·.1.···.·····.···.··1.····.·...D~'e '.' '"
q~.~ollO\vs a daily routine.

o b. Gives children and youth choices.

o c. Supports and encourages the participation of children
and youth in a variety of activities, experiences, and
social interactions.

Od. Actively participates with children and youth in a variety
of activities.

o e. Provides a safe environment through active supervision
of children and youth, materials, and equipment.

LevelS
o a. Understands the different aspects of the environment 

physical, organizational, instructional, and social - and
how each aspect supports the others.

o b. Uses physical space, materials, relationships, activities,
and routines to provide a learning environment that
encourages play, exploration, and learning.

o c. Provides a learning environment that encourages
responsibility, creativity, self-discipline,
social interactions, citizenship, leadership development,
and a sense of belonging.

[9lie12
O' a. Maintains and monitors a predictable but flexible daily

routine that allows children and youth to move smoothly
from one activity to another, and that provides time for
children and youth to make choices and socialize.

o b. As needed, can utilize a variety of space options-shared,
. dedicated, portable, and combinations of same.

o c. Identifies indoor activities and outdoor space needs for
children and youth.

o d. Creates an interesting and varied environment with
open-ended materials, activities, and opportunities that
encourage children and youth to experiment and make
discoveries.

o e. Incorporates a variety of cultures into the environment
and curriculum.

o £ Invites children and youth to share their culture with
others.

o g. Shares general progress and achievements of children and
youth with families in a culturally appropriate manner.
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D a. Promotes healthy living strategies by providing culturally
appropriate activities for children and youth, including
nutrition, hygiene, gender,' developmental differences,
and environmental education.

D b. Uses a variety of equipment, activities, and opportunities
that require a broad range of physical skills and engage
children and youth with varying interests and abilities.

D c. Plans indoor and outdoor activities for both large and
small motor skills.

D d. Understands and implements frequent opportunities for
movement and physical exercise as a way to reduce or
prevent many of the health and behavioral issues of
children and youth.

D e. Understands the role of small motor development in
academic success.

D a. Dernonstrates'knowledgeofthestages()fphysical
development for children andyouth. .. •

D b. Understands theroleofinformal,creative,large mo~or
play.

D c. Provides space and equipment forformal andinformaI
large motor activities.

D d. Understands the importance ofnon-competitive and
competitive sports and games thatsupport the development
ofchildren and youth ofall abilities and ages.

D e. Adapts activities and equipmentforchildrenandyouth
with varying abilities and special needs.

D £ Provides activities that stimulate all the senses (i.e., sight,
hearing, touch, smell, taste).

B. Promoting Physical Development

Levell·' '.. ;:.<: ',<:
D a. Actively participates in children and youth'sactivities.

D b. Interacts appropriately with children and youth during .'
physical activities.

Leve13

leve[2········'

D a. Plans, evaluates, and modifies curriculum to encourage
problem solving, positive decision-making, and active
learning for children and youth.

D b. Teaches others how to design curriculum/programming
if applicable.

D c. Develops strategies that support the roles of communities,
families and children when planning curriculum.

D d. Analyzes and applies current theory and research from
various cultural perspectives on promoting the learning
of children and youth.

D e. Recognizes and articulates the roles of family, peers, and
the community as primary sources of learning.

D b.Provides activities, experiences, and materials
appropriate to the developmental stages of all children
and youth served.

D c. Provides choices and activities through integrated
curriculum that includes opportunities for literacy,
language arts, math, science,social studies, health, safety,
nutrition, art, music, drama, recreation, and
physical activities.

D d. Encourages children and youth to plan, research, carry
out, and reflect on their own activities and learning
experiences.

D e. Uses appropriate assistive technology for children and
youth with disabilities.

D £ Uses and explains the rationale for developmentally
appropriate teaching strategies that include play, small
group projects, open-ended questioning, group
discussion, problem solving, cooperative learning, and
inquiry experiences.

D g. Understands and applies the major theories of teaching
and learning and uses a variety of teaching strategies
to correspond to multiple learning styles and
linguistic abilities.

D h. Understands and implements principles for the design of
programming and activities that support the developmental
characteristics and needs ofchildren and youth.

D i. Demonstrates knowledge of the inter-relatedness of the
physical, language and literacy, cognitive, personal/social,
and creative development of children and youth.

D j. Works collaboratively with community resources and
agencies to communicate information on services for
children and youth.
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o c. Asks children and youth relevant open-ended questions ......•.•.......•..

and usesconversaticins to enrich and expand vocabulary .

o d. Provides materials such as hats arid other clothing items, ..; .. '
old telephones, stethoscopes, art supplies, and other .
props to act out and tell stories and help children and
youth develop communication skills.

o e. Provides and supports opportunities for literacy ....
development; e.g., books and other print materials thai: .

.appeal to children and youth. . ...•

o £ Encourages opportunities for creative writing.

o g. Describes, discusses, and accepts the process as well as .'..
the product of creative activities of children and youth>

o h. Supports and understands non-verbal communication.

level 4
o a. Provides opportunities for English language learners to

identifY with and use their home language.

o b. Understands and applies multiple intelligence and
learning style theories in deciding which activities to
provide and how to structure them.

o c. Provides activities that support K-12 learning standards.

o d. Recognizes the signs of language delays or other
communication impairments and makes appropriate referrals.

o e. Works with children, youth, and families to become
critical and thoughtful users of technology (i.e.,
television, videos, DVDs, computers, Internet, etc.).

[aveI 9:>
o a. Plans activities that promote and support concept

development specific to.developmental status ofchildien .
and youth.

o b. Is aware ofK-12 learningstandards.

o c. Promotes language develop~ent byiptegrating opportunities
to speak, listen, read, andwriteinro allactivities·in a way that
supports English' Language Learners.

o d. Uses a variety of music, books, stories,' and games from
many cultures, and in all languages used by children in
the setting.

o e. Solicits and respects ideas, suggestions, and solutions
from children and youth.

o £ Works with children and youth to plan, research, carry
out, and reflect ott their activities and learning
expenences.

o g. Shows respect for creative expression through
appropriate documentation and display of children and
youth's work.

Oa. Plans activities that integrate physical development with
the arts and all curriculum areas.

Ob. Workswith families and communities to encourage and
reinforce parent-child/youth activities that involve
physical activity and movement, both indoors and
outdoors, and in natural settings and parks when possible.

Oc. Recognizes individual and cultural variations in norms of
physical development for children and youth.

Od. As needed and cooperatively with parents and/or
guardians,· refers children and youth who may need extra
support and skill development to a pediatrician, speech
and language therapist, physical or occupational
therapist, or other specialist.

o a. Explains how physical development and other areas of
development interrelate.

o b. Uses knowledge of kinesthetic learning styles when
teaching others.

o c. If applicable, designs' staff development and family
education activities on teaching children to use media
(e.g., computers, CDs, videos, DVDs, computer games,
etc.) wisely so as not to impede their healthy physical
development.

[evel5

o a. Encourages children and youth to explore their
environment through activities related to literacy, math,
science, geography, history, etc.

o b. Provides opportunities for conversarion and language
development that include support for English Language
Learners.

o c. Supports children and youth in creative activities and
problem solving.

o d. Reads books with children and youth (a section at a time
with chapter books) and models reading behaviors.

o a. Demonstrates knowledge of the stages of cognitive
development for children and youth.

o b. Encourages concept development specific to
developmental status of children and youth.
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level 2

C. Promoting Language Development
and Literacy

Levell



o c. Provides daily opportunities for children and youth to. .
develop friendships, social skills, and leadership through' .
sharing their feelings; empathizing, helping, cooperating,
negotiating, solving conflicts, and talking through '. . ..• ' ..•.•.
interpersonal problems. .. . ......" . ..... '....•........ '., ..' •... , '.

o d. Guides children and youth to make positive choices in '
relationships and to oppose bullying and teasing.. ' .

o e. Helps children and youth learn about, and respect all·'
forms of diversity, including differences in ability, age,
class, culture, ethnicity, family composition, gender,
language, race, religion, and sexual orientation. ". '.

o £ Recognizes that periods of stress, sepG\ration, trauma, and'
transition may affect the personal and social
development of children and youth.

o g. Provides many opportunities for cooperative play, games,
and activities.

tevel3
o a. Understands the impact of the expanding social world

on the behavior of the child oryouth, including the
changing roles of family members, siblings,andpeersin
social development.

o b. Ensures that each child or youth has a positive and
supportive relationship with at least one adult in the
program who can provide individual attention to,that
child or youth.

o c. Identifies each individual's social strengths and needs,
including communication skills, and plans accordingly.

LearningEnvironme"t
and Curriculum

III erill' '''''"1 ~~~'1~JI~SA~~ Z
~··",·,ew; """

o a. Provides physical and emotional security so children and
youth feel safe and are safe.

o b. Understands the functions that peers/friends serve for
children and youth as they learn to solve problems,
communicate, and learn about social behavior.

D. Promoting Personal and Social Development

level 1

o £ Offers ongoing information to family and community
members on simple ways to expand reading and
language skills at home.

o g. Encourages awareness and appreciation of the arts and
creative expression from a variety of cultures.

o a. Understands and explains current ideas about cognitive
development.

o b. Develops programming that supports K-12
education standards.

LevelS

o a. Engages in everyday conversation with children and youth.

o b. Treats children and youth as individuals with their own
strengths and needs.

o c. Helps children feel valued as members of the group.

o d. Helps children through periods of stress, separation, and
transition.

o e. Acknowledges and shares children's excitement in
discoveries, exploration, and manipulation of items in
the environment.

o £ Acknowledges the efforts, accomplishments, and innate
gifts of each child and youth.

- 0 g. Emphasizes cooperation in games and activities.
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level 5
o a. Analyzes and applies

promotion of social and ernlOtlOn:ll deve~lolprnlent.

o b. Helps others to develop curriculum that promotes social
and emotional development and positiv<::approaches to
learning.

o c. Understands and communicates information on the
moral development of children and youth.

Learning
and

Del.. Plans for the development and practice of these
personal/social skills in children and youth: self-respect,
group membership, communication (e.g., listening,
language skills), conflict resolution, problem solving,
positive values, respect for others and for diversity, and
decision-making.

De. Facilitates the development and practice of real-life skills
(e.g., planning a budget for a cooking project).

o f. Provides opportunities for children and youth to develop
a sense of identity, independence, interdependence,
empowerment and responsibility for self and the group.

o g. Provides opportunities for children and youth to
participate in their community through service
learning projects.

o a. Understands how economic conditions and the impact
of trauma affect the development and social/emotional
functioning of children and youth.

o b. Observes each child and youth to identifY emotional
strengths and needs and plans accordingly.

o c. Identifies and communicates to others specific strategies
for interacting with children and youth with
challenging behaviors.

o d. Designs and provides a curriculum that emphasizes and
enhances development of social skills, relationships,
friendships, real-life skills, citizenship and leadership
development.

o e. Supports children or youth to organize service learning
opportunities in their community.

o f. Recognizes atypical personal and social development and
initiates appropriate referral strategies.

o g. Is aware of current peer and media influences and
understands that knowledge of and engagement in pop
culture may be perceived by children and youth as
necessary to gain social acceptance.
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D £ Plans for and includes both verbal and nOln-verb·a!
demonstrations of skills with children
may be English or have
language, and communication difficulties,
of methods including but not limited to
assistive technology.

D a. Understands and applies major theories and research
from a variety of cultural perspectives relevant to

observation and assessment.

D b. Addresses issues relevant to observation and assessment.

D c. Establishes criteria, procedures, and documentation
methods for assessing developmental progress.

D d. Establishes criteria, procedures, and documentation
methods for assessing effectiveness of program or setting
with individual children and youth.

D e. Understands and articulates assessment issues and
strategies and communicates these to families and
other professionals.

D a. Objectively observes
development, behavior, and prc:terred leaJ:ntrtg
children and youth.

o b. Analyzes findings of observations and uses the
information to plan activities and provide resOurces so
that children and youth can pursue their interests or
master a skill.

D c. Exhibits understanding of the influences of
environmental factors, cultural/linguistic differences, and
diverse ways of learning on assessment outcomes.

D d. Involves families in assessing and planning for individual
children and youth, including children/youth with
disabilities, developmental delays, or special abilities.

D e. Develops, implements, and evaluates a curriculum and
environment that focuses on the developmental needs
and interests of children and youth.

o £ Gathers information about and incorporates the home
experiences and cultural and societal values of families,
children, and youth into the curriculum.

D g. Understands and uses local process for initiating referrals
for children and youth with health and developmental
concerns.

D h. Integrates comments and recommendations from fami
lies about the needs and strengths of each child or youth
into program plan.

Assess ent and Planning
~' I d'·m .iIlld'· ,I d'for 111~ IVI.e ual ee,.s

D a. Maintains confidentiality and privacy of children, youth,
and families while keeping appropriate records of
development and behavior.

D b. Works cooperatively with assessment and health care
teams for children and youth with special needs or
suspected developmental delays or disabilities.

D c. Evaluates activities, environment, and social interactions
of each child/youth for developmental appropriateness.

D d. Uses observation strategies and techniques to learn about
individual children, youth, and their families' needs,
interests, preferences, and particular ways of responding
to people and events.

D e. Uses observation strategies to learn how each child or
youth relates to others in the program and to plan how
to assist children/youth who have difficulty being
accepted by their peers.

D a. Understands that each child and youth develops at
his/her own rate.

D b. Raises concerns regarding individual children or youth
to supervisors.

D c. Maintains confidentiality ,regarding each child or youth's
development/behaviors.

D d. Is aware of the signs of emotional distress, child abuse,
trauma and neglect in a variety of cultural contexts,
including immigrant and refugee populations;

D e. Complies with mandated reporting procedures for child
abuse and neglect.

D a. Identifies various ways to get to know each child or
youth as an individual, including strengths, needs, inter
ests, family, and life situation.

D b. Contributes to informal evaluation through observa
tions, surveys, and conversation.

D c. Understands the importance of objectively observing and
recording the behavior of children and youth.

D d. Gathers and organizes information about each child or
youth, such as collecting samples of work and recording
anecdotal notes.



o a. Establishes and communicates limits for acceptable behavior.

o b. Identifies feelings and appropriate ways to express feelings.
o c. Provides appropriate supervision.
o d. Understands and supports play, activities, experiences, and

social interactions.
o e. Addresses behaviors or situations, rather than labeling the

child or youth.
o £ Shows respect for children, youth, self, and others in all

interactions and situations.
o g. Demonstrates that children and youth are appreciated,

valued, and enjoyed.
o h. Builds a trusting relationship with children and youth,

providing physical and emotional security.

'n ;i;::q\I'r::r l or}
"-,,.J;..j J.J J;..jJ -=

o a. Uses positive behavior guidance to set clear and consistent
limits and consequences.

o b. Ensures that play, activities, experiences, and social
interactions are safe and appropriate for the environment.

o c. Demonstrates a variety ofpositive guidance techniques such as
positive reinforcement, encouragement, logical consequences,
and modeling that are sensitive to issues ofself-concept.

o d. Responds to children and youth's behavior in ways that
encourage problem solving, self-regulation, group
membership, and decision-making.

o e. Provides a supportive environment in which children and
youth can learn and practice appropriate and acceptable
behaviors as individuals and as a group.

o £ Facilitates smooth transitions of individuals and groups from
activity to activity.

o g. Reports positively to families about children's and youth's
progress and challenges.

l.8YHJj
o a. Understands how the environment (i.e., space, room

arrangement, work climate, daily routines, and schedules)
affects the behavior ofchildren, youth, and staffand adapts
the environment and curriculum to minimize potential
challenging behaviors.

o b. Demonstrates realistic expectations about children's and
youth's emotional needs, interests, social abilities, and
physical needs.

o c. Uses strategies to assist children and youth in learning to
express emotions, solve problems, and make decisions in
positive ways.

o d. Encourages citizenship and leadership development in
children and youth through helping them identifY and
develop ideas, problems, questions, and relationships.

o e. Demonstrates effective and developmentally appropriate
practice (DAP) in school-age and youth care.

o £ Maintains professionalism and respect for children and
youth when communicating with other adults about
children's and youth's behavior.

o g. Builds relationships with families that allow for constructive
communication about children and youth's behavior.

!I.{;1.t'..·..~.;...1.·.;1 iJI
wE; uri:! -]
o a. Develops and implements strategies to practice complex

communication skills such as assertiveness, conflict resolution,
and positive decision making.

o b. Develops cooperative skills such as negotiating, compromising,
and problem solving while working in pairs or small groups.

o c. Communicates with families regarding areas ofconcern,
developing cooperative strategies to manage problems.

o d. Relates guidance practices to knowledge ofchildren's
personalities, developmental stages, and developmental or
environmental stressors.

o e. Uses the learning methods ofopen ended questioning,
group discussion, problem solving, cooperative play, and
guided and self-directed experiments to engage children
and youth.,

o £ .Demonstrates knowledge of instructional and guidance
practices for integrating children and youth with disabilities.

o g. Proactively encourages and reinforces posirive
adult-child/youth interactions within the family.

lB!.I.aJ .~
o a. Develops written policies for effective child and youth guidance.
o b. Understands and describes the principles for intervention

and conflict resolution in children's and youth's interactions.
o c. Recognizes and advocates family-provider partnerships to

establish positive interaction patterns in program/setting,
school, and home.

o d Develops individual guidance plans, using relevant professionals,
resources, and fumily members for support as needed.

o e. Uses an understanding ofindividual and gr~up motivation and
behavior to create a learning environment that encourages
positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and
self-motivation.

o f Analyzes, evaluates, and applies current theory and
research from a variety of cultural perspectives on
individual and group guidance.



D ·a. Invites family involvement
for families to

special events and family edllcanon, v()lUJt1tel~r

program, be involved in evaluaLtion
decision making, and paI'tic:ipaitecm <l,rlvlsorv CI)UI1C1Is
and boards if applicable.

D b. Provides opportunities. for individual conferences with
families, staff or providers, school personnel and any
other person who may have an important role in the
child's life as the need arises.

D c. Effectively and positively communicates verbal and
written information to families.

D d. Shares knowledge of general child/youth development
with families.

D e. Demonstrates knowledge ofand respect for variations
across cultures and family structures, in terms of family
expectations, values, and child-rearing practices.

D f Demonstrates understanding of the complexity and
dynamics of family systems.

D g. Exhibits understanding of the effects of family stress on
the behavior of children, youth, and other family
members.

D h. Works cooperatively with families on mutually agreed
upon practices (e.g., homework, behavior guidance).

D i. Understands the concept of children and youth being an
integral part of their community and having an impact
upon the lives of many families.

D j. Demonstrates knowledge of community members who
can share their special knowledge and skills with
children and youth.

D k. Promotes a sense ofcommunity responsibility by
providing children and youth opportunities for
community involvement and community service.

D 1. Recognizes and uses a variety of communication links
between the school, the family, and the program or
setting.

Families and Communities

D a. Maintains an open and cooperative relationship with
each child's and youth's family and communicates about
events,

D b, Models appropriate interactions with children, youth,
families, providers, and other community members.

D c. Supports the child and youth's relationship with his or
her family.

D d. Respects families' choices and goals for their children
and youth.

D e. Identifies and builds on each child's or youth's
family/cultural values.

D f Understands the collaborative role of facilities and
providers.

D g. Recognizes different ways children and youth can feel a
part of rhe larger community.

D h. Respects and supports cultural and linguistic differences
and diverse family structures.

D i. Recognizes stress factors and trauma affecting families,
including challenges faced by new refugee immigrant
populations.

D a. Values each family as an integral partner with the
program in caring for children and youth.

D b. Establishes positive communication and relationships
with families.

D c. Responds appropriately to family questions, and/ or
refers them to supervisor or service agency in the
community.

D d. Acknowledges the varying structures, cultures, and
traditions of children and youth's families.
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Families and Communit·ies

D a. Seeks and maintains a collaborative relationship with
parents, guardians, families, schools, community
agencies, and other professionals to meet the needs of
each child and youth.

D b. Establishes frequent contact with families through a
variety of communication strategies, including
information in children's/youth's home language and use
of interpreters, to provide information to families about
child/youth growth, development, and learning.

D c. Helps parents assess educational and parenting options.

D d. Works effectively with families from a variety of cultural,
linguistic, and socio-economic backgrounds.

D e. Communicates with families about strategies they can
use to support the social/moral development of children
and youth.

D f Demonstrates awareness of school curriculum and
knows how to link activities to local and state
curriculum standards.

D g. Establishes strategies to communicate with schools
regarding program support of school curriculum and
state education standards.

D h. Analyzes the impact of the school-age and youth care
setting on the community.

D i. Develops relationships with agencies providing
community resources, provides families with resource
information, and makes appropriate referrals.
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Health, Safety, 31ld Nutri~iglt

D a. Practices good hygiene and appropriate hand-washing
techniques.

D b. Encourages children and youth to practice habits that
promote good health and nutrition.

D c. Practices proper techniques to avoid and control
blood-borne pathogens.

D d. Responds to and documents any injuries of children
and youth.

D e. Reports all suspected incidents ofabuse or neglect to supervisor
and then follows mandated reporting procedures.

Safety
D a. Is aware of the potential for hazards in the environment,

corrects those that are immediately correctable, and
alerts supervisor to any others.

D b. Actively supervises and interacts with children and youth
to ensure safety both indoors and outdoors.

o c. Recognizes and responds to individual safety needs of
child or youth in all circumstances.

D d. Releases children and youth only to authorized persons.

o e. Follows procedure for admitting and monitoring unau
thorized visitors to program site.

D f Knows how to fill out accident and illness forms.
D g. Follows safety regulations and participates in emergency

and disaster drills.

Nutrition
o a. Practices safe food handling and observes general

sanitation practices.

D b. Maintains sanitary environments.
D c. Recognizes health hazards (e.g., choking, allergies,

etc.) in meals and snacks and takes steps to prevent
dangerous situations.

level 2
Health
D a. Monitors children and youth daily for signs of illness

and possible signs of emotional distress, abuse,
or neglect.

D b. Identifies, documents, and reports suspected
emotional distress, abuse, and neglect of children
and youth in an immediate and appropriate way.

D c. Follows procedures to avoid transmission of
communicable diseases.

o d. Follows instructions foradministrationqfrne,dicine
and approved medical treatments, including. related

·documentation. •. ..' .'.. ,', .. , "... '.

Safety
o a.. Demonstrates knowledge of proceduresrhatare

implemented when a'c;hild or youth ismissing,
o b. Describes and maintains a safe environm~nt, including

equipment, toys, and materials, to prevent arid reduce
injuries.

D c. Holds a current first aid· certificate.

D d. Teaches simple safety precautions and rulesto children
and youth.

o e. Demonstrates ability to use safety equipment, e.g., fire
extinguisher.

D f Verbalizes and adheres to emergency, illness, injury,
and sanitation procedures, including an emergency
evacuation plan. '

Nutrition
D a. Provides appropriate meals and snacks in a relaxed and

social setting.

D b. Provides information on healthy foods andfood groups
for children and youth. "

D c. Guides cooking experiences with children and youth.

D d. Adapts/adjusts meals and menus to accommodate
religious values and traditions of families.

D a. Provides a consistent daily routine for rest/sleep and
physical exercise as developmentally appropriate.

D b. Recognizes and responds to each child's or youth's need
for physical health and emotional well~being.

D c. Models and provides direction on sanitation procedures.
D d. Demonstrates basic knowledge of health issues common

to children and youth.

D e. Locates resources on health and hygiene, such as
magazines, books, pamphlets, and visiting health and
dental professionals, and makes them available for
children and youth.

D f. Informs families when their child or youth has been
exposed to communicable disease or illness.

Safety
D a. Demonstrates knowledge of a floor plan that incorporates

clear pathways for children and youth to move from one
area to another without disturbing other activities and
includes accommodations for those with special needs.
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utrition

Nutrition
o a. Assesses nutritional plan and adapts practices accordingly.
o b. Has current knowledge of the correlation between health

issues (e.g., eating disorders, diabetes, lowered life
expectancy, etc.) and poor diet.

Health
o a. Provides an environment that is physically and psychologically

healthy for children, youth, families, and staff.

o b. Designs, documents, and informs others of emergency,
illness, injury, and sanitation procedures.

o c. Establishes procedures for documentation and
notification of suspected abuse and neglect.

o d. Works with health care professionals in community to
ensure that the needs of children and youth are met.

o e. Has current knowledge of the correlation between h~alth

issues and socio-economic and cultural factors.

Nutrition
o a. Recognizes and responds to each child's and youth's

nutritional needs.

o b. Plans and evaluates menus to meet proper nutritional·
guidelines.

o c. Bases educational activities on nutritional information
responsive to multiple cultures.

o d. Provides opportunities and reinforcement for children.'s
and youth's practice of healthy nutritional choices.

o e. Involves children and youth in making food choices.

Safety
o a. Maintains appropriate levels and standards for state and

federal regulations.

o b. Identifies opportunities to fund environmental safety
improvements.

o c. Conducts self-assessments of facility for licensing and
accreditation.

lev.el/4·
Health
o a. Talks with and provides culturally responsive resource

information about health to families.

o b. Designs and implements curriculum activities
emphasizing healthy bodies, lifestyles, and environments.

o c. Recognizes signs of emotional distress, physical illness,
and child abuse or neglect and acts appropriately to the
situation; e.g., initiates discussions with families, refers
to appropriate professionals, and/or reports to
designated authorities.

Health, Safety, and

Nutrition
o a. Understands the relationship between poor nutrition

and behavioral and emotional difficulties.
o b. Plans and implements cooking experiences with

children.

o c. Teaches children and youth about nutrition and healthy
food choices.

o d. Includes foods from diverse cultures on a regular basis
and helps children and youth to understand the cultural
background of the foods they are eating.

o b. Demonstrates knowledge of procedures for assuring
children's and youth's safety while on field trips.

o c. Analyzes and adjusts space to maximize ease of staff
supervision of children and youth.

o d. Holds a current certificate in CPR.

Safety
o a. Plans and implements safefield trips.

o b. Designs and facilitates indoor and outdoor learning
environments to promote each child's physical and
emotional well being.

o c. Designs and implements effective and developmentally
appropriate strategies for educating children and youth
about safety hazards; e.g., substance abuse, sexual
behavior, sexual abuse and exploitation, violence, and
mental illness.

o d. Keeps informed about and shares safety information and
resources with families and, as applicable, other staff
members.

o e. Demonstrates and informs others about emergency,
illness, and injury procedures.
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D a. Supports the program mission "and purpose. FCC:
Develops the program mission. . " ..:

D b. Organizes, plW:s, and keeps records effectively.
D c. Assists in gathering information for. evaluation.. .•..••.•......

D d.Values the program's team of staff, administrators, and
volunteers, and works to strengthen it. . . ..

D e. Is able to give constructive feedback to staff, second
adults, substitutes, and helpers in a respectful manner. ..

D f. Assists in the delivery ofcurriculum. . ..... .. ... .. ..

D g. Provides information on supplies, materials, and·
equipment needs for the program. FCC: Orders
supplies, materials, and equipment for the program.

D h. Participates in program goal setting. FCC: License holder
sets goals. Second adults or other staff in a family child
home participate in program goal setting.

D a. Possesses and uses furlctional C'Jm.puter Skilfs.

Db. Participates in strategic planning and goal setting fortlIe
program. FCC: Does strategic planning and goal setting
for the program.

D c. Recognizes the importance of evaluation and assists in
evaluating the program'seffectiveIles~.

D d. Uses both self and collaborative staff evaluations a.s part ..
of on-going program evaluation.

D e. Verbalizes the relationship between the program's
philosophy and daily practice.

D f. Understands and articulates agency/fafuily child care
home policies related to legal and safety issues of
children, youth, and families.

D g. Assists in the development of curriculum. FCC:
Develops the curriculum for the program.

D h. Assists in maintaining supplies, materials, and
equipment. FCC: Conducts and maintains the inventory
of supplies, materials, and equipment.

D i. Assists in developing program budget. FCC: Develops
the p~ogram budget.

Proqram Pla~~i~g.
and Evaluation

""', ',:,"': ',-,',::-:':,-':'>' ,':," -:''-'', ' .. " ":.--" .... ~:<,':',' .. , ".,:::,.""'-:" ..~,:':, :~"".'- ::"'.-,;:./;:
Due to licensing regulations and the fact that family child careproviders are the owner/operators offamily child care businesses,farnilychildc~re.rolJiders ....
needsome skills at an earlier level than those working mchild care centers. These skills aremarke~with anFCC below. ..... .

D~. Exhibits responsible staff behavior. FCC: Exhibits
responsible program management behavior as the owner
operator of the child care..

Db, Participates as a team member in programs with more
than one staff person.

D c. Keeps appropriate records.

D d; Complies with program policies and licensing/accreditation
requirements. FCC: Ensures that program is adequately
insured.

D e. Communicates and works effectively with other staff,
volunteers, administrators, substitutes, and helpers.

D f. Has or is gaining functional technological skills (e.g.,
computer, fax machine, speaker phone, etc.)

D g. Is able to receive, give, and use constructive feedback.

D h. FCC: Keeps accurate records ofenrollment, emergency
information, participant attendance, injuries and other
serious incidents.

D i. FCC: Develops and implements program policies and
fee structure.
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", - , -:":-\'" ,,--' "-".' ", --', , " ,;-.'., ::"-,:;~-,, -.". :.,:> ... ,.',-.->
D c. Communicates effectiv~lywithsomWllnityand.pledia <

representatives. ..•...•.... ·.·i ·.i·· ... .........•.. ... ....> .....•..•...•.....•..•.......
Dd. AppIiesknowl~dgeoffede~al,tribal,state,~cllocal.....

legislation,re~latio~s,· aridprofessional stfrid.aI'cls.Jo
providehe~thy and safepractice~forallc~iIdrt:n.

De.•·Maintains current accreditation standards,licep,se,
and/or any reqllired.programguid~line~....••.... ·•••...... ·.••••.•..••..•·.i ....•

D .£ Develops andiwplewents programp?Iicies.~dfee.

structure. ...• ..••.... ·ii ........•..•..•.•....•..•.......•
o g. Identifies, develops, and implements formatiye and

summativeprogram evaluationstr;ategiesaJ:ld ...
understands their .beneflts, strengths, and li~itati()Bs.

D h. Designs and implementsstaffjobdes~:riptionsand
performance review forms and procedures;

D i. Plans and implementsprofessionaldev'e1opmeni:
opportunities for all adults involved withthe. program.

D j. Sets c1earpolicyand practiceforpositive and mutually
supportive work·environment.

D k. Evaluates assessment practices and reIl'lains updafedon
assessment resea.rch.

D I. Advocates for develoPIl1entally appropriate assessment of
children, youth, and program. . .

D m.Plans, maintains, and reports on budget to appropriate .
stakeholders, investors, and government regulatory
groups; FCC: not applicable.

D n. Identifies and seeks additional funding opportunities as
needed.

D o. Develops and maintains program marketing plan as
needed.

D p. Possesses legal knowledge necessary for effective
management.

Da..Engages children, youth, families, and staff in ongoing
regular program evaluation.

D b. Plans and implements family orientation and family
education programs.

D c. Demonstrates knowledge of valid and appropriate
assessment and evaluation practices.

D d. Uses a variety of techniques and procedures to evaluate
and modifY program goals for children, youth, and
their families.

D e. Develops methods to incorporate research findings
regarding ethnic and gender identity into an
anti-bias program.

D £ Develops and reviews curriculum to reflect the families,
children, and youth served.

D g. Provides effective lines of communication among all
adults involved with the program, including families.

D h. Keeps accurate records of enrollment, emergency
information, participant attendance, injuries, and other
serious incidents.

D i. Develops and monitors program budget.

D j. Supervises interns, practicum students, second adults,
substitutes, helpers, and/or volunteers.

D k. Plans for, recruits, orients, and supervises all adults
involved with the program.

D I. Encourages and supports staff in meeting professional
development g~als.

D m. Clearly articulates developmentally appropriate practices
to colleagues, families, second adults, helpers,
substitutes, and/or community members.

D a. Sets clear policy and practices for positive family-staff
relationships.

D b. Communicates effectively with board and advisory
groups and other stakeholders including families,
schools, fiscal agents, host agencies, and partners.

LevelS
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I:l i.
I:l a. Enjoys working with children and youth and models a

positive attitude.

I:l b. Interacts in a manner reflecting respect for self and
others.

I:l c. Exhibits good hygiene and personal appearance.

I:l d. Demonstrates good work habits.

I:l e. Consults with supervisor or resource person regarding
concerns if applicable.

I:l f Works cooperatively with colleague or assistants, if
applicable.

I:l g. Is aware of professional code of ethics.

I:l h. Behaves ethically, maintaining confidentiality and
impartiality.

I:l i. Shows commitntent to the goals of program or setting.

I:l a. Manages demands of personal and professional growth.

I:l b. Uses problem-solving skills as needed.

I:l c. Promotes value of quality in school-age and youth care
programs.

I:l d. Demonstrates commitment to a professional code of
ethics.

I:l e. Is aware of professional resources.

I:l f Takes advantage of opportunities to improve
competence.
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D a. Initiates andrnediatesgroup problems()lvingofethical: '" .... ,
d
' ;~l . -: ',.: '-,: ;-<:":":~J::-:\.~Xi

1 emmas ..... h. •••• • .' • ..' ' ••••••

D b. Recogniz~s causes an~ ~mptom~ of "burn~ut" and ""
develops strategies to prevent it.. ... ...•.. '., ..••........•.".. '.

D c;' Keeps'current on reSearch. and p6lieyreIevailt i:o~hild arid .....'.
youth development from diverse ailtural perspectivesitnd.."

.uses information to inform programming: '., .' .•.....•..•.•.....•..••....

D d. Analyzes the foundations ofthe school-age and youth· .." ..
care profession~nd: their impact on current praccicean~ .
future trends. ......'.. . .'.:<;

D e. Understands the impact of publicpolieyupon childr~n'.· •.•..•..
youth, families, and educational programs and advoCate~ ..' ...
for supportive publicpolicies. . .' . .'. . ; ..'i

D £ Designs staff development and/or training opportunities '.. '..
for all adults involved with the program. •....... . .

D g. Ensures staff development in cultural dynamics (~.g.,' .. "
ethnbcentrism,prejudice~ cultural mistrust, white '. ' ".
privilege). '. .' . . ." ..., ', '

D h. Recognizes variations in adult andcllildlearnirig so/les .'
and applies knowledge to practice. '...... ..' "

D i. Provides a work culture that encourages professional' .
development and leadership. . ,.

D j. Serves on professional boards and committees..
D k. Advocates for excellence in programs and services for' ...•

children, youth, and families. ' • ,..', .

I:J 1. Provides strong leadership and visionary direction.

Professional Development
and Leadership·

". ',-..,. "'"',-" '-.-'","c _._.

I'
~:'~

". ,

Seeks out professional relationships to enhance
professional growth (e."g., identifiesa mentor).

Elk-Becomes amentor to others, as applicable.

D a. Demonstrates critical reflection on own professional and
educational practices from community, state, national,
and global perspectives.

EJ b.Articulates and uses code of ethics for making
professional decisions.

D c. Participates in group problem solving of ethical
dilemmas.

D d. Understands the historical, philosophical, and social
foundations of the school-age and youth care profession.

D e. Articulates personal philosophy of school-age and youth
care based on knowledge of child/youth developmen~

and best practices.

D £ Evaluates current trends in child and youth development
and revises practices as appropriate.

D g. If applicable, demonstrates knowledge of basic principle~

of administration, organization, and operation of
school-age and youth care programs, including
supervision of staff and volunteers.

D h. Uses professional resources to continually improve
practice.

D i. Actively participates in career development.

D j. Acknowledges and assesses personal values and own
cultural biases.

D k. Serves as a mentor to others working with children,
youth, and families.

D 1. Communicates and interacts with parents/guardians,
families, colleagues, second adults, substitutes, and the
community to support child and youth learning and
well-being.

D m.Establishes effective working relationships with K-12
education practitioners to promote continuity in
children's and youth's development and learning.
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Minnesota Association for the Educ~tionof
Young Childi:en (MnAEYC) . '..
1821 University Avenue West, Suite298":S

St. Paul MN 55104. . •
Phone: 651-646-8689 • Fax 651-646-4514
Email: professionaldeveloprrient@-!Unaeyc.org
Web: wWUJ.mnpdcounciLorg

Minnesota. School Age Care Alliance

1000 Westgate Drive, Suite 252
St. Paul, MN 55114

Phone: 651-290-7478 • Fax: 651-290-2266
E-mail: mnsaca@ewald.com
Web: lUww.rrmsam.org

~'. .. -:,,', .;'::', -, " :'. - :', ,: :':-.. '," :-'.::. ", :..~.

..... When you have filled the Professional OevelopmentRecord,,' .'
a new Core Competency booklet may be requested from: .

..... Keep your Professional Development Record in a safe

place at your home or place ofwork.

..... After attending a training session, transfer theinformation
from the training certificate you receive into your
Professional Development Record. You and/or your
employer should each keep a file ofyour training
certificates. The certificates and this record may be used
to document annual training clock hours.

..... Share information in this record with your child care
licensor during his/her visit.

A. Keep track ofwhat is in your Professional Development
Record. Look at it often. During the year, plan to attend
training on several different topics.

PrDfe~siDnal
Develop.ment··Record

Suggestions for using this record

Content Area I: Child Growth and Development
Date Training ntle Instructor/Organization

1?/:1 youtltI DeveLaplMelilA::1 MVISACA

Content Area II: Learning Environment and Curriculum
Date Training Title Instructor/Organization Level Hours Certificate

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Hours

0

0

0

-- 0

-- 0

0

0

-- 0

0

0

LevelInstructor/Organization

Pr·o·.fe.ss·••i.·.·o·n·.a•.1
DevelopmeitftecQrd

Training ntle

Area 111:Assessmenti~lnd.·.Planning
Training ntle Instructor/Organization

Date

Content Area V: Families and Communities
LevelInstructor/OrganizationTraining ntleDate Hours Certificate

o
o

__ 0

________-'-----_______ 0

o
o

__ 0

o
__ 0

o
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Professional
Development Record

Content Area VI: Health, Safety, and Nutrition '. ...
Date Training TItle Instructor/Organization . '...', ". Level " . Hours . Certificate.·
______________________,.--,,--'----'---~~ -,--_". ····0'· ; .

. ···.·0 •..•

________-'-- ---,---'-,---- __ -'----:-·Cl·~'
________-,--,- ~___'___ __ --:-_.'--,-" ...•. 0< ".

_____________________-'--_.,-----~_~ --:-_ ··cr· '
.0···.

-- ------------- --------.,------ --- ---' ~". D· .
'.'0

0"

·0

Content Area VII: Program Planning and Eval.uation. ..
Date ..'. Training TItle . Instruct~r/Organization . •.• LeveF·Hours Certificate········oi.. ,·
-- ----'---'---'--.,---------.,------ -------.,------'----- --,-"-,--,-' .:..~:;:.

,·0·

0',
',;':",>

___----:-__-'---- .,----- -'--_~ -'-'-~ -'----~ . ." ·,·d··<·....··..
___________.,-----.,----- --,- .--:-~ ....••.... 0.··.

. .•. [;1.
______________________-'-----'----_ --:-;-,........---- ~-'-':'.."_.'0.

Content Area VIII: Professional Development~I1~Le~~~r~hip
Date Trainingntlelnstructor/Organiiation Level Hours, Certificate ..
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